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Abstract

Advance in digital healthcare technologies has been leading a revo-

lution in healthcare. It has been showing the enormous potential to

improve medical professionals’ ability for accurate diagnosis, disease

treatment, and the users’ daily self-care. Since the recent transforma-

tion of digital healthcare aims to provide effective personalized health

services, Conversational AI (CA) is being highlighted as an easy-to-use

and cost-effective means to deliver personalized services.

Particularly, CA is gaining attention as a mean for personalized care

by ingraining positive self-care behavior in a daily manner while previ-

ous methods for personalized care are focusing on the medical context.

CA expands the boundary of personalized care by enabling one-to-one

tailored conversation to deliver health education and healthcare ther-

apies. Due to CA’s opportunities as a method for personalized care,

it has been implemented with various types of roles including CA for

diagnosis, CA for prevention, and CA for therapy.

However, there lacks study on the personalization of healthcare

CA to meet user’s preferences on the CA’s persona. Even though the

CASA paradigm has been applied to previous studies designing and

evaluating the human-likeness of CA, few healthcare CAs personalize

its human-like persona except some CAs for mental health therapy.
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Moreover, there exists the need to improve user experience by increas-

ing social and emotional interaction between the user and the CA.

Therefore, designing an acceptable and personalized persona of CA

should be also considered to make users to be engaged in the health-

care task with the CA. In this manner, the thesis suggests an idea of

applying the persona of the person who is in a close relationship with

the user to the conversational CA for daily healthcare as a strategy for

persona personalization. The main hypothesis is the idea of applying a

close person’s persona would improve user engagement. To investigate

the hypothesis, the thesis explores if dynamics derived from the social

relationship in the real world can be implemented to the relationship

between the user and the CA with the persona of a close person.

To explore opportunities and challenges of the research idea, se-

ries of studies were conducted to (1) explore appropriate host whose

persona would be implemented to healthcare CA, (2) define linguistic

characteristics to consider when applying the persona of a close person

to the CA, and (3)implement CA with the persona of a close person to

major lifestyle domains. Based on findings, the thesis provides design

guidelines for healthcare CA with the persona of the real person who

is in a close relationship with the user.

Keywords: Conversational AI, healthcare, mimicked persona, user

perception, user experience, persona design

Student Number: 2017-39859
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Digital health technologies continue to evolve in both numbers and ca-

pabilities. To explain the concept of digital health technologies we re-

ferred to a definition from the Worldwide Health Organization (WHO)

introduced in its guidelines on digital health systems (2019). According

to WHO, digital health is a broad concept that includes e-Health and

emerging technologies, such as advanced computing technologies of big

data, personalized genomics, and artificial intelligence [1]. Also, the

additional definition was suggested by U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-

tration (FDA), which is similar to WHO’s in a broad aspect. According

to FDA [2], the scope of digital health encompasses categories such as

health informatics, mobile health, wearable devices, telemedicine, and

personalized medicine.

The need for the development of digital health technologies has
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been emphasized by FDA since they have been leading a revolution in

the domain of health care showing the enormous potential to improve

professionals’ ability for accurate diagnosis and disease treatment and

improvement in users’ daily health care. Moreover, digital health tech-

nologies take over the role of healthcare providers by automating tasks

with higher accuracy (e.g. exercise reminder) [3, 4]

In detail, the domain that digital health technologies are being

tackled includes the following : (1) Electronic record for healthcare

decision support, (2) virtual visit based on voice or video interactions,

(3) digital therapeutics improving clinical outcomes and adherence,

(4) wearable monitor (e.g. activity trackers and sleep monitors), (5)

mobile health apps (e.g. medical diary, diet, and lifestyle tracker), and

(6) artificial intelligence and machine learning that enables automation

of specific tasks and performs predictive tasks [5].

Since providing effective personalized health services is a recent

transformation of digital healthcare [6, 7], Conversational AI (CA)

as an approach for digital health technology in the converging area of

multiple digital health domains is being highlighted as an easy-to-use

and cost-effective means to deliver personalized services [8]. Gener-

ally, CA refers to technologies combining natural language processing

(NLP) such as chatbots or voice assistants, with which users can make

conversation with [9].

Particularly, CA is gaining attention due to its opportunity in

13



personalized care by ingraining positive self-care behavior in a daily

manner [10]. Previous methods for personalized care are mainly con-

ducted in a medical context. However, CA expand the boundary of

personalized-care by enabling one-to-one tailored conversation to de-

liver health education and healthcare therapies [11]. Also, the person-

alization of CAs is showing effectiveness in improving user comprehen-

sion [12], task efficiency [13]. Due to CA’s opportunity as a method

for personalized care, it has been implemented with various types of

roles. According to Jovanovie et al’s review study identifying the roles

of healthcare CA by analyzing 225 text-based CA currently in service,

major roles of healthcare chatbot can be defined as CA for diagnosis,

CA for prevention, and CA for therapy [14].

However, there lacks study on the personalization of healthcare CA

to meet user’s preferences toward the CA as a social actor to increase

user engagement. According to the computers are social actors (CASA)

paradigm [15], users use similar social norms and rules when interact-

ing with computers and people. Even though the CASA paradigm has

been applied to previous studies designing and evaluating the human-

likeness of CA, few healthcare CAs handle social cues and emotional

cues except for some CAs for mental health therapy. Moreover, Jo-

vanovie et al’s review study also emphasizes the need for improving

user experience since most commercial healthcare CAs analyzed in

this study include unfamiliar characteristics for users and lack social

14



and emotional interaction with the user [14]. Therefore, designing a

familiar and acceptable persona of CA should be also considered to

make users to be engaged in the healthcare task with the CA.

In general, designing a familiar persona for CA has the possibility of

enhancing user engagement by forming a positive relationship between

the user and the CA. In previous studies, CAs have shown positive

outcomes in building relationships with the user by implementing a

certain persona to the agent [16]. However, users are sensitive about

whether the CA’s personality matches their individualized preference

or expectations [17]. According to a previous study, CA’s personality

could result in low engagement if it does not meet user preference [18].

Therefore, personalizing the persona should also be taken into con-

sideration for increasing user engagement with the healthcare CAs but

few studies have dealt with this issue [19]. There exist studies on adapt-

ing CA’s persona to the user’s personality traits. For example, there

is a study on adapting CA’s personality based on the user’s personal-

ity traits including extroversion and agreeableness [20]. However, the

study did not investigate user experience, and there were also design

limitations in designing the personality of the CA to meet user’s pref-

erences based on limited traits.

In this manner, our thesis suggests an idea of applying the persona

of the person who is in a close relationship with the user to the con-

versational CA for daily healthcare to increase user engagement. The
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thesis explores if dynamics derived from the social relationship in the

real world can be implemented to the relationship between the user and

the CA with the persona of a close person implemented to it. Since the

importance of social relationships in healthcare has long been studied

and proved its effectiveness in making the user involved in healthcare

tasks, we expect the CA mimicking the close person would also mimic

positive consequences of the close relationship [21]. According to Berk-

man et al’s study, previous evidence suggests that social dynamics and

integration promote healthier behaviors and healthier lifestyles [22].

In various types of social relationships, we focused on the strong

relationship by referring to the Granovetter’s study since ”strength”

of the tie is a combination of the amount of the time of relationship

that has been persisting, the emotional intensity, the intimacy, and

the reciprocal services [23]. To explore opportunities and challenges

of our idea, we conducted series of studies to (1) explore appropriate

persona for daily healthcare, (2) define linguistic elements that affect

persona perception of a close person, and (3)implement CA with the

persona of a close person to the lifestyle domains. Based on findings,

we provide design guidelines for CA with the persona of the user’s

healthcare providers while presenting case studies of food journaling,

physical activity, and stress management.

My thesis suggested, explored, and evaluated the idea of applying

the persona of the user’s close person to improve the user experience,
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particularly user engagement, with the healthcare CAs in the domain

of daily health management. The thesis contributes HCI community by

following aspects. First, the thesis investigated the effective persona to

be implemented in CA as digital health technology. Second, the thesis

provided lists of linguistic characteristics to consider when applying

healthcare providers’ persona to the CA. I expect these features also

could be applied to expanded domains when applying the persona of

the user’s healthcare providers to the text-based CA. Lastly, my thesis

provides user-centered design guidelines for applying the persona of a

close person to CA to increase user experience with daily healthcare

tasks.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we introduce previous work on our domain of interest.

First, we are going to introduce the roles of CA as digital healthcare

technology and its opportunities. Second, we are going to introduce

previous works on personalization in healthcare CA. Then, we intro-

duce the importance of the CA persona on user engagement in example

domains including healthcare. Lastly, we are going to discuss methods

for designing CA’s dialogue style that highly impacts the persona per-

ception.

2.1 Roles of CA in Healthcare

According to Pereira et al’s mapping study on healthcare CA, CA

has great possibilities as a technical enabler with the benefits of asyn-

18



chronicity, consumability, anonymity, authentication, scalability, and

personalization [24]. Particularly, text-based CAs provide the oppor-

tunity of immediacy and asynchronicity at the same time. When it

comes to consumability which can be defined as easy-to-use and easy

to access, chatbots show higher performance compared to existing tech-

nologies in various aspects: (1) installation is easy since the chatbot is

mostly built on existing platforms (e.g. Instant Messaging apps). Also,

for privacy issues, the function of interacting anonymously with the

system could be the main opportunity. Users could be free from feeling

shame when interacting with computers. In other words, they could feel

more private due to anonymous interaction in comparison with speak-

ing to real humans [25]. At the same time, chatbots have the potential

to be scalable to reach large populations in a cost-effective way [26].

Also, personalization in one’s healthcare is one of the most important

opportunities of CA that is being utilized in daily healthcare [11].

For these opportunities, CAs are being implemented with multiple

roles in the domain of healthcare. CA in healthcare takes part in some

of the chores of human healthcare providers which, as a result, reducing

their physical, psychological burden [27]. Moreover, CAs have been as-

sessed to support various kinds of tasks including counseling [28, 29],

monitoring [30, 31], or medication adherence [32, 33]. According to

Jovanovie et al’s study identifying the roles of healthcare CA by ana-

lyzing 225 text-based CA currently in service, major roles of healthcare

19



chatbot can be defined as CA for diagnosis, CA for prevention and CA

for therapy [14].

First, we introduce diagnostic CAs tracking user’s symptoms and

recommending action plans. Support for diagnosis, general symptom

checker, and specific symptom checker are detailed roles of diagnostic

CA. In this manner, CA has the opportunity in (1) facilitating access

to healthcare services (e.g.Pathology Lab Chatbot) which reduces the

distance between doctors and users, (2) supporting consultations with

experts and professionals (e.g.iCliniq) that connects users with doctors,

and (3) giving people access to the updated symptom and disease in-

formation CA also provides To-dos and action plans based on symptom

checking. One example is HealthTap, a chatbot that asks about symp-

toms and delivers medical information about possible reasons through

dialog-based exchanges. Another example is FeverBot, assisting users

to recommend medical assistance. Also, Mental Care Bot support diag-

nosing symptoms of mental disorders, along with ADA which analyzes

relevant disease based on the reported symptoms.

Second, we introduce CAs for prevention that assists data track-

ing and health informatics and preventing declines in health status by

promoting desirable lifestyles. CAs for prevention include a range of

services with the following roles of (1) assisting access to healthcare,

(2) assisting health education, and (3) healthcare coaching. CAs as-

sisting access to healthcare help users get used to healthcare services.

20



Healthcare CA’s main goal is reducing the efforts and increasing ac-

cess to the services. Additionally, CAs for health education teach users

on preventive habits for specific symptoms or diseases. DoctorBot is

an example that provides information on healthcare topics. Jennifer,

another example, is a text-based chatbot that aims to eliminate dis-

information by answering queries about COVID-19 symptoms. There

are other examples for health coaching CA, whose goal is to improve

general well-being by promoting healthy lifestyles. Psychological in-

centives could be used to facilitate desirable behaviors such as the

FitCircle that uses reputation-based incentives to promote exercising

and StopBreatheThink that recommends mental practices for mental

well-being. Another example is Forksy is which assists the consumption

of nutritional meals tailored to user’s eating habits.

Lastly, the main role of CA for therapy is to provide treatment for

specific symptoms or health statuses such as pregnancy or therapeutic

diet. CAs for prevention include a range of services with the following

roles of (1) support for therapy, (2) health therapy, and (3) cognitive-

behavioral therapy. CA supporting for therapy is designed to be used

during the treatment. An example of HealthRobot has the function of

personalized reminders to increase adherence to daily medication as

part of the disease cure, or listing and rating effectiveness of medicines

based on users’ reviews for health cures. CA for health therapy also

provides at-home therapy for patients. For instance, KetoBot provides
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information about the ketogenic diet to reduce symptoms related to

diabetes. CA for cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) includes therapies

for specific mental states. For example, Woebot tracks users’ moods

and provides action plans for mental activities. Additionally, Wysa

is designed to improve patient’s mental wellness through emotional

support by the CA. The common goal among these CAs is to form

resilience to combat psychological disorders including anxiety, stress,

and depression by practicing positive thinking including increased self-

awareness and optimism).

Among these roles of CAs we are focusing on the CAs for preven-

tion since our main target group includes users without severe disease

whose main motivation for involving in daily healthcare tasks is to

prevent health-related diseases and maintain personal well-being, not

cure or improve outcomes of a particular disease. As seen above, CA

expands the boundary of personalized care by including factors such as

lifestyle choices, social context, and daily environment, and personal-

ized health care services like health education and health therapies [11]

outperforming previous methods for personalized care that are mainly

conducted in the medical context. We introduce more studies about

personalization in healthcare CA in the following section.
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2.2 Personalization in Healthcare CA

The personalization of CA is increasingly being used in healthcare ap-

plications, personalizing the structure, content, or purpose and goal of

the dialogue between users and CAs [34]. Personalization in the con-

text of digital technology typically refers to a feature that modifies

a system’s interface, given information, and content to boost its per-

sonal relevance [35]. There exist a range of work about personalized

conversational agents focusing on dialogue personalization [36], mes-

sage personalization [37], personalized recommender systems [38], and

personalized adaptive systems [39].

The personalized design of CA increases user satisfaction that could

lead to improved user engagement. Improvement in digital technolo-

gies could support CA to define users to provide personalized prompts.

Smartphone sensors could support collect behavioral data which can

strengthen AI algorithms. GPS data can be used for tracking physi-

cal activity. Also, it may recognize a user’s physical status using fa-

cial or motion recognition, or it can send customized messages to pa-

tients based on their heart rate condition using a smartphone-based or

wearable-based HR monitor. All these approaches promote a person-

alized conversation experience.

However, there lacks study on the personalization of healthcare CA

to meet user’s preferences toward the CA as a social actor to increase

user engagement. A weak social relationship between the user and the
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CA can leads users to low engagement with the CA over time. This lim-

itation of the previous CA design approach can largely affect outcomes

of healthcare CA because if the CA cannot ensure continuous user en-

gagement, it fails to reach the system goal for user’s daily healthcare

regardless of its tremendous benefits [40]. As an approach to build-

ing a strong relationship between the healthcare CA and the user, our

approach focuses on the persona design of healthcare CA.

Previous researches have shown that users prefer to interact and be

engaged with CAs with human-like persona [41], particularly human-

like use of language [42]. Moreover, users expect agents to have human-

like traits that match the user context and tasks [43, 44, 45]. For

example, for house chores, users preferred calm, polite, and coopera-

tive agent [46] and for social interaction, users preferred the chatbot

showing high self-disclosure [47].

In the context of daily healthcare, there was attempts to imple-

ment human-likeness to CAs by implementing human-like dialogue

styles of empathizing [48], expressing gratitude [49], making jokes [50],

motivating [51], and praising [52]. To be specific, Bickmore et al in-

sisted that CA’s persona implemented with empathetic dialogue style

is effective in managing mental health, and demonstrated that sub-

tle dialogue style is effective in promoting exercise [53]. Simulation of

human-likeness in CAs can provide an engaging experience [16].

However, users are sensitive about whether the CA’s personality
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matches their individualized preference or expectations [17]. If CAs do

not meet users’ expectations, users fail to emotionally attach to the CA,

which results in low engagement or abandonment [18]. In this manner,

personalization of persona should also be considered to increase user

experience with the healthcare CA. Therefore, in this thesis, we suggest

an idea of applying the dialogue style of the specific person who is in a

close relationship with the user to the CA to increase the engagement

with the CA.

2.3 Persona Design CA

Users interact with computers and people using comparable social

norms and conventions, according to the computers as social actors

(CASA) concept. Despite the fact that the CASA paradigm sparked

a lot of research into how to use or evaluate CAs’ human-likeness,

few healthcare CAs manage social and emotional cues, with the ex-

ception of a few CAs for mental health therapy. CASA is commonly

used to assist human-computer interface (HCI), human-robot interac-

tion (HRI), and media effects studies [54, 55, 56]. Due to developments

in technology and increased acceptance of technologies, these subfields

and researches have grown over the decades in health care [57], the

domestic sphere [58] and education [54].

Even though the CASA paradigm provoked lots of studies in ap-

plying or evaluating the human-likeness of CA, healthcare CAs are
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limited in handling social and emotional dynamics except for some

CAs for mental health therapy. Moreover, Jovanovie et al’s review

study also emphasizes the need to improve user experience since most

commercial healthcare CAs analyzed in this study include unfamiliar

characteristics for users and lack social and emotional interaction with

the user [14]. Therefore, designing a familiar and acceptable persona

of CA should be also considered to make users to be engaged in the

healthcare task with the CA.

Designing persona of CA has opportunities in increasing user ex-

perience by implementing human-like traits to the CA [59]. There are

several design elements of CA that could affect the persona percep-

tion of CA. we introduce design elements for CA design. We intro-

duce design elements by referring to Laranjo et al’s systematic review

on healthcare CAs and made improvements by involving recent stud-

ies [60, 24].

In the Laranjo et al’s study, authors characterized conversational

agents based on the following traits: (1) the type of technology, (2) dia-

logue management, (3) dialogue initiative, (4) input modality, (5) out-

put modality, and (6) task orientation [60]. Software applications sup-

plied by mobile SMS, telephone, or multi-modal platforms are among

the platforms that support the conversational agent. When it comes to

dialogue management, it includes three major strategies. First is finite-

state dialogue management [61] that the user goes through dialogue
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Figure 2.1 Laranjo et al ’s classification of the CA’s design elements

based on the type of the technology

with pre-determined scenarios. On the other hand, in the frame-based

approach [62], to complete a task, the user must answer questions

that fill slots. There exists no pre-determined but the system elicits
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prompts depending on the user’s input and the information. When it

comes to the agent-based approach [63], there is intricate communi-

cation between the agent and the user. There are numerous variants

that should be built into the system based on specific agent behav-

ior. Dialogue-based interaction is defined as the interaction between

agents that allows one agent to reason about its own behavior and,

on occasion, the conduct of the other agent. The dialogue evolves a

sequence of relevant procedures. Dialogue initiatives can be the user

or the system. Input modality can be spoken language or the written

language or the combination of multiple modalities including written,

spoken, and visual(non-verbal).

These Laranjo et al’s classification has limitations in that they do

not include the dialogue style of CA which has been known to affect

the persona perception toward the chatbot [47, 64]. Also, dialog styles

are also emphasized as the key design dimensions defined in Jovanovic

et al’s review study on healthcare CA [14]. There were successful at-

tempts to design and implement a dialogue style to increase the user’s

engagement in healthcare tasks as follows. For example, an empathetic

dialogue style is known for its effectiveness in managing daily mood

changes and the subtle dialogue style of the chatbot is effective in pro-

moting exercise for the elderly [16]. There also exist diverse attempts

to apply likeable human-like dialogues to the chatbot by implementing

dialogue styles of empathizing [48], expressing gratitude [49], making
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jokes [50], motivating [51], and praising [52]. Based on previous find-

ings, Bickmore insisted that the dialogue design of chatbots for daily

healthcare should be tailored for its usage and purposes [16, 53].

Also, previous studies imply that users are sensitive about whether

the chatbot’s dialogue style matches their individualized preference or

expectations [17]. If a CA does not fulfill users’ expectations or pref-

erences, users fail to be emotionally attached to the chatbot, which

results in low engagement or abandonment [18]. Because various users

may prefer different conversational elements to be applied to CA, the

lack of personalization in the conversations can be employed to improve

both usability and user experience [34]. To emphasize, dialogue style is

important in regards to user perception towards the agent and can be

a critical factor for users’ willingness to interact with the agent consis-

tently [33, 65]. Therefore, CA’s dialogue style should be personalized

to its domain and user group to be engaging over time [66].

In this manner, our thesis suggests an idea of applying a dialogue

of the person who is in a close relationship with the user to personalize

the persona of healthcare CA. Through this, we expect an increase

in overall user experience including user engagement. To focus on the

dialogue style to design the persona of CA, we chose chatbot as the

main focus of the study. Moreover, since our relevant studies (study1-

3) are focusing on transferring conversational styles of a close persons

to CA’s dialogue style, the chatbot would be the best option among
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other types of CAs since user experience with the chatbot without

other modalities are mostly affected by the dialogue styles.

2.4 Methods for Designing Chatbot’s Dialogue Style

Mostly, Natural language processing (NLP) takes a great part in un-

derstanding the user input and generate chatbot responses. For the

processing, rule-based models (ex.ELIZA [67], ALICE [68]), Informa-

tion Retrieval (IR)-Based Models [69], Statistical Machine Transla-

tion Generative Models (SMT) [70], and deep learning models [71]

can be applied in the process of understanding and generating natural

language-based user input.

Recently, Text style transfer (TST) is an important concept in nat-

ural language generation, which controls some attributes in the gen-

erated text. There are example researches of TST that control the

overall politeness, emotion, humor, and many others in the generated

text. Compared to its long history, TST has recently gained signifi-

cant attention due to increased performance brought by AI and deep

learning models [72]. In the previous researches linguistic style is usu-

ally defined by its pragmatic aspects, including both personal (e.g.,

personality, gender, etc.) and interpersonal (e.g., humor, romance) as-

pects. Most existing literature also takes these well-defined categories

of styles [73]. Existing papers include several style features for text

style transfer such as formality [74], politeness [75], gender [76], humor
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and romance [77], biasedness, toxicity, authorship [78], simplicity [79],

sentiment [80], topic, and political slant [81]. Also, there exists the

study, mimicking specific person’s text style such as Jhamtani et al’s

approaches to transfer text style from modern English to Shakespear’s

text style by applying an end-to-end neural model to enable copy ac-

tion [82]. However, when it comes to the lay user, it is still technically

challenging to train a text style transfer model due to the lack of indi-

vidual’s conversational data, and varied conversational style depending

on who someone is talking to. Also, it requires the high cost to handle

the personalized model.

Few previous approaches fully solved the challenges in high cost, low

user resources, and effectiveness in personalization at the same time.

To cope with previous limitations on the personalized dialogue style

of conversational agents, we present the idea of applying the dialogue

style of the user’s healthcare provider to the conversational agent. We

suggest healthcare provider-sourcing as a new approach to design a

personalized dialogue style of conversational agents. By doing this, we

expect a chatbot’s dialogue styles to reflect complex user preferences

and contexts.

In this study, instead of focusing on developing state-of-art tech-

nologies to increase the performance of the dialogue model, our goal is

to focus on exploring the effectiveness of personalized dialogue style by

mimicking the healthcare provider of the user. This approach requires
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delicate interface design. Therefore, methods used in this study include

interface design methods for personalized dialogue-based interaction.

The effects of message personalization have long been demonstrated

in the domain of health communication. Personalized messages could

stimulate behavior change [83], increase adherence to healthcare be-

havior [84], and engagement with the given tasks [85]. Personalization

is typically characterized in terms of digital technologies as a feature

that alters information access, system’s interface, and content to boost

its personal relevance to users [35]. Using message elements such as

message tone, message appeal, message format, or use of evidence per-

suasively affects receivers’ involvement, receptivity, and retention in

messaging when designing personalized messages for the user’s health-

care [86, 87]. Before exploring our method of personalizing dialogues

for healthcare agents, we introduce various approaches to designing a

chatbot’s dialogue-based interface.

2.4.1 Wizard of Oz Method

In the prototyping process of building conversational AI, Wizard of

oz has long been used as a user study tool for exploring interface

concepts or interface prototypes. Usually, the design process of dia-

logue style is facing major challenges coming from high cost and low

available resources. To prevent cost coming from inadequate interface

design, dialogue design usually includes iterative design with existing

chatbot prototyping tools such as collecting conversation data through
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the Wizard of Oz method [88, 89]. The Wizard of Oz method has been

frequently used for building prototypes of intelligent agents. A method

is a rapid-prototyping tool for designing systems that is costly and

requiring an implementation with new technology. In this method, a

human (in our case author) plays the role of ”Wizard” that operates

the system and interacts with the user through a computer or usually

mock-up system. Most Wizard of Oz works aim to test interface de-

sign. An example could be the speech-based intelligent systems, and

also synchronous text-based agents. The method is appropriate for

evaluating the function of the system but also effective in analyzing

human behavior toward a particular system [90]. However, sometimes

designers also can be overwhelmed due to time and costs for iterative

user study and evaluation [91]. For example, the Wizard of Oz study

for designing personalized reflection questions of the agent Robota [89]

leveraged iterative user workshops (12 workshops in total) to gener-

ate the system’s mini-dialogue flows. Therefore, in some cases such

as super-personalized dialogue style matching, the human-sourced di-

alogue could be an effective alternative which we used for our main

study 3.

2.4.2 Analyzing Dialogue Data with NLP

Other ways analyze current data sources, such as Twitter [92], exist-

ing chatbot logs [93], mail threads of DBpedia [94] and extracted data

from apps [95] conversation data, to build CA dialogues. Usually, nat-
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ural language processing (NLP) based analysis can be a method to

analyze a large amount of conversational data. For example, sentiment

analysis can be used to measure the overall emotional status deliv-

ered within the words or sentences [96]. Topic modeling with Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a method for discovering topics and ex-

tracting semantic information from unsorted documents [97]. BERT, a

deep-learning model based on a Transformer type of neural network,

has become the foundation for a variety of NLP applications, including

answering search queries and translating user-written words [98]. With

the release of GPT-3, the newest edition of a set of language models

produced by the company OpenAI, performance improved even fur-

ther [98]. Analyzing dialogue data with the introduced method requires

a large amount of conversational data to earn meaningful outcomes.

However, collecting a large set of individual conversational data

is still challenging for the general population. More if one stores a

large amount of his/her conversational data, it is also challenging to

get the conversational data with the particular person (e.g. one or a

family member). Since one’s conversational style can differ based on

the channel they are making conversation on, available conversational

data for analyzing conversational style is limited in both its quantity

and quality. This method can only be suitable in limited cases in our

series of studies. Therefore, we excluded this method in this thesis.
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2.4.3 Participatory Design

Researchers can engage with people to attain a design goal, which is

termed participatory design, also known as co-design, to build a specific

dialogue style adapted to a specific domain or environment. It is a

collaborative learning process between consumers and designers that

results in a design product that fits the needs of users [99]. Moreover,

participatory design methods have been used for democratic values

and an underrepresented group of people [99]. This design style fosters

communication between people who use products, systems, interfaces,

and environments and those who create them.

Mat-telmäki and Sleeswijk Visser [100] defined four elements for

participatory design to build a conversational agent. They begin by

defining the function of those who are influenced by the design (e.g.,

end-users and other stakeholders). Second, they suggest that in or-

der to construct an effective chatbot, all participants must collaborate

through workshop-style activities. Third, they emphasize the impor-

tance of employing specific methods and tools to enable people who

aren’t designers to express their thoughts and ideas and create visu-

ally tangible prototypes that contribute to the final design. Fourth,

they discuss collaboration, in which participants share ideas and work

together to develop solutions. To design chatbots with natural hu-

manoid interactions, Pinhanez [101] proposes a participatory method

called personality workshop, where designers, end-users, and stake-
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holders jointly establish the personality of the chat interface persona.

Participatory design, according to Donetto et al, is driven by shared

ownership, in which participants not only ”have a say,” but also ”have

the right to make decisions” during product development [102]. Accord-

ing to Sanders et al, while participatory design can be used throughout

the design process, it is most beneficial in the early stages, such as the

idea-generating phase [103]. Different sorts of tools (e.g., probes [104]

and generative toolkits [103])) are used to enable users to reflect on

their own experiences and produce design concepts during the design

process of participatory design.

Steen presents a co-design process called collaborative inquiry and

imagination, based on the philosophy of inquiry, in which designers,

end-users, and stakeholders collaborate to describe challenges (explore

and define), conceive solutions (ideate), then implement and assess so-

lutions (prototype and evaluate) [105]. ”Say, do, and make,” Sanders

advises as a strategy. She claims that by listening to what individuals

say in their spoken words, she can extract common knowledge [103].

Observing people’s behaviors, on the other hand, can result in the de-

velopment of ”observable knowledge” or ”observed experience.” Ana-

lyzing how people express their thoughts, feelings, and goals is critical

for developing tacit information that cannot be expressed in words.

Regardless of the paradigm behind those techniques, they should be

implemented and applied in a flexible manner based on the design
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context.

2.4.4 Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing has been used in a variety of design fields, including

gathering design samples, prototyping in real-time, and receiving de-

sign critique or feedback [91]. In addition, crowdsourcing was used to

create a chatbot. There has been work to collect and provide conver-

sational data for the social chat system via crowdsourcing. For ex-

ample, For context maintenance, Fantom employs a graph-based dia-

log model to provide appropriate responses. As actual chat exchanges

and system replies are gathered by the audience, the model contin-

ually evolves [106]. Another example of an agent that crowdsources

”trigger-action” rules to automate task management is Instructable-

Crowd. Other types of work used crowdsourcing to reply to end-users

in real-time while keeping contexts intact [107]. To keep the conversa-

tion going, Chorus enlisted the help of a large number of volunteers

who proposed responses, voted for the best answer, and shared chat

history. Chorus demonstrated that the general public could generate a

wide range of comments and descriptions on a given topic, and they

predicted that crowdsourcing would be a useful tool for investigat-

ing a variety of chat conversations [108] . There are also hybrid sys-

tems that operate with experts as crowds so that if a user inputs an

unidentified inquiry, the system gathers answers from the crowd and

responds [109]. In addition, crowdsourcing was employed to evaluate
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the chatbot. ChatEval [110], for example, used the audience to conduct

automatic evaluations of chatbots using dialogue breakdown detecting

tasks. Choi et al investigated crowd worker behaviors when evaluat-

ing a dialogue design, as well as designers’ objectives and expectations

when integrating the crowd in the design process [111].

Protochat builds on previous work by providing an automated sys-

tem with high fidelity that allows designers to evaluate the system

with crowd workers. ProtoChat helps designers iterate on conversation

designs quickly by allowing them to develop discussion, quick evalua-

tion of the intended conversation with the audience, and analyze the

conversation data tested with the crowd, and change the conversa-

tion design. Two main interfaces include the designer interface and the

crowd-testing interface that display these features [91].

However, we did not use crowdsourcing as our dialogue-based inter-

face design tool, since it is not appropriate for designing a personalized

dialogue style. Rather than the crowd, we recruited the people who are

in a close relationship with the user to design personalized CA for daily

healthcare.
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Chapter 3

Goal of the Study

From the literature review, I have reviewed the roles of CA in health-

care and the opportunities of CA as personalization in individual health-

care. To synthesize, CA’s major opportunities in daily healthcare in-

clude personalized care depending on users’ lifestyle choices, socioeco-

nomic context, and living environment by supporting different tasks

including counseling, monitoring, or increasing adherence to the medi-

cal plans. However, there lacks study on the personalization of health-

care CA to meet user’s preferences toward the CA as a social actor

to increase user engagement with the CA’s healthcare tasks. If CAs

does not meet users’ preference, users fail to emotionally attach to the

CA, which result in low engagement or abandonment. This challenge

is the major problem I posit in the thesis. As a solution, this thesis

provides the idea of designing a personalized persona of CA to meet
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individual user’s preferences toward CA as a social actor. There have

been attempts to give healthcare CA persona by implementing par-

ticular roles but those attempts still do not include personalization of

personas.

Therefore, the major goal of this thesis is to investigate the idea of

applying the persona of the user’s healthcare provider to the health-

care CA as means of personalization strategy to increase the overall

user experience with the healthcare CA. Among the many types of

CAs, the thesis series of works on text-based CA (i.e. chatbot) focus

on designing the persona of CA based on the personalized dialogue

style since dialogue style of CA has been known to affect the per-

sona perception toward the CA [47, 64]. In the thesis, I used the word

”healthcare provider” to imply a healthcare provider who can give the

user tangible support in the context of daily healthcare. The reasons

of implementing the healthcare provider’s persona into the healthcare

chatbot are as following: (1) to increase user experience through reflect-

ing real-world user-healthcare provider relationship into the user-CA

relationship and (2) to personalize the chatbot’s persona by imple-

menting user’s acquaintance who is in the close relationship.

The thesis includes three types of study : (1) exploration on imitat-

ing whose persona will be effective in the context of daily healthcare

(study 1), (2) What features must be considered to implement dialogue

styles of the close person to the CA (study 2), and (3) What are oppor-
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tunities challenges of applying persona of a close person to healthcare

CA depending on the healthcare domains (study 3). MimicTalk, which

is the prototype was also deployed into several healthcare domains in-

cluding diet, physical activity, and stress management to evaluate its

effectiveness.

To be clear, all experiments included in this paper were conducted

in Korean and translated into American English. The thesis includes

multiple HCI approaches to explore and investigate the novel idea of

persona design of healthcare CA to increase user engagement. Particu-

larly, we combined the methods of qualitative and quantitative analysis

to deeply explore the user experience. For the qualitative analysis, we

used interviews, Wizard of Oz, think-aloud, and thematic analysis to

find user insight and collect user’s unrefined data. Then, with quantita-

tive analysis, we tried to analyze patterns of user behavior and evaluate

the conversational interface and the design elements implemented in

the conversational interface. For the quantitative analysis, we analyzed

the survey based on 7 point Likert scale, user’s data log to statistically

extract meaningful results.
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Figure 3.1 Overall structure and contents of the thesis including three

main studies
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Chapter 4

Study 1. Exploring Candidate
Persona for CA

In this chapter, we aimed to define what kind of persona would be

appropriate for the CA aiding user’s daily healthcare. Since family

members and healthcare experts including doctors, nutritionists, and

nurses are major healthcare providers for the lay people, we explored

the effectiveness of applying their personas to CA. Based on our lit-

erature review and survey results on an appropriate persona for daily

healthcare, we chose candidate personas and applied them to proto-

type chatbot with its major function is giving intervention based on

the user’s daily health status. In the end, we are going to discuss our

findings and share design implications.
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4.1 Related Work

In this section, we introduce related work on (1) need for support in

daily healthcare and (2) applying persona to text-based CA

4.1.1 Need for Support in Daily Healthcare

Managing one’s habitual routine is challenging, requiring behavior in-

terventions from external supporters. Generally, healthcare providers

for daily healthcare are the expert and the family [112] with each

provider’s characteristics of support being different [113, 114]. For ex-

ample, the main focus of expert support is to provide reliable health-

related information [113], while family support is effective for making

actual changes in daily life (such as diet, physical activity, medication,

smoking cessation, and alcohol consumption) by leveraging its long

term intimate relationship with patients [114]. Despite its effective-

ness, human support is hard to persist due to the limitation of time

and physical resources [113, 115, 116]. For example, the disconnection

of a modern family due to the rise of one-person households and single

elderly has made it hard for family support to even satisfy the basic

condition - having a family [117]. Expert support also faces inevitable

obstacles due to time limitations and cost issues. Other than these

hurdles, there is still a potential risk of healthcare providers suffering

burnout from prolonged caring [118, 119].

To tackle limitations of human support, CAs have been attracting
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healthcare stakeholders [3]. CAs partly take over the role of health-

care provider by automating tasks with higher accuracy (e.g. exercise

reminder) [3, 4]. Due to its accuracy and effect on reducing human bur-

den, CA is recognized as a strong alternative for human support with

a lower risk of sudden termination. However, low acceptance of CA has

been pointed out as a limitation of CA, since the technology becomes

unsuccessful when it is not accepted by users [120]. To improve the

acceptance of CA for daily healthcare, previous studies have proposed

applying a persona to a CA system [121, 122]. Applying a persona to

CA has been showing an opportunity to form rapport between it and

users [123, 124].

4.1.2 Applying Persona to Text-based CA

What human-like factors affect the perception of an agent’s persona

has long been a study topic in the HCI community. These researches

concentrated on broad human-like characteristics rather than those

of a person in the real-world relationship with the user. Endowing

a chatbot with personality is vital for this newly emerging objective

of making the chatbot recognized as a human being. We must first

comprehend the concept of anthropomorphism in order to comprehend

how users perceive CA and why persona is so crucial in managing this

process [125].

Anthropomorphism refers to a person’s predisposition to regard

anything non-human as a human. Anthropomorphism is the ability
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of humans to attribute human traits, motivations, beliefs, and sen-

timents to non-human objects. Anthropomorphism frequently occurs

in human-computer interaction, according to previous studies, and de-

signing a particular persona could control how users anthropomorphize

machines [126].

The degree to which designers want users to anthropomorphize the

system can be determined using the word ”humanness.” Anthropomor-

phism is usually utilized to develop an emotional connection between

the human and the CA, but it may also be used to assess how much

designers want users to anthropomorphize the agent. Previous research

has revealed that a CA’s level of humanness has an impact on how hu-

mans anthropomorphize it, as well as being a key aspect in trustwor-

thiness management [127]. Humanness differs from anthropomorphism

in that anthropomorphism refers to the psychological attribution of

human-like features to something non-human, while humanness refers

to something that appears or acts like human. While anthropomor-

phism is expected to result in positive consequences, different degrees

of humanness can have both positive and negative effects on how hu-

mans perceive and define the agent. The uncanny valley is the result

of humanity’s bad repercussions[128].

However, because users’ perceptions of CAs fluctuate depending on

user attributes, the impact of CA on user experience varies. Users are

also concerned about if the human-like CA’s personality reflects their
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personal preferences or expectations [17]. Users become emotionally

attached to CAs if they do not achieve their expectations, which leads

to poor engagement or abandonment [18]. As a result, persona per-

sonalization should be considered to improve the user experience with

the healthcare CA. As a result, we propose in this paper that health-

care CA be modeled after a healthcare provider’s identity. Throughout

the thesis, we will be focused on text-based agents because the written

word transmits a lot of information and context about the host, includ-

ing personality [129, 130, 131]. In this manner, dialogue style influences

how users view the agent and can be a deciding factor in whether or

not they want to contact the agent on a regular basis [33, 65].

4.2 Research Questions

In this study, we aim to investigate and evaluate the effectiveness of

applying personas of the user’s healthcare providers who are in a close

relationship with the user (i.e. doctor, family member) on the accep-

tance of the healthcare CA. Exploration of imitating whose support

will be most effective in everyday healthcare was conducted with the

Wizard of Oz method. According to the survey we conducted with the

283 middle-aged users (Male: 123, Female:160) prior to study 1, the

preferences toward the family member (n=101) and the doctor (n=130)

was the highest followed by other healthcare provider sources (n=52).

Based on findings, we decided to apply the persona of the doctor and
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the user’s family member to the prototype of healthcare CA. Then, we

compared the opportunities and challenges among prototypes. In the

study, the following research questions were explored and answered.

RQ1: What are the opportunities and challenges of applying

the persona of the healthcare providers to the CA ?

RQ2: What kind of persona should be applied to healthcare

CA for daily healthcare?

4.3 Method

We conducted a within-subject experimental study to compare oppor-

tunities and challenges among the type of personas. Two of them are

persona-applied (doctor and family) chatbots and one without per-

sona (control). To ensure that the persona of a user’s family member

and doctor were well implemented to the chatbot, we also conducted

a manipulation with all participants to check if the personas were suc-

cessfully manipulated. We used a survey and post-hoc interview to

analyze the experiment results. In the end, we discuss the effects of

applying the persona of the close person into the chatbot and discuss

design implications for CA with persona. We recruited eleven partic-

ipants (Female: 6, Male: 5) aging from 19 to 60 years old (M = 46

SD = 13.82), since these people were highly in need of continuous

interventions [132]. For recruiting the participants, we used a pub-
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lic health bulletin board. They received 15000KRW after participating

one-hour user study. Participants all showed a strong relationship with

the healthcare providers who are also participated in the study to de-

sign the persona of the chatbots. We filtered out the weak relationship

because we are focusing on the strong tie relationship in the study.

4.3.1 Wizard of Oz Study

During the user study, we used the Wizard of Oz method to compare

and evaluate the chatbot with the persona of a family member, doctor,

and the one without a persona. We used the Wizard of Oz method to

investigate the effectiveness of the pre-designed personas. To design

the personas of chatbots, we recruited each participants’ family mem-

ber and the doctor prior to the experiment. We asked them to change

the given sentences, which would be implemented to a chatbot, into

their own conversational style as if they are really sending messages to

the participants through KakaoTalk. Through this process, we applied

the collected words and sentences into the dialogue of the chatbot

to apply the persona of the user’s healthcare providers that are (1)

family member and (2) doctor to the chatbot. To apply each persona

to chatbots, we also differentiated appearance (profile image, name)

and conversational style shown in Figure 4.1, given that these features

are known to play a major role in persona perception [123, 124]. To

customize the appearance for both chatbots, profile pictures with a

recognizable face were used as the agent’s profile. This profile picture
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Figure 4.1 Example screenshots of chatbots applied with personas of

user’s healthcare providers (family, doctor) and a basic chatbot

was pre-collected from the user’s healthcare provider prior to the user

study. For the conversational style, participants’ family members and

the doctor were asked to transform the sentences which will be imple-

mented to the chatbot. All chatbots were built on KakaoTalk as shown

in Figure 4.1.

At the beginning of the experiment, we asked participants about

their demographic information, relationship with the healthcare providers.

Relationship-related questions were based on Granovetter et al’s work

who defined strength of tie as the combination of the amount of the

time of relationship that has been persisting, the emotional intensity,

the intimacy, and the reciprocal services. We also asked how much

they self-care themselves and what they usually do for their daily self-
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care. Then, all participants interacted with the simple chatbot built for

practice so that they can get used to how chatbots work and feel com-

fortable with the experiment environment. After, three chatbots, two

of them with the persona of the user’s healthcare providers (doctor and

family) and one with formal and neutral persona, were assigned to par-

ticipants in a randomized order. Participants were asked to complete

five behavior intervention tasks per chatbot. Five behavior intervention

tasks consist of lifestyle factors including (1) diet, (2) exercise, (3) med-

ication, (4) alcohol consumption, and (5) smoking. Tasks were person-

alized based on the user’s current status on the metabolic syndrome-

related symptoms including blood sugar, blood pressure, lipid level,

and weight loss/gain. For example, a chatbot proactively sends a greet-

ing message to the user and asks the user to start an interaction. If

the user agree with the interaction initiation, it asks for changes in the

user’s metabolic syndrome-related indicators. Based on the answers to

the changes in indicators, it provides the user with 5 major lifestyle

tasks including diet, exercise, medication, alcohol consumption, and

smoking.

Participants were instructed to interact with the chatbots as if they

are in a situation described in the action sheets. Action sheets include

scenarios of changes in the health status of Metabolic syndrome. Par-

ticipants were asked to interact with chatbots as if they are in the

situation stated in the action sheets. After completing all fifteen tasks
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Figure 4.2 The overall constructs of technology acceptance model

(i.e. five for each type of chatbot), participants evaluated all chatbots

with survey and semi-structured post-interview.

4.3.2 Survey Measurement

During the experiment, participants answered survey questions on sys-

tem acceptance that consist of variables from the Technology Accep-

tance Model (TAM). TAM is a theoretical model to help explain and

predict user behavior of information technology [133]. When users are

presented with new technology, the model argues that a number of con-

structs influence their decision on how and when to use it. Perceived

usefulness and perceived ease of use are lower constructs in TAM model

that we focused on. Fred Davis’ work established the definitions of

perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. In this work, perceived

usefulness is defined as to what extent a person assumes that using a

given system will improve his/ her performance. Perceived ease-of-use

is defined as to what extent a person expects that using a system will
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be easy. Based on this perspective, if technology is simple to use, it

is more likely to overcome barriers. It’s difficult for users to have a

good attitude toward anything if it’s difficult to use and the interface

appears confusing.

However, due to the diversity of technology, TAM model is occa-

sionally insufficient to fully predict the acceptance level. For this rea-

son, including appropriate variables in an original model is expected to

provide a stronger outcome [134]. Thus, we included additional ques-

tionnaires measuring the perceived trustfulness and the perceived in-

timacy that we wanted to evaluate. These questions were selected be-

cause expert support has been known for its effectiveness in providing

reliable health-related information [113] to the patient, while the fam-

ily support is effective for making actual changes in daily life (such

as diet, physical activity, medication, smoking cessation, and alcohol

consumption) by leveraging its long term intimate relationship with

patients [114].

In summary, variables measured in the survey were perceived use-

fulness, perceived ease of the user, behavior intention to use, perceived

trustfulness, perceived intimacy, and acceptance (I asked willingness

for actual use to evaluate acceptance in this study). Participants an-

swered the questions evaluating these variables for each chatbot. An-

swers to all questions were collected with a 7-point Likert scale.
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4.3.3 Post Interview

We also conducted a post-interview to explore user experience with

three types of chatbots. We asked them how they felt the overall inter-

action with the chatbots that are applied with personas of healthcare

providers in the real world including their perception, emotion, and

their overall preferences. Also, even though we pre-collected the health-

care providers’ made-up sentences to design the chatbots’ dialogues, we

asked participants what linguistic factors had more impact on the expe-

rience with the chatbot that resembles their actual healthcare provider.

This was done to explore whether particular linguistic factors fortify

users’ persona perception. Also, we asked how real-world relationships

affected the participants’ perception toward chatbots with the persona

of their healthcare providers. The participant was audio-recorded dur-

ing the post-interview to allow for later transcription and analysis.

Transcribed data collected was analyzed by authors through thematic

analysis [135].

4.3.4 Analysis

We used the data to run a one-way repeated ANOVA to see if applying

personas of users’ healthcare providers affected their acceptance of the

healthcare chatbot. Repeated one-way measures ANOVA (also known

as a within-subjects ANOVA) is used to see if the means of three or

more groups differ when the participants in each group are the same.
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Figure 4.3 Chatbot prototypes applied without persona, with personas

of the user’s doctor and family member

The linear regression analysis was used to compare the predictive power

of all variables on chatbot acceptance. Statistical techniques to eval-

uate the associations between a dependent variable and independent

variables (commonly referred to as ’predictors’) are known as regression

analysis. Linear regression is known as the most frequently used type

of regression analysis, with the line (or linear combination) that mostly

fits the data according to mathematical criteria. The least-squares ap-

proach finds a line that minimizes the sum of squared discrepancies

between the raw data and the line. In order to present the results of

the post-interviews, we used thematic analysis‘[135].

4.4 Results

Results of the study are presented in order of survey and post-interview.
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4.4.1 System Acceptance

Figure 4.3 illustrates significant differences between three chatbots in

all variables used in the evaluation of chatbot acceptance. Healthcare

chatbots with personas of healthcare providers showed significantly

higher scores in all variables compared to a control condition.

One-way repeated ANOVA analysis revealed significant difference

between 3 personas (Figure 4.1.). Chatbot with the persona of the

doctor showed significantly high perceived trustfulness than any other

conditions(F (2,30) = 14.187, P < 0.001) while the chatbot with the

persona of family member showed significantly high perceived inti-

macy(F (2,30) = 19.421, P < 0.001). However, when it comes to per-

ceived usefulness and perceived ease of use, there was significant differ-

ence between the control chatbot and the chatbots with the personas,

but there was no significant difference between the persona of the fam-

ily member and the doctor. For variables from TAM model chatbot

with persona showed significantly high ratings than basic chatbot with-

out persona. Rated variables are perceived usefulness (F (2,30) = 24.69,

P < 0.001)) and perceived ease of use (F (2,30 = 10.56, P < 0.001),

attitude (F (2,30 = 9.03, P < 0.001), and behavioral intention to use

(F (2,30 = 14.50,P < 0.001).
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Figure 4.4 Predictive power of all variables related to acceptance of

healthcare chatbots

4.4.2 Perceived Trustfulness and Perceived Intimacy

To verify the explanatory power of newly added variables, which are

perceived trustfulness and perceived intimacy, we conducted regression

analysis. The results demonstrated that perceived trustfulness (Adj R2

= 0.24, P < 0.01) and perceived intimacy (Adj R2 = 0.54, P < 0.001)

significantly predicts acceptance level of healthcare chatbot, implying

that both variables are valid variables for predicting acceptance level

of the chatbot with the persona of healthcare providers.
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4.4.3 Predictive Power of Corresponding Variables

Through the linear regression analysis, the predictive power of all vari-

ables related to users’ cognitive beliefs on the acceptance of the chat-

bot was compared. The corresponding variables were the perceived

usefulness and perceived ease of use (two from the TAM model), per-

ceived trustfulness, and perceived intimacy (two added). Perceived use-

fulness showed the highest power (68.8%), and then perceived inti-

macy(18.2%), perceived trustfulness(16.9%), perceived ease of use in

order(8.8%). The regression model for these four variables showed r

squared value of 0.804 (Figure 4.4). Based on the results, we could infer

that the perceived usefulness of the chatbot mostly affects acceptance

on the chatbot followed by perceived intimacy, perceived trustfulness,

and perceived ease of use.

4.4.4 Linguistic Factors Affecting User Perception

From the post-hoc interview, we further demonstrated that influen-

tial variables for system acceptance differ depending on the persona

type. For chatbot with the persona of a user’s family member, par-

ticipants implied that perceived intimacy has played a major role in

system acceptance. P5 laughed and expressed surprise of talking with

the family-like agent: “I feel like I am really talking to my daughter.”

and P8 emphasized the feeling of intimacy from the family-like agent:

“I feel like I was talking with him. I think this made the agent friendlier.
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Using it, I even felt like I’m getting emotionally closer to my son.” For

a chatbot with the persona of the doctor, the interview showed the

importance of perceived trustfulness for the system acceptance. For

example, P10 mentioned that “chatbot with the actual doctor’s person-

ality made it trustworthy. This may influence my decision whether I

will use it or not”

Plus, we observed that the specific linguistic factors played an im-

portant role in participants’ persona perception, making the agent

more like the real family member and the doctor. General patterns

of such differences are endearment (e.g. mumpy, sweetie, angel), hedg-

ing (e.g. em, oh, ah), frequent typos, word choice, and emojis. For

example, P7 pointed out that “Using exclamation mark at the end of

the sentence is what my sister is always doing! I feel like I am really

having a conversation with her.” P4 emphasized that hedging made

the chatbot more like her son by saying that “My son always uses a

word like ‘OMG’ before he starts to say something. When I saw this

word in the chatbot, I thought it really looked similar to a conversa-

tion with my son.” In addition, five participants (P1, P2, P5, P7, P10)

reported that the appearance of the chatbot consisting of the profile

picture and the name played a major role in making the chatbot with

the persona of the user’s family member and the doctor more realistic.
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4.5 Implications

Through the study, we demonstrated that applying the persona of a

user’s healthcare providers to the healthcare chatbot has a positive ef-

fect on the acceptance of the healthcare chatbot compared to a health-

care chatbot without a persona. Based on our results, we discuss design

implications for applying the persona of user’s healthcare providers on

the healthcare chatbot. Through the experiment, we found that as-

signing a persona to a healthcare chatbot ends in higher acceptance in

different ways than a healthcare chatbot without a persona. This effect

can be attributed in large part to the characteristics of the original hu-

man persona. Our qualitative and quantitative data suggest that the

perceived intimacy which is the successful predictor for family support

is also the candidate predictor for acceptance of a family-like chatbot.

In the case of the chatbot with the persona of the expert, perceived

trustfulness was highly valued than other persons, which is a predic-

tor of human expert support and acceptance of the chatbot with the

persona of the expert.

Some variables have bigger predictive power than variables of TAM

model when it comes to healthcare chatbot with persona. In our study,

we compared four types of cognitive beliefs that are the candidate pre-

dictor of acceptance of the healthcare chatbot. Perceived usefulness

and perceived ease of use were candidate predictors from TAM model,

while perceived trustfulness and perceived intimacy were chosen based
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on previous human support [136]. Perceived trustfulness and perceived

intimacy showed bigger predictive power in our regression model com-

pared to perceived ease of use. Two major implications I learned from

the study results are the following.

One implication is that critical factors for acceptance could differ

according to the persona type. This tendency seems to align with the

actual relationship between the user and the user’s healthcare provider

in the real world. Trustfulness had more influence on the chatbot with

the persona of the doctor than the persona of the family member.

On the other hand, intimacy had more impact on the acceptance of

the chatbot with the persona of the family member than the doctor.

From this, we could conclude that defining critical factors derived from

a relationship with the actual healthcare provider, whose persona is

implemented to the system, is important. Designers should utilize these

factors appropriately when applying the persona of specific healthcare

providers to healthcare chatbots. For instance, the persona of family

members would be needed if a certain healthcare chatbot requires high

intimacy while an expert persona would be suitable for a healthcare

chatbot that requires a high trustfulness.

Another implication is that careful selection of a conversational

style may contribute to designing a more acceptable healthcare chat-

bot. As indicated in our results, variation in the conversational style

of persona made participants perceive the agents more like their ac-
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tual healthcare providers. Since the ultimate goal of our agents with

persona was to be accepted as an actual humans, we tried to carefully

observe the effect of this facet as well. The results align with the HCI

community’s findings on the communication strategy of conversational

agents that agents may use elements such as hedging, back-channeling,

rephrasing, and emoticons to be human-like [137]. Also, a repetition of

the message was found to be a critical point in making agents feel like

a machine. P6, P9, and P10 mentioned that the repetition of the same

contents will reduce the feeling of human likeness.
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Chapter 5

Study 2. Linguistic
Characteristics to Consider
When Applying Close Person’s
Persona to a Text-based Agent

From the previous work, we earned the lessons that certain linguistic

characteristics affect how users perceive the persona of the conversa-

tional AI mimicking the user’s acquaintances in the real world. In this

chapter, we aimed to figure out the lists of linguistic characteristics

that take account when applying a real person’s persona who is in

the relationship with the user to the conversational AI, particularly to

the text-based agent. In other words, we defined linguistic character-

istics that influence user perception with a persona of a close persona

(PRP). We modified the Wizard of Oz method to explore major lin-

guistic characteristics determining the persona with PRP for use in the
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experiment. A separate survey was also conducted to evaluate specific

features.

5.1 Related Work

We share related work on (1) linguistic characteristics that affect user’s

persona perception with the CA and (2) previous study on language

components.

5.1.1 Linguistic Characteristics and Persona Perception

With emerging technologies making PRP more feasible and applica-

ble, there is a greater need to investigate the features influencing user

perceptions of CA’s humanness and anthropomorphism based on PRP

personas. The need to investigate linguistic characteristics in order to

design the sophisticated dialogue flow of a text-based agent is partic-

ularly pressing. To eliminate the compound effects of other modalities

such as voice, motion, and appearance, we focused on linguistic char-

acteristics applied to the text-based agent (i.e.chatbot). The textual

interface’s ability to display movements and gestures is limited. To

investigate how users perceive text-based agents as convincing social

actors via written interactions, it is necessary to investigate linguistic

elements embedded in textual interfaces. This is because a written text

and dialogues convey a clue about the writer and sender. This includes

the writer’s personality and identity, on their own [129, 130, 131].
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In the previous study, Mairesse et al. identified linguistic elements

correlated with a writer’s personality. The research looked at com-

mon words, textual features, punctuation, emoticons, average response

time, and imitation rate [129]. They did the study by collecting individ-

ual corpus and personality ratings for each participant’s conversation.

Then they defined relevant features from the conversational data and

build statistical models based on personality ratings.

Mairesse et al. defined the linguistic factors that influence the per-

ception of ”introvert” and ”extrovert” personality in great detail. When

it comes to conversational behavior, introverts prefer to listen, whereas

extroverts prefer to initiate the conversation. Introverts rarely engage

in back-channel behavior, whereas extroverts engage in it more fre-

quently. When it comes to topic selection, introverts are known for

their self-centered, problem-centered speech, dissatisfaction with one’s

current situation, strict selection, a single and monotonous topic, few

semantic errors, and few self-references. Extraverts, on the other hand,

are less self-centered and enjoy talking, agreeing, and complimenting

others. They also tend to think out their thoughts on a variety of top-

ics, making frequent semantic errors and self-references. Introvert users

prefer a formal tone with many hedges, whereas extrovert users pre-

fer an informal tone with few hedges. The syntax that is frequently

used varies depending on the personality type. Introverts seem to use

a lot of nouns, adjectives, and prepositions, and they seem to use a
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lot of words per sentence, as well as a lot of negations. With simple

constructions and few words per sentence, extraverts use a lot of verbs,

adverbs, and pronouns. They don’t appear to use many negations. In-

troverts also use more correct, rich, diverse, and exclusive words than

extroverts. However, they use fewer social and positive emotion words.

Extraverts use more loose, poor, low-diversity dialogues with a lot of

social and emotional words and fewer exclusive words and negative

emotion words than introverts. Some of the characteristics found in

Mairesse et al’s study are also found in ours. This approach, on the

other hand, is not a user-centered approach to text-based features that

influence user perception of PRP agent personas. As a result, we in-

vestigated and redefined linguistic characteristics based on two major

focuses: (1) the scope of PRP and (2) user-centered perspectives.

5.1.2 Language Component

In this study, we also considered how language components affected

user perception. The components of language and their terminology

align with demarcations for many of the elements of text-based com-

munication. Language components and corresponding elements that

belong to each component affect the overall delivery and understand-

ing of the text-based outputs. Also, it delivers certain characteristics of

the sender including emotion, personality, and context. Therefore, we

aimed to explore those components and the corresponding elements to

design the persona that consists of text-based language components.
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We referred to the previous language model including three major in-

tersecting components (i.e. content, form, and use). Content refers to

language components that can be defined as semantics, the form in-

cludes major components related to morphology and syntax, and use

is the component related to message context and pragmatics [138].

The syntax is the language characteristic that contains the structure

of a sentence. Sentence organization including the order of clauses,

network, and relationships between words and sentences, structural el-

ements of a sentence is the major component of syntax. Syntax also

includes which word combinations are acceptable or not. For example,

if someone says “he went to town.” the sentence including the series of

words is acceptable. However, when someone says the sentence “town

to went he”, the sentence is not understandable and acceptable be-

cause the sentence did not follow the rules of the syntax of English. As

such, there exist common rules of syntax in various languages. In En-

glish, a sentence must include a noun phrase and also a verb phrase.

An example of “he went to town” contains both phrases that make

sense. On the other hand, morphology more focuses on the arrange-

ment of words. The smallest grammatical units consist of morphemes.

Examples of morphemes could be any letter of the alphabet. Types of

morphemes could be free or bound. When it comes to free morphemes,

they can stand and be used by only themselves. Examples are words

such as boy, sad, and small. These morphemes make sense when used
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alone. However, bound morphemes should be used with a larger word

to be acceptable and make sense. Examples are prefixes and suffixes in-

cluding un-, non-, -s, -ly. Lastly, semantics refers to the branch of logic

and linguistics containing the meaning of words or sentences. There are

various branches and subbranches derived from semantics. These in-

clude formal semantics, the logical aspects of meaning, references, such

as sense, implication, and form of logic, lexical semantics, conceptual

semantics, and the cognitive structure of meaning.

5.2 Research Questions

Study 2 is focusing on demonstrating linguistic factors that affect per-

sona perception of PRP and evaluating the priority among defined

factors, the study includes (1) modified Wizard-of-Oz study for defin-

ing linguistic characteristics affecting persona perception of the person

in the close relationship with the user and (2) evaluating these features.

Through this study, we aim to define linguistic characteristics to

consider when applying PRP to text-based CA. Moreover, we defined

how a single linguistic element affects the perceived humanness of the

text-based CA. We targeted text-based agents, particularly chatbots

to focus on the linguistic element and exclude other compound effects

coming from other modalities such as appearance, sound, and move-

ments. At the end of the study, we present design considerations for

applying PRP to the CA.
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RQ1: What are linguistic characteristics to consider when ap-

plying a close person’s dialogue style to the text-based CA?

RQ2: To what extent each linguistic feature affects user per-

ception towards text-based CA?

5.3 Method

To explore linguistic factors and evaluate its influence on persona per-

ception, we conducted modified Wizard-of-Oz study and survey. Two

corresponding studies were conducted including empirical study ex-

ploring the possible linguistic elements and the survey evaluating how

linguistic elements affect perceived humanness and user preference.

Wizard of Oz method was used as a method for empirical study. Partic-

ipants for the empirical study and the survey were seperately recruited

and did not overlapped.

5.3.1 Modified Wizard of Oz Study

We recruited four teams, each with two participants, to conduct an

empirical study on linguistic characteristics that influence user persona

perception. More than three times a day, team members communicated

with one another via a chatting platform. As shown in Table 5.1, there

were four teams total in eight participants.

The study was conducted with the modified Wizard-of-Oz [139].

The traditional Wizard of Oz method has been frequently used for
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Team ID Age Relation Chat Frequency

1 P1 53 Mom >5

P2 26 Daughter >5

2 P3 33 Sister >3

P4 29 Sister >3

3 P5 31 Friend >3

P6 31 Friend >3

4 P7 36 Husband >10

P8 31 Wife >10

Table 5.1 Information or participants included in Modified Wizard of

Oz study

building prototypes of an intelligent agent. The method is a rapid-

prototyping method for systems costly to build or requiring develop-

ment with new technology. In this method, a researcher plays the role

of Wizard that manipulates the system and interacts with the end-user

through a real computer or mock-up system. Most Wizard of Oz tests

or experiments establish the viability of a futuristic approach to inter-

face design. An example could be a speech-based intelligent system,

and also synchronous text-based agents. The method is appropriate

for evaluating the function of the system but also effective in analyz-

ing human behavior toward a particular system [90].

In this study, we introduced a user-centered approach by letting the

user play the role of a wizard doing the system activity, in addition
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Figure 5.1 The concept of modified Wizard of Oz used in study 2

to the classic Wizard of Oz strategy of convincing the end-user that

the system is working automatically. As a result, each member of the

squad doubles as a wizard and a stayer. We did this by setting up two

rooms for the experiment. During the experiment, we requested each

team member to remain in a different room.

During the session, they were instructed that they were going to

have a conversation with the chatbot with the persona of another par-

ticipant even though they were talking to the other in a different room.

Each participant was located in a separate room and asked to use the

chat interface [140]. The think-aloud method was used in the experi-

ment to get participants to speak out the linguistic characteristics that

affect the persona perception of the other person in the team. A think-

aloud method is a user research protocol used to gather data during

the usability testing of system prototype or system evaluation [141].

During think-aloud, participants are thinking aloud as they are per-

forming given tasks. Participants were asked to speak out whatever
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thoughts come up in their minds as they are performing the task.

These include what participants are seeing, doing, thinking, or feeling.

This process gave us insight into the user’s cognitive processes toward

the chatbot with PRP. In our study, the whole think-aloud session was

voice-recorded and the recorded data were transcribed by authors. We

used tlk.io to conduct modified Wizard-of-Oz.

With data from think-aloud during the modified Wizard-of-oz ex-

periment, we conducted inductive thematic analysis [135] to identify

themes based on participants’ responses. For this analysis, two re-

searchers independently coded each phrase or sentence. To validate the

results we calculated inter-coder agreement among researchers which

resulted in high intractability (Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) = 0.79.)

Finally, we used Bloom et al’s study to divide the themes into the cat-

egories of language components (content, form, and use). [138]. This

process was conducted by experts in the linguistic domain (Cohen’s

Kappa coefficient (κ) = 0.90). The results found from the empirical

study are in Figure 5.3.

5.3.2 Survey

We also conducted a survey with 82 participants based on the findings

of the empirical study to see how a single feature affects user perception

of persona in a text-based interaction. For the survey’s generalizability,

we recruited people through an online community that included people

of all ages. The goal of the survey was to inform persona designers
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about the importance of each linguistic feature. On a 7-point Likert

scale, participants were asked to rate each feature in the survey. 82

people took part in the survey.

5.4 Results

In this section results from the modified Wizard of Oz study and the

survey will be presented. we used thematic analysis [135] to analyze

the results from the modified Wizard of Oz study and used a one-way

ANOVA test to statistically compare the defined linguistic character-

istics and the three types of language components.

5.4.1 Linguistic Characteristics

Through the thematic analysis [135], we have defined 16 linguistic char-

acteristics that affect the persona perception of a close person. The de-

fined linguistic characteristics are wake-up word, emoji, response time,

sentence completion, slang, punctuation, interjection, word transfor-

mation, delivery, hedging, back-channeling, abbreviation, emotion, eu-

phemism, split sentence, and sentence structure. Examples for each

linguistic feature are shown in Table 6.2.

Wake-up word

A component that explicitly requests the initial attention of a computer

with a single word or single phrase is known as a wake-up word. Since
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our participants believed they were talking to the chatbot with the

persona of PRP (i.e. co-participant), we defined the term as wake-up

word. Examples of wake-up word participants used in the study were

”Hey”, ”What’s up”, etc.

Emoji

Emoji is a text-based ideogram. Emoji come in a variety of shapes

and sizes, including facial expressions, objects, locations, weather, and

animals. We included all kind of emojis that represents all kinds of

symbols such as :-), XD, etc.

Response Time

Response time is the functional unit of the time it takes to react to

a given input in technology, including conversational agents. In our

study, we also defined a time and the pattern participants (all of them

played a role as a wizard ) took to send a response message as response

time. Since response time does not have the explicit characteristic, we

did not include examples for it in Table 5.2.

Sentence Completion

Sentence completion is defined as the agent’s use of communication

patterns to finish a sentence. Complete sentences must usually include

a capital letter at the start, follow grammatical rules, include a punctu-
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Characteristics Examples Characteristics Examples

Wake-up

Word

”Hey”,

”Mom”
Emoji

”ˆˆ”,

”;-(”

Sentence

Completion

”I’ve done”,

vs ”Done”
Slang

”Y’all”,

”Cheesy”

Punctuation ”!”,”?”,”∼” Interjection
”Wow”,

”Aha!”

Word

Transformation

”Mumpy”,

”Cutie”
Hedging

”Certainly”,

”Possibly”

Back-

Channeling

”Okay”,

”Uh-huh”
Abbreviation

”lol”,

”BTW”

Split

Sentence

”Let’s” +

”meet”

Sentence

Structure

”Let’s go to

coffee shop”

Table 5.2 Defined linguistic characteristics that affect persona percep-

tion of the user’s close person

ation mark at the end of the sentence, and contain one or more major

clauses. A major clause can be a standalone subject or a verbal word

that expresses the entire content. For example, the sender (i.e.agent)

can send ” I went to the restaurant” as ”I”, ”went”,”to”,”the”,and

”restaurant” in the chatting environment.
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Slang

Slang is a type of language that includes words and phrases that are

intended to be used in a casual manner. Slang is sometimes used by

members of specific groups who prefer to use a standard language’s

specific vocabulary to establish group identity to be shared, exclude

approach of outsiders, or both. There were examples such as Y’all,

cheesy, and so on in our case.

Punctuation

The use of conventional signs (i.e. !,?,;,.,), sometimes spacing, and typo-

graphical words as an aid for correct reading and understanding of the

written text is known as punctuation (also known as interpunction).

Punctuation is necessary for written English to clarify the meaning

and delivery of sentences. Punctuation was also mentioned by users in

the modified Wizard of Oz experiment as one of the linguistic elements

that affect the persona perception of a person in the real world

Interjection

An interjection is a word, phrase, or symbol used to express a sponta-

neous occurrence, feeling, or reaction. Exclamations (e.g. ouch!, ahh!,

wow! ), curses (e.g.damn! ), greetings (e.g. hey, yo, bye), response par-

ticles (e.g. okay, huh?, mhm), hesitation markers (e.g. uh, uhm, er,

hmmm....) and others are examples of interjections (e.g. please, stop,
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cool). The inclusion criteria of interjections occasionally overlap with

profanities, fillers, and sometimes discourse markers due to its diver-

sity. ”Wow!” and ”Aha!” are two other examples found in the study.

Word Transformation

For word transformation, we defined them as the results from the pro-

cess of creating new words. This is different from a change in meaning

in which a new meaning or meaning changes in an existing word. For

example, if the user sent the message ”cutie”, which should be written

in ”cute person” in formal conversation, we called it word transfor-

mation. The word transformation is similar to word formation which

is creating a new word by borrowing, derivations, compounding and

blending etc.

Delivery

In the study, we defined the delivery as how clear the meaning of deliv-

ered messages. Some participants mentioned that how understandable

the messages their partners usually send them determines the charac-

teristics of the sender. Therefore this feature was in our final list of

linguistic characteristics. However, since this feature is not explicitly

presented through the chat-interface, we did not include the examples

in Table 5.2.
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Hedging

Hedging is the use of words or phrases in a sentence to reduce ambiguity

or the likelihood that the sentence’s meaning will be misunderstood.

Hedging can be using simple words like ”maybe”, or ”probably,” in

English. Hedging can also be a useful tool for expressing a stronger

point of view in a polite and professional manner. During the empirical

study, examples such as ”Certainly” and ”Possibly” were observed.

Back-channeling

Back-channeling frequently occurs during a conversation when one par-

ticipant participating in the conversation is speaking and the other par-

ticipant interjects the current conversation, according to linguistics.

Back-channeling responses can be either verbal or nonverbal. When

serving primarily social or meta-conversational goals, back-channeling

responses may include phatic expressions. Rather than delivering infor-

mation with high significance, goals may include grabbing the listener’s

attention, understanding the speaker, or having to agree. Expressions

like ”yeah,” ”uh-huh,and ”right” are examples of back-channeling.

Abbreviation

A simplified or shortened word or phrase is called an abbreviation. A

series of capital letters or the full version of a word can be used as

an abbreviation. For instance, the abbreviation or abbr can be used to
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represent the word abbreviation. It could also be made up entirely with

initials, or sometimes it could be a combination of initials and words

that represent words with meaning in another language. For instance,

in everyday conversation, e.g., i.e., or RSVP are common examples.

Acronyms, oe uainf ibirila only (i.e. initialisms), and grammatical crasis

are examples of abbreviations. Shortening by any of these could be an

example of an abbreviation. In our experiment, words such as ”lol”,

”BTW”, ”LMK”, etc were found as examples of abbreviation.

Emotion

Emotions include the subjective experience of the speaker or writer,

expressive behavior, emotional changes, cognitive processes, and some-

times instrumental behavior. For example, as one of the linguistic char-

acteristics defined in this study, we defined it as the emotion perceived

by the receiver via text-based messages. All participants agreed that

the emotion they perceived in the text influence how they perceive the

persona of the chatbot, and the PRP.

Euphemism

Euphemisms are words or phrases used to avoid saying something

unpleasant, negative, or offensive. This is one of the communication

strategies and we could also observe the tendency of euphemism in

some participants’ messages. The strategy largely impacts the receiver’s
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perception of PRP. Therefore, we defined it as one of the linguistic

factors that affect the persona perception of PRP. However, since this

feature is not explicitly presented through the chat interface, we did

not include the examples in Table 5.2.

Sentence Structure

Sentence structure is how users use the order of morphemes in a sen-

tence. For example, for the sentence of ”What do you want for break-

fast?”, one can say ”you want anything?” and ”for breakfast?”, or can

say ” anything for breakfast?”. The sentence structure one uses differs

by everyone. Therefore, we defined it as one of the linguistic factors

that affect the persona perception of PRP.

5.4.2 Priority of Linguistic Characteristics

The goal of the survey was to see how defined linguistic characteristics

influence user perceptions of PRP. Participants were asked to answer

questions about each linguistic feature in the survey. We ranked 16 lin-

guistic characteristics based on the survey results (Table 5.3). Wake-up

word was the highest-ranked characteristic (M=5.56, SD=1.30) from

study. These included, among other things, words that participants

used to address one another. Second characteristic in the ranking was

emoji (M=5.40, SD=1.30). Emojis are now available in a variety of

chatting applications, giving people a way to express themselves. Re-

sponse time was also one of highly ranked characteristic (M=5.34,
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Rank Characteristics Language Component Mean SD

1 Wake-up Word Content 5.56 1.30

2 Emoji Content 5.40 1.23

3 Response Time Use 5.34 1.35

4 Sentence Completion Form 5.19 1.40

5 Slang Content 5.08 1.75

6 Punctuation Content 4.92 1.51

7 Interjection Content 4.91 1.64

8 Word Transformation Content 4.88 1.46

9 Delivery User 4.84 1.46

10 Hedging Content 4.72 1.52

11 Back- channeling Content 4.64 1.46

12 Abbreviation Content 4.63 1.55

13 Emotion Use 4.49 1.63

14 Euphemism Use 4.40 1.46

15 Split Sentence Form 4.29 1.63

16 Sentence Completion Form 4.11 1.17

Table 5.3 Descriptive analysis of linguistic characteristics that influence

persona perception

SD=1.35). And other features were evaluated in the following order :

Sentence completion (M=5.19, SD=1.40), slang (M=4.40, SD=1.57),

punctuation (M=4.92, SD=1.51), interjection (M=4.91, SD=1.64),
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word transformation (M=4.88, SD=1.46), delivery (M=4.84, SD=1.46),

hedging (M=4.72, SD=1.52), back-channeling(M=4.64, SD=1.46), ab-

breviation (M=4.63, SD=1.55), emotion (M=4.49, SD=1.63), euphemism

(M=4.40, SD=1.46), split sentence(M=4.29, SD=1.63), and sentence

structure (M=4.11, SD=1.17).

5.4.3 Differences between language Component

Two linguists classified the linguistic characteristics into major lan-

guage components in the empirical study (form, content, and use).

The difference among language components that affect how users per-

ceive the PRP in the text-based agent was also statistically analyzed.

We used a one-way ANOVA to evaluate and compare the means of

the scores (Table 5.4.). During the analysis, we found that there was a

significant difference among language components defined in the study

(F(2,1320) = 8.036, P= 0.0001). The highest mean value was found in

the content, followed by use and form. There was difference between

Form and content (M= -0.4417, P= 0.001), according to Tukey HSD

which is post-hoc comparison.

5.5 Implications

In contrast to previous persona studies, we discovered linguistic char-

acteristics that cause users to perceive an agent’s persona as a PRP in

Study 2. We assumed that some characteristics to be useful in perceiv-
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ing a close person’s persona but we defined additional characteristics

that affect persona perception of PRP.

Our results overlap with some of the characteristics that have been

shown to be important in previous studies most of which is focusing

on finding linguistic characteristics to improve the human-likeness of

the agent engaging in natural conversation when it comes to text-based

conversational agents. However, by studying how some linguistic mark-

ers affect a user’s persona perception of PRP, we discovered possibilities

of mimicking a specific person’s text-based chat styles.

For example, wake-up words, which is one of the highest-ranked

characteristics discovered in the study may affect perceptions of text-

based agents with PRP. Since they are usually used at the start of the

conversation, their impact could be higher than other characteristics

by affecting the user’s first impression of the agent.

Wake-up word lists could be easily extracted from conversation

data between the host and the user, but it should be carefully designed

because it could obstruct or disturb natural conversation if it is used

frequently [142]. When using PRP with text-based agents, there are

15 additional features to consider. Another major finding of study 2

is that the importance of characteristics could show different patterns

depending on the type of PRP applied to the agent (i.e., host of the

persona) Persona designers should always be aware of the possibilities

that the importance of linguistic characteristics could differ depending
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on the type of PRP.

PRP has been proven to be an effective persona in view of improv-

ing user experience in close relationships. This is because social connec-

tion affects the overall quality and user experience with the conversa-

tion. By looking into linguistic characteristics, our research could help

and guide designers when applying PRP to text-based agents [142].

Since we were interested in applying PRP to the CA for daily

healthcare, we needed to conduct an in-the-wild study based on the

findings of study 2 to investigate PRP’s effectiveness in the domain of

healthcare. We’ll look at how defined linguistic characteristics, when

used in conjunction with PRP, affect user engagement. Users may react

both positively or negatively to PRP. According to the Uncanny Val-

ley hypothesis, an agent’s human-likeness sometimes can elicit eerie

feelings when its human-likeness is imperfect and awkward in view

of human observers [143]. Also, additional studies are required to in-

vestigate how users accept agents that talk alike healthcare providers

with whom they have a close relationship with, particularly text-based

agents that model personas solely using linguistic characteristics.

To explore the opportunities and challenges of MimicTalk, we im-

plemented healthcare chatbots (i.e.MimicTalk) based on defined lin-

guistic characteristics in multiple healthcare domains in study 3.
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Chapter 6

Study3.Implementation on
Lifestyle Domains

From the previous work, we have defined appropriate persona for daily

healthcare and defined linguistic characteristics to consider when ap-

plying a close person’s persona to the CA for daily healthcare. In this

chapter, we are going to deploy MimicTalk in the wild. The domain of

daily healthcare MimicTalk had been implemented include diet, physi-

cal activity, and stress. First, we are going to introduce previous works

related to family as an effective persona for daily healthcare and chat-

bots promoting a healthy lifestyle. Then, we are going to introduce

how we implemented MimicTalk to lifestyle domains. In the end, we

provide design implications based on our experimental results from the

data log, interview, and survey.
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6.1 Related Work

We share previous work on (1) family as an effective persona for daily

healthcare and (2) chatbots promoting a healthy lifestyle.

6.1.1 Family as Effective Healthcare Provider

In study 1, we confirmed that family members have great opportunities

when their persona has applied to CA for daily healthcare. Therefore,

we made the decision to apply the persona of the user’s family mem-

ber to our MimicTalk for daily healthcare in study 3. We also share

additional studies to support our decision.

According to previous research, a person’s family relationship has a

significant impact on their overall well-being throughout their lives [144].

To be more specific, family is known to be more strongly linked to

lifestyle promotion success than support from other sources [145]. Fam-

ily support highly affects the receiver’s self-worth, and self-esteem

which can also result in higher optimism, and positive emotions, and

health outcomes [146]. This is because family members frequently reg-

ulate each other’s behavior and provide information and encourage-

ment to act in a more healthy manner [21]. In comparison to formal

support, a family member has been known to be an effective healthcare

provider for making daily behavior changes such as diet, physical activ-

ity, medication, smoking, and alcohol consumption [114, 147]. Family

support, according to the Normative-affective model, is divided into
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two spheres, one affective and the other instrumental, when compared

to other types of human support from medical organizations [148, 149].

Marital, parent-child, grandparent and sibling relationships are all ma-

jor types of family relationships [150].

Many attempts have been made in the HCI community to apply

human-like traits to the agent to build emotional attachment between

the user and the agent. However, despite the fact that family relation-

ships strongly influence one’s health status, applying a persona of a

real family member, rather than a general human, has been rarely ex-

plored [145]. Therefore, the study focused on how effective it is to apply

users’ family members’ personas to healthcare chatbots to increase user

engagement in healthcare tasks. We also looked into whether the user’s

relationship with the chatbot was influenced by family dynamics.

6.1.2 Chatbots Promoting Healthy Lifestyle

Well-designed chatbots serve in certain domains to support users to

achieve high efficiency with their tasks [27]. Among the various do-

mains that chatbots are being deployed, chatbots are gaining traction

in the healthcare domain by helping users achieve health-related goals

through an efficient, cost-effective medium that is mobile devices and

computers [151]. Also, because sensemaking and learning are accom-

plished through conversation, chatbots facilitate the success of lifestyle

interventions that rely on them [122].

In the medical field, AI-powered chatbots can be used to triage pa-
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tients and direct them to the right resources [152]. When patients are

wondering what’s causing their symptoms and how to treat symptoms,

chatbots could be a more reliable alternative to online searches [98].

Chatbots have also been credited with improving health-related com-

munication between patients and healthcare providers [153]. On the

other hand, chatbots can also promote healthy lifestyles through daily

healthcare tasks. When it comes to lifestyle promotion, there is grow-

ing recognition in public health that intervening in unhealthy lifestyles

can have significant benefits in terms of reducing the risk of symptom

occurrence that lead to chronic diseases including diabetes, hyperten-

sion [154]. To remain a healthy lifestyle every day, chatbots sometimes

play their role as healthcare providers by provoking a healthy diet [155]

and physical activity [156], or preventing drug abuse or alcohol over-

consumption [157]. Chatbots achieve these outcomes through assis-

tance, education, prevention, and training, and they can be tailored

to specific populations [157]. Among the previous researches studying

overview of healthcare chatbots’ consequences on lifestyle promotion,

Pereira et al’s study analyzed the main areas being tackled by health-

care chatbot including mental health, physical wellness, nutrition, dis-

orders [158]. This is why we selected diet, physical activity, and stress

as our domain of interest.

Since the focus of the thesis is daily healthcare for preventive pur-

poses, we implement the idea of mimicking the user’s healthcare provider
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in the domain of lifestyle management. Managing lifestyle behaviors

can prevent the prevalence of lifestyle diseases that are defined as dis-

eases highly associated with, and often caused by lifestyle habits [159].

Non-communicable diseases can be an example that requires behav-

ior change in daily lifestyles including type 2 diabetes, heart disease,

stroke, and cancer. Unhealthy eating, lack of physical activity, overload

stress, alcohol overconsumption, drug abuse, and frequent smoking are

common and general causes of lifestyle diseases. In industrialized coun-

tries, these diseases appear to become more common.

Diet

For managing user’s diet-related behavior, food journaling has long

been used for tracking user’s food intake and analyzing the nutritional

value of the user’s diet. In other words, food journaling has been con-

sidered the most traditional method of collecting data about the user’s

food intake. Food journaling is an example of using a journal to improve

daily health habits [160]. Food intake also aids the treatment of obesity

and chronic diseases whose outcomes could be improved through di-

etary changes, such as type 2 diabetes and dyslipidemia, but also helps

people avoid developing those diseases [161]. The HCI community has

created a variety of food journaling tools to support the user to reach

a variety of goals including healthier food choices, weight loss, identi-

fying allergies, detecting deficiencies, and detecting foods that trigger
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additional symptoms [162]. There exist previous researches provoking

fruits and vegetable consumption [155], and adherence to longevity

eating plan [163]. Also, there are commercial examples including Lark,

Lysa, and some of them are implemented to chatting messengers such

as Telegram or Facebook messenger (e.g.Forksy, Tasteful). However, if

the chatbots cannot ensure continuous user participation, they mostly

fail to reach the goal of successful nutrition management [40]. As such,

food journaling is expanding its traditional use not only for personal

informatics that utilizes food tracking methods for self-monitoring but

also for family informatics or community informatics that enable data-

mediated communication and lifestyle promotion among family health-

care providers or community members [164, 165].

Despite these positive effects, decreasing engagement over time re-

mains a major challenge. Usually, paper food journaling is a burden-

some task that causes fatigue [166] and oblivion [167, 162]. To pre-

vent the user from deviating food journaling attempts to support the

user’s food journaling have been made. Popular mobile apps like Noom

Coach, MyFitnessPal, and others, for example, partially improved the

limitations of food-intake recording by partially automating journal-

ing. Fully automated food-journaling solutions also have been devel-

oped with limited [168, 169, 170]. However, full automation provoked

experts’ concerns that could reduce the mindfulness benefits coming

from food journaling behavior itself [171].
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As a new solution, in recent years, CAs are gaining traction as a

useful tool for food journaling by proactively asks the questions [155]

or gives the information [163, 172]. In the HCI community there are

chatbots proposed to enable not only improving mindfulness or self-

reflection based on collected data but also capturing contextual infor-

mation and internal moods based on their conversation [173]. In aca-

demic approaches, there were previous attempts to journaling fruits

and vegetable consumption [155], longevity eating plan [163], daily

eating behaviors with feelings and contextual information [174]. Also,

there are commercial examples including Lark [175], Lysa [176], and

some of them are implemented to chatting messengers such as Tele-

gram or Facebook messenger (e.g. Forksy [177], Tasteful [178]).

In this study, we explored the opportunities and challenges of ap-

plying the persona of a close person to the food journaling chatbot

through the experiment.

Physical Activity

Physical activity is another important healthcare task that affects one’s

longevity and health. Physical activity is strongly linked to better

health and a lower risk of diseases that affect one’s mortality. Physical

activity has numerous health benefits, including a lower risk of cardio-

vascular disease, ischemic stroke, type 2 diabetes, cancers, osteoporosis,

depression, and injuries, in addition to its benefits on mortality [179].
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Physical inactivity is also one of the leading risk factors for noncom-

municable diseases [180]. The level of physical inactivity varies greatly

between and within countries. For example, these risks of noncommu-

nicable diseases are rapidly increasing in US. Nearly 80% of adults in

the United States do not follow recommendations for physical ctivi-

ties [181]. To prevent the prevalence of lifestyle diseases, cost-effective

and feasible physical activity interventions must be developed. Accord-

ing to the guidelines, some physical activity is preferable to none. They

also claim that any amount of physical activity is beneficial to one’s

health. For many people, increasing their physical activity to the rec-

ommended levels necessitates long-term changes in their attitudes and

behaviors.

Previous studies in pervasive health have demonstrated the utility

of mobile or computer-based applications in assisting individuals in

measuring, tracking, and reflecting on their levels of physical activity,

though the success of these technologies is contingent on the individu-

als’ motivation to participate in such activities. Existing technologies

are also geared toward eliciting extrinsic motivation rather than im-

proving users’ intrinsic motivation to engage in physical activity, which

could lead to longer-term behavior change [182].

However, few studies have explored the opportunities of implement-

ing persona-based CA to the chatbot for provoking physical activity.

Therefore, in the second experiment included in study 3, we investi-
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gated the opportunities and challenges of the persona of a close person

for physical activity intervention.

Stress

Various non-communicable diseases are thought to be caused by stress.

Stress is linked to a variety of physiological and mental disorders [183].

Unfortunately, while many people recognize that stress is a major is-

sue, only a small percentage of people know how to effectively deal with

it [183]. Recent research has demonstrated the importance of learning

to cope with stress in a constructive manner in order to minimize its

negative consequences [184]. When we are stressed, our bodies and

physiological mechanisms go through a series of changes known as the

”fight or flight” response [185]. Many external stressors confront mod-

ern humans, such as a looming paper deadline, a job interview, a critical

presentation, and so on. However, there are often no practical options

for ”fighting” or ”flighting” from these stressors. Dealing constructively

with stressors in a variety of ways is a skill that everyone should learn.

HCI researchers have recently attempted to manage stress with a

chatbot. For example, there was an attempt to see if Woebot could

be used to help senior high school students cope with their academic

workload. Participants in the study conversed with Woebot on a daily

basis for two weeks. They also gave the chatbot a higher than average

score for resemblance to a human and the ability to understand and
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empathize with the participants’ feelings. Furthermore, an examina-

tion of the conversational logs revealed that the participants admired

Woebot’s lessons and stories, but that they had difficulty dealing with

the chatbot’s inappropriate responses.

6.2 Research questions

With the defined linguistic characteristics to apply PRP to the text-

based agent, we applied the persona of the user’s family member to the

healthcare chatbot. We deployed our prototype into multiple health-

care domains including diet, physical activity, and stress management.

The final study includes 3 corresponding experiments. Based on the

results from study 3, we share design implications for designing the

healthcare CA with PRP. The research questions for study 3 are as

follows.

RQ1: How does the persona of the user’s family member im-

pact the user’s behavior with healthcare tasks?

RQ2: What are the design issues to consider when applying

the CA with dialogue style of the user’s family member to

major domains in daily healthcare?
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6.3 Implementing Persona of Family Member

Chatbots are increasingly being used in everyday healthcare because

they can promote health, provide education, and possibly encourage

behavior change [151]. According to Juniper Research, it is predicted

that we will be interacting with a veritable legion of AI-powered chat-

bots as part of our regular healthcare over the next five years. Par-

ticularly for daily healthcare, the HCI community has been proposing

chatbot systems in various types of healthcare domains. For example,

there are healthcare chatbots not only monitoring everyday changes

in mood [186], dietary intake [155], physical activity [156], or medi-

cation [187] but also reminding users for daily medication [32, 33] or

intervening users to promote healthy lifestyles [30, 31]. By doing so,

healthcare chatbot acts as a digital healthcare provider by levying the

human healthcare providers of menial work [188].

However, a weak relationship between the user and the chatbot

compared leads to low participation. If the chatbot cannot ensure con-

tinuous user participation, it fails to reach the system goal for user’s

daily healthcare regardless of its tremendous benefits [40]. Therefore,

building a strong relationship between the user and the chatbot should

be considered in the design process. Among many indicators of suc-

cessful relationship building, emotional attachment has been known as

a critical indicator for a long-term relationship. For example, people

sometimes form a strong emotional attachment to a product irrespec-
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tive of its utilitarian value [189]. It has been proven that emotional at-

tachment acts as a mediator in building a strong relationship not only

in human-human relationship but also in the relationship between the

user and the artifacts [190, 191].

6.3.1 Domains of Implementation

We have selected diet, physical activity and stress as the domain of

implementing research ideas regarding healthcare CA with the mim-

icked persona of users’ healthcare providers. For each domain, we se-

lected major healthcare tasks for daily healthcare. In the diet domain,

we have concentrated on the users’ perception and behaviors towards

the healthcare chatbot for food journaling that mainly collects the

user’s daily data of food intake. In the domain of physical activity,

we have concentrated on the users’ perception and behaviors towards

the healthcare chatbot for intervening users to reach their goals with

physical activity. Lastly, in the stress management domain, we focused

on the users’ perception and behaviors towards the healthcare chatbot

for counseling the user’s stress triggers and coping strategies.

To summarize, we explored and defined the users’ perception and

the behaviors with the healthcare CA with the functions of data col-

lection, behavioral intervention, and counseling in the domain of diet,

physical activity, and the stress management. Before introducing our

study procedure, we share related work on healthcare domains of in-

terest.
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Domain Diet Physical activity Stress management

Main task Data collection 
(food journaling)

Behavior intervention Counseling 

Method Dialogue design + 
prototyping
+ deployment

Dialogue design + 
Wizard-of-Oz

Dialogue design + 
Wizard-of-Oz

Days of 
participation 21 days 21 days 21 days

Number of 
participants N= 24 N= 24 N=24

Dependent 
variable

Acceptance+ 
Engagement + User 
perception +impact 
of linguistic factors

Acceptance+ Engagement 
+ User perception 
+impact of linguistic 
factors

Acceptance+ 
Engagement + User 
perception +impact of 
linguistic factors

Table 6.1 Overall introduction of experiments included in study 3

6.3.2 Measurements Used in the Study

Study 3 include three main experiments to investigate the opportuni-

ties and challenges of healthcare chatbots with the persona of a close

person in the multiple domains. The first experiment focuses on the

healthcare chatbot with the function of food journaling. The second

experiment focuses on the healthcare chatbot with the function of phys-

ical activity intervention. Lastly, the third experiment focuses on the

healthcare chatbot with the function of stress management. Through

this experiment we qualitatively evaluated the overall user experience

with the MimicTalk and how linguistic factors we previously defined in

study 2 that affects persona perception of MimicTalk work differently
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Domain Category Questionnaire (example) 

User 
experience

Behavior (pre) Before using the chatbot, I continuously did the task on the 
regular basis

Behavior(post) During the chatbot use, I continuously did the task on the 
regular basis

Usefulness Overall, I found the chatbot useful to perform the task. 

Ease of use Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this chatbot

Trustfulness During the chatbot use, I trust the chatbot I used. 

Intimacy During the chatbot use, I felt intimacy with it. 

Engagement Overall, it was very engaging using this chatbot

Attachment During the chatbot use, I felt emotionally attached to the chatbot

Human-
likeness

During the chatbot use, I felt like I was interacting with human

Eerie feeling During the chatbot use, I felt eerie feeling toward the chatbot

Table 6.2 User experience measurements used in the study 3

on the three types of healthcare tasks.

When it comes to user experience, measurements include the ques-

tionnaires about behavior change, usefulness, ease of use, trustfulness,

intimacy, engagement, attachment, human-likeness and eerie feeling.

The detailed questionnaires are defined in Table 6.2.

When it comes to user perception with the MimicTalk, we measured

how each linguistic factor we defined in study 3 affects persona per-
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Domain Category Questionnaire (example) 

User 
perception

Wake-up word Wake-up word the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot 
as my family member

Response time Response time the chatbot answered to my messages made me 
perceive the chatbot as my family member

Sentence 
completion

How the chatbot complete the sentences made me perceive the 
chatbot as my family member

Slang Slang the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot as my 
family member

Punctuation Punctuation the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot as 
my family member

Interjection Interjection the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot as 
my family member

Word 
transformation

How the chatbot transform the specific word made me perceive 
the chatbot as my family member

Delivery How the chatbot deliver the meaning of messages made me 
perceive the chatbot as my family member

Hedging Hedging word the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot 
as my family member

Back-
channeling

Back-channeling the chatbot used made me perceive the 
chatbot as my family member

Abbreviation Abbreviation the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot as 
my family member

Emotion Emotion delivered with the chatbot’s messages made me 
perceive the chatbot as my family member

Euphemism Euphemism the chatbot used made me perceive the chatbot as 
my family member

Structure Overall structure of the conversation the chatbot used made me 
perceive the chatbot as my family member

Table 6.3 Questionnaires measuring user perception of MimicTalk

ception of MimicTalk. The factors include the wake-up word, response

time, sentence completion, slang, punctuation, interjection, word trans-

formation, delivery, hedging, back-channeling, abbreviation, emotion,

euphemism, and structure. The detailed questionnaires are defined in
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Table 6.3. Throughout this study, we aimed to examine the following

research questions:

RQ1. How to apply the persona of the user’s family member to the

CA?

RQ2. How does the persona of the user’s family member impact the

user’s behavior with healthcare tasks?

RQ3. What are the design issues to consider when applying the CA

with the dialogue style of the user’s family member to the various

healthcare domain?

6.4 Experiment 1: Food Journaling Chatbot

In the first experiment, we focused on food journaling for nutrition

management because it is proven that nutrition is the main area that

is being tackled by healthcare chatbot [158] and daily family support

act as a critical determinant of success in this domain [192]. The need

for applying the persona of the family member to the food journaling

chatbot was discussed in the previous section.

6.4.1 Method

To investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk, we conducted an exper-

imental study for 21 days. 24 users without any severe diseases partic-
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ipated in the study. They were randomly assigned to the group using

the with the conversational style of their family member (MimicTalk)

and the control group using the basic chatbot (Basic bot) without the

conversational style of a family member.

Designing Structure of MimicTalk for Food Journaling

Experiment 1 includes three main steps. As a first step, we conducted

desk research and analyzed conversational data of families that in-

clude asking what the user ate. Through this step, we tried to define

the general structure of food journaling. We decided to design the food

journaling chatbot based on the defined structure since it requires con-

tinuous data collection in a structured way.

Particularly, we aimed to define the simplified dialogue structure

for the food journaling chatbot. We analyzed existing food journaling

chatbots and conversational data in a chatting platform. In our design

process, we aimed to build a simplified food journaling chatbot over a

highly advanced chatbot, because we put our priority on investigating

how applying the dialogues of family member to the chatbot improve

user engagement in food journaling.

Specifically, we followed the following steps to structurize chatbot:

First, we analyzed existing food journaling chatbots such as Nom-

Bot [193], Forksy [177] and SLOWbot [163] to understand how and

what they ask to collect the data of the user’s food intake. Second, we
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analyzed the chat history including the conversation of asking or an-

swering about food intakes among family members from participants

(N=6) recruited for this step. We analyzed two types of data by label-

ing each function into themes based on the grounded theory.

Finally, with the most frequently occurred functions, we finalized

the main structure of our simplified food journaling chatbot consisting

of 6 functions: (1) greeting (greeting sentences to initiate the dialogue),

(2) text, and (3) image-based journaling (journaling prompts asking

what users ate), (4) compliment (motivating message for efforts they

made while participating in food journaling), (5) cheering up (motivat-

ing message for poor participation), and (6) farewell (goodbye message

to end the dialogue). The example sources we used for the first step

are described in Figure 6.1.

Designing Dialogue of MimicTalk

With the defined structure, we designed and implemented MimicTalk,

whose dialogues were designed by users’ family members in their con-

versational tone to apply the persona of a close person to the Mim-

icTalk for the second step. This is because the dialogue style of the

chatbot has been known to affect the persona perception toward the

chatbot [47, 64]. Therefore, we aimed to apply the dialogue style of

the user’s family members by involving them in the dialogue design
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Figure 6.1 Screenshot of Forksy and the sample conversational data

as references that were used to design a structure for food journaling

chatbot

process. We aimed to design the dialogues that would be implemented

to the simplified chatbot structure with 6 major functions including

greeting, text-based journaling, image-based journaling, compliment,

cheering up, and farewell.

At the start of the design process, we informed family members of

participants about our research purpose and how the chatbot functions

as a food journaling tool. Additionally, we explained the structure of

the chatbot for food journaling. For this, we provided an example dia-
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logue flow of the chatbot and introduced 6 functions including greeting,

text-based journaling, image-based journaling, compliment, cheering

up, and farewell. Then, we asked participants to type the messages

that will be used in each function. For each function, we asked them

to make 10 different sentences in the tone of their daily conversation

as if they are chatting with participants who are going to participate

in the main experiment,

For helping participants to design dialogues by reducing the design

burden, we offered participants detailed instructions with samples done

by the authors. We also shared two tips to make the process easier for

the participants in the design process. First, we told them they can

refer to their chatting history with their family member who is going

to participate in the experimental study. Second, we provided the list

of linguistic factors they can consider during their dialogue design pro-

cess and told them to think about how they usually use these factors in

their conversations with their parents (e.g. how many times, on what

occasion, etc). The list of linguistic factors includes the wake-up word

(e.g. Hey!, Mom, Hello, Surprise!!), emojis (e.g. :), ;-(, ¡3), abbrevia-

tions (e.g. lol, BTW, ASAP, LMK), punctuation (e.g. !!, ??, ˜˜˜) and

more lists of factors from study 2. With the sentences collected from

the participant’s family members, we applied them to the MimicTalk

and the MimicTalk was implemented on the Telegram. MimicTalk is

easily configurable to registered users with the functions of sending
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pre-designed dialogues from family members. With the MimicTalk, we

also implemented a basic chatbot whose dialogues were designed by au-

thors not the family members of participants to the Telegram for the

next step of the experimental study. To reduce the journaling burden

of the users at the same time preventing them from forgetting their

food intakes, we implemented a 24-hour recall method [194] which is

a method of checking user’s dietary intake in the past 24 hours once

a day as the journaling strategy for all chatbots. Besides, we allowed

users to set their customized time of receiving the first message from

the chatbot for the day to avoid their working hours or bedtime.

As a result, two types of prototype chatbots (i.e. MimicTalk and

the basic chatbot) were designed and implemented in the mobile mes-

senger. We implemented a chatbot along with dialogues designed by

users’ family members into the Telegram messenger app. To precisely

identify the effectiveness of MimicTalk during the evaluation study,

we also implemented a basic chatbot with the dialogues constructed

without the participation of the user’s family members to compare it

against each other. Instead of a family member’s daily conversational

tone, the baseline chatbot embeds a formal conversational tone by re-

ferring to a study by Casas et al. [155]. The server of each chatbot was

built with Python 3.7 with Flask, deployed on AWS EC2 to record the

usage logging for further analysis.

Figure 6.2 shows a sample conversation with one of MimicTalk and
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MimicTalk

Figure 6.2 6 major functions of MimicTalk and the basic chatbot

the basic chatbot. Both chatbots have an identical dialogue structure

consisting of 6 major functions, only with their dialogue styles differ-

ent. At the time that each user pre-defined before using the chatbot,

the chatbot sends proactive prompts with a greeting message (function

1). If a user answers the chatbot, then the chatbot sends journaling

prompts that ask the food user ate for a breakfast (function 2). After
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the user’s text-based answer to the journaling prompts, it asks the user

for image upload (function 3). The user can skip the image upload if

they do not have a picture of their meal. Function 2 and function 3

are repeated for lunch and dinner with the journaling prompts with

different dialogue styles. After users complete their tasks, it sends the

compliment message (function 4) or cheering-up message (function 5).

If every food journaling task has been done, the chatbot sends com-

pliments to users, while it sends a cheering-up message if users did

not complete the task. Then, the chatbot sends the user the farewell

message to end the conversation (function 6).

Evaluation

With the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot, we conducted an evalu-

ation study for 21 days with 24 participants divided into two groups

to investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk on user engagement in

food journaling. We randomly assigned participants into two groups

including an experimental group using a MimicTalk, which utilizes the

dialogues designed by their family members, and the control group

using a basic chatbot, which has the identical dialogue structure of

MimicTalk except its dialogues designed by authors based on formal

dialogue style.

Table 6.4. shows the information of participants including their ID,

type of chatbot each participant used, sex, age, occupation. For the par-
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Participant 
No.

Type of 
chatbot used

Sex Age Occupation Family 
participant

P1 MimicTalk Female 55 House spouse Son

P2 MimicTalk Male 60 Office worker Daughter

P3 MimicTalk Female 57 Teacher Son

P4 MimicTalk Female 58 Office worker Daughter

P5 MimicTalk Male 60 Office worker Daughter

P6 MimicTalk Female 56 Accountant Son

P7 MimicTalk Female 53 Office worker Daugter

P8 MimicTalk Female 54 House spouse Daughter

P9 MimicTalk Female 52 House spouse Daughter

P10 MimicTalk Female 50 Teacher Son

P11 MimicTalk Male 56 Office worker Daughter

P12 MimicTalk Female 47 Teacher Daughter

P13 Basic chatbot Female 56 Official

P14 Basic chatbot Male 57 Teacher

P15 Basic chatbot Female 59 House spouse

P16 Basic chatbot Female 52 Teacher

P17 Basic chatbot Female 54 Teacher

P18 Basic chatbot Female 53 House spouse

P19 Basic chatbot Male 50 Office worker

P20 Basic chatbot Male 59 Office worker

P21 Basic chatbot Female 53 Office worker

P22 Basic chatbot Female 53 House spouse

P23 Basic chatbot Male 50 Office worker

P24 Basic chatbot Female 60 House spouse

Table 6.4 Information of participants included in the evaluation of food

journaling chatbot
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ticipants who used MimicTalk during the experiment, the relationship

with the participant who designed the dialogues of the MimicTalk is

also shown in Table 6.4. Overall, participants’ age ranged from 52 to 60.

Participants suffering from any severe diseases (e.g. cancer, diabetes,

etc) were excluded from our study because they need medical support,

prior to managing eating behaviors. Participants received 150K KRW

(approximately 125 USD) for 21 days of participation.

At the start day of deployment, we informed participants about

our research goal and the function of our chatbots and all parent par-

ticipants answered the pre-survey. Additionally, participants who used

MimicTalk answered to the questionnaires about their family mem-

bers including their age, how frequently they see each other, and per-

ceived emotional attachment with their family member on a 7-point

Likert scale with the questionnaire of “In recent years, I feel emotion-

ally attached to my family member” (answering option ranged from

“Strongly agree” to “Definitely not agree”.) All the participants who

used MimicTalk reported high emotional attachment to their family

member (M= 6.67, SD = 0.51).

To manage user expectations, we conducted 30 minutes of detailed

introduction sessions before starting the experiment. In the session, we

shared our research goal and research questions. Then, we specifically

introduced the functionality of the chatbot and its limitations coming

from the study design. We not only told them they were recruited to
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evaluate the user experience and user perception of MimicTalk (or ba-

sic chatbot) and told them they are going to interact with the chatbot

with the tasks of food journaling. We emphasized that the chatbot’s

functionality is limited in journaling tasks and the chatbot would be

limited in responding to out-of-task conversations. Then, we showed

the sample conversation of the chatbot in order to help participants

be accustomed to the workflow of the chatbot. Participants were in-

structed to freely ask any questions regarding the chatbot and the

experiment to the author. Through these processes, we made it sure

for users to manage their expectations with the chatbot. After partici-

pants got used to the function of the chatbot, they were asked to freely

use the chatbot for 21 days.

To analyze the user engagement with MimicTalk over time, all par-

ticipants’ conversational data with the chatbot were recorded for anal-

ysis. We not only measured the responses to journaling prompts but

also any responses made regardless of journaling behavior to deeply

explore how users were engaged with the chatbot.

Both usage frequency and intensity of usage were measured to

analyze user engagement [195]. we measured the average number of

days using two types of chatbots for overall usage frequency and we

also measured the responses to text-journaling prompts, image-based

prompts to analyze the intensity of chatbot usage. We also compared

user experience and the user perception with the MimicTalk with the
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basic chatbot since it affects long-term user engagement with the arti-

fact [191].

At the end of the deployment study, participants answered the post-

survey and the post-hoc interview. Post survey included the question-

naire of user experience and user perception in Table 6.2 and Table

6.3. Answers to the pre/post survey were all collected with the 7-

point Likert scale (answering options ranged from “Strongly agree”

to “Definitely not agree”.)

To explore the major findings from the conversational logs we col-

lected, a semi-structured interview was conducted after the deploy-

ment. During the post-hoc interview, we aimed to explore the user

engagement with the chatbot and how family members’ dialogues af-

fected users’ attachment to the chatbot over time. To build our inter-

view questionnaires, we referred to Short et al’s study on user engage-

ment [196]. Also, we asked participants how they perceive the person-

ality of the chatbot that uses dialogues of their family members.

6.4.2 Results

We present our results from the evaluation study regarding user en-

gagement in food journaling and user perception to the chatbot by

comparing two types of chatbots (i.e. MimicTalk and basic chatbot)

based on the data log of 24 participants collected during 21 days of de-

ployment, pre/post survey, and interview. For the statistical analysis,

we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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Figure 6.3 Reported user experience with MimicTalk and basic chatbot

for food journaling

User Experience with healthcare Chatbots

Food journaling is a main task for both types of chatbots including

MimicTalk and the basic chatbot.

We measured user experience with the MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot. The mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of Mim-

icTalk evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation

to participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M=2.91, SD = 1.08)

and post (M= 5.0, SD = 1.13)), usefulness (M= 6.08, SD = 0.67),

ease of use (M= 6.83, SD = 0.67), easy of user (M 6.5, SD = 0.52),

trustfulness (M= 6.08, SD = 0.67), intimacy (M = 6.5, SD = 0.52),

engagement (M= 5.66, SD = 0.98), attachment (M= 5.41, SD = 1.08),
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human-likeness (M= 6.67, SD = 0.49), and eerie feeling (M= 1.67, SD

= 1.72).

Also, the mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of basic

chatbot evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation

to participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M= 2.38, SD = 0.96)

and post (M=3.92, SD = 1.03)), usefulness (M= 6.53, SD = 0.51),

ease of use (M= 6.77, SD = 0.43), easy of user (M= 6.76, SD =

0.43), trustfulness (M= 4.69, SD = 0.85, intimacy (M= 4.0, SD =

2.36), engagement (M= 3.76, SD = 0.43), attachment (M= 3.53, SD

= 0.87), human-likeness (M= 5.69, SD = 1.10), and eerie feeling (M=

4.46, SD =2.57).

Among these factors, there was significant difference between groups

(MimicTalk and basic chatbot) in the post behavior (P < 0.05), trust-

fulness(P < 0.01), intimacy (P < 0.01), engagement (P < 0.01), at-

tachment (P < 0.001), human-likeness (P < 0.05), and eerie feeling(P

< 0.001).

Additionally, We analyzed the user data log to investigate how

participants interacted with the MimicTalk. With the user data from

the chatbot asking participants to input their meal by text (function 2.

text-based journaling) and by image (function 3. image-based record),

we quantitatively analyze the user’s engagement with their data log,

we measured two methods that were previously suggested by Perski

et al: (1) frequency of use (i.e. how many days did participants use
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the chatbot) and (2) intensity of use (i.e., how much did they respond

to the chatbot’s journaling prompts) [195]. The frequency of use was

analyzed based on the number of days that the participants responded

to the chatbot at least once for the day. This number was automatically

calculated on our server with the user’s data log. The average number

of days each user participated in journaling was 20.81 days (SD =

1.41 ) in the group of participants who used MimicTalk during the

experiment. Although it was slightly higher than that of users who

used basic chatbot (M= 19.6, SD = 3.16), mean difference between

two groups were not statistically significant (W= 52.5, P= 0.54).

Also, the intensity of use which implies user engagement with the

chatbot was analyzed based on the data log collected during the de-

ployment showing whether participants responded to the journaling

prompts or not. The number of responses for (1) text-based and (2)

image-based was collected for each day. While exploring the partici-

pants’ data log, we identified that some participants make additional

responses that are not directly related to the journaling behavior of the

chatbot. Since analyzing such behaviors might give us novel opportu-

nities for how users perceive chatbots, we also analyzed (3) additional

responses from the participants that are irrelevant to food journaling

behavior that is known to be positively associated with user engage-

ment with the system [197].

Figure 6.4 shows the two graphs indicating the intensity of users’
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Figure 6.4 Graphs showing participation of users who used MimicTalk

and the basic chatbot for food journaling

behavior responding to the food journaling chatbot during 21 days of

deployment. For each day, participants had a chance to answer a total
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of six journaling prompts (3 types of meals(breakfast/lunch/dinner)X2

types of journaling prompts (text/image)). The solid line shows an av-

erage response rate among participants in the MimicTalk group cal-

culated for each day, while the dotted line shows an average response

rate for the basic group. The upper Graph was calculated based on the

number of participants’ responses in text-based journaling (function 2)

for each day while the lower graph was calculated based on the number

of responses in image-based journaling (function 3) for each day. The

solid line (orange) shows the response rate for each day among partic-

ipants in the group who used MimicTalk on average, and the dotted

line (blue) shows the response rate for each day among participants in

the basic group on average.

The upper graph in Figure 6.4 shows the text-based response rate in

text-based journaling. In this graph, participants; text-based responses

rate show no remarkable difference between two groups which resulted

in no statistical significance (W = 52.5, P= 0.54 ). However, we found

that there are differences in participants’ response styles in text-based

food journaling. Table 6.5 shows examples of text-based responses in

two groups and we share our major findings. First, most participants

who used MimicTalk responded to journaling prompts as if they are

responding to the human receiver. For example, they made their re-

sponses in full sentences while participants using basic chatbot only

listed the names of the foods they ate.
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Second, participants who used MimicTalk frequently included con-

textual information with the list of food they had. They wrote down

the reasons why they skipped the meal, with whom they had their

meal, or how they cooked their meal, etc. This evidence led to clear

quantitative differences between the two groups based on the word

count calculated without a list of names of foods in their journaling

responses. A remarkable number of words were reported in the group

of the participants who used MimicTalk with a mean value of 59.83

(SD = 23.73 ). However, there is no single word reported to be made

without lists of their food intake in the responses of the basic group

for food journaling.

On the other hand, the lower graph in Figure 6.4 shows the image-

based response rate in image-based food journaling. The continuous

gap between the two groups indicates higher image-based responses

in the MimicTalk group compared to the basic group. Moreover, the

group of people who used MimicTalk shows a more steady tendency of

making their responses over time compared to that of the basic group.

The overall difference in image-based responses was a statistically sig-

nificant difference in the average number of image uploads for 21 days

between the two groups (W = 395, P < 0.0001).

Additional responses irreverent to food journaling behavior:

To explore the user’s behavior of responding to the chatbot in a so-
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Responses to MimicTalk

P1: ”I ate pasta and salad with your aunt! I was really excited :)”

P4: ”I ate fried rice cooked with green beans and lamb with your dad.”

P6: ”I skipped my dinner because I am still

full of heavy lunch I had an hour ago :0”

Responses to Basic Chatbot

P14: ”Whiitefish, rice, Kimchee, Miso soup.”

P16: ” I skipped (the meal).”

Table 6.5 Participants’ text-based responses to the journaling prompts

cial manner, we also analyzed additional responses in participants’ con-

versational logs excluding the user’s responses to journaling prompts.

Additional responses from the participants who used MimicTalk were

higher than the basic group showing 19.5 words on average (SD =

13.2 ). The number of responses in the basic group was 7.6 words on

average (SD = 15.3 ), which shows a statistically significant difference

compared to that of users of MimicTalk (W = 27, P < .05).

For MimicTalk, the most frequent social responses were found af-

ter the chatbot’s function of sending farewell messages (98.6%). With

thematic analysis [135], we categorized these responses into 4 themes

that include: (1) answering MimicTalk’s farewell messages (e.g. thank

you son!)(62.40%), (2) summarization of daily event (e.g. today I have

been to a barbershop)(18.75%), (3) expressing feelings to their family

members (e.g. Miss you so much)(12.56%), and (4) sharing updated
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news (e.g. I heard that it’s going to be raining tomorrow)(2.09%).

On the other hand, responses from participants in the basic group

only included the short responses answering MimicTalk’s farewell mes-

sages (e.g. OK). Some of the participants in the basic group did not

even make any responses except responses to food journaling prompts.

However, as we can see in Figure 6.5, the responses from partic-

ipants are highly related to the characteristics of chatbot prompts.

Therefore, there exist possibilities of increasing social responses from

basic chatbots by changing the characteristics of chatbot prompts. But

still, emotional interaction seems hard to apply to the basic chatbot

without personality as emotional attachment between the chatbot and

participants was significantly higher in the MimicTalk group.

Emotional attachment affecting user engagement: We have

measured users’ perceived emotional attachment to the MimicTalk at

the end of deployment since it is one of the key indicators increasing

long-term user engagement in using the artifact [191]. In the post-

survey, we asked them the following question: “I felt emotionally at-

tached to this chatbot after using this chatbot for 21 days (1: definitely

not agree, 7: strongly agree)”. As a result, perceived emotional attach-

ment to MimicTalk on average was higher compared to the basic chat-

bot. The average score was 6.17 for MimicTalk (SD = 0.75), while the

average score was 5 for the basic chatbot (SD = 0.75). Mean difference
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between two types of chatbots were statistically significant (W = 6, P

< 0.05). Also, in the post-hoc interviews, most participants who used

MimicTalk reported the positive impact of their emotional attachment

to the chatbot on their engagement with MimicTalk through thematic

analysis [135]. For example, P6 said that “I felt like my son was tak-

ing care of me by using the chatbot that talks like my son, which made

me emotionally attached to the chatbot.”. Also, P1 mentioned that

“Warm messages written by my daughter made me answer the chatbot

with love.”.

Frequent emotional response, which is the key indicator of

emotional attachment, found in MimicTalk:

Within the data log of users who used MimicTalk, we found fre-

quent emotional responses in their social responses (i.e. additional re-

sponses we defined above). We deeply analyzed users’ tendency of mak-

ing emotional responses because it has been proven that the extent of

emotional responses is positively associated with the emotional attach-

ment to the artifacts [197].

We analyzed the emotional word frequency in the additional re-

sponses from participants made regardless of food journaling behav-

ior. We defined the emotional word as showing feelings (e.g. happy,

sad, regret) or using emotional expressions including emojis or endear-

ment (lol, sweetie, babe, lover, :-), etc.). Two of the authors indepen-
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dently coded each word in participants’ additional responses to the

chatbot based on whether it is an emotional word or not. This analy-

sis showed a strong inter-coder agreement between the two researchers

(Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) = 0.89). As a result, an average of 11.67

emotional words was found among those who used MimicTalk (SD =

10.05 ) in contrast to no emotional responses for the basic chatbot.

User Perception with MimicTalk

We also explored how users perceive the MimicTalk. Particularly, we

focused on how linguistic factors we defined in Study 2 affected the

persona perception of food journaling chatbot designed with the dia-

logue style of family members. To explore how the user perceives the

personality of MimicTalk with the dialogues of a family member, we

asked participants how they define the personality of the MimicTalk

and What factors affected their perception.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Linguistic factors 14 171.1 12.220 10.49 10.49 <2e-16 ***

Residuals 165 192.2 1.165

Table 6.6 Linguistic factors affecting user’s perception of the chatbot

with the persona of the user’s family member during food journaling

tasks

As a result, we found that participants using MimicTalk perceived
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the chatbot’s personality differently even though our explanations of

how the chatbot had been made were identical to all participants. Some

participants defined the chatbot as their actual family member due to

their dialogue styles implemented to chatbots. They insisted that the

dialogues mimicking their family member made them feel like they

were making real-time conversations even though they were instructed

that it was not their real family member but the chatbot designed with

a family member’s dialogue style.

Also, We defined to what extent each linguistic factor affected the

persona perception of MimicTalk as their real family member. Table

6.6 shows results from one-way ANOVA. There was significant differ-

ence among linguistic factor affecting the persona perception of Mim-

icTalk. The mean values and the standard deviations of each linguistic

factor are as following: wake-up word (M= 6.34, SD= 0.77), emoji

(M= 5.83, SD= 0.38), response time (M=4.58, SD=1.83), sentence

completion (M=4.25, SD=2.41), slang (M=3, SD=1.60), punctuation

(M=6.34, SD=0.49), interjection (M=6.67, SD=0.49), word transfor-

mation (M=6.83, SD=0.38), delivery (M=6.17, SD=0.72), hedging

(M=6.17, SD=0.72), back-channeling (M=6.18, SD=0.39), abbrevi-

ation (M=6.67, SD=0.49), emotion (M=6.17, SD=0.72), euphemism

(M=3, SD=0.60), split sentence (M=3.38, SD=1.47), and sentence

structure (M=4.17, SD=1.64).

To define the detailed differences among the linguistic factors, we
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also conducted Tukey HSD to investigate the differences among the

factors. Table 6.7 shows the results from Tukey HSD. We only listed

the significant factors since these are the results of our interest.

From the results, we found that the linguistic factors differently

affected the persona perception of MimicTalk. Word-transformation

largely affected the persona perception followed by the abbreviation,

interjection, wake-up word, slang, punctuation, back-channeling, de-

livery, hedging, euphemism, emoji, response time, structure, and split

sentence.

To explore why a family member’s dialogues affected the user’s per-

ception of the chatbot’s personality, we asked an additional question-

naire of “how linguistic factors affected their perception of the chat-

bot’s personality.” We analyzed the user’s answers and categorized the

linguistic factors into the themes that have already been defined in the

previous study [198]. Some participants using MimicTalk who reported

that they perceived the chatbot as their family member insisted that

these factors strengthened their tendency of making responses to Mim-

icTalk as if they were responding to their actual family member. For

example, P5 mentioned that “There is only one person in the world

who calls me dad, but now the chatbot is calling me dad. That makes

me feel like I am talking to my daughter.” and P1 said that “I am

sure this sentence is written by my son since there exist frequent inter-

jections and abbreviations that he frequently uses. I think the chatbot is
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doing its work in the right way which is to deliver my son’s messages.”.

Comparison Difference Lwr Upr p.adj
Euphemism-Abbreviation -2.83 -4.35 -1.32 0.00***
Response time-Abbreviation -2.08 -3.60 -0.57 0.00***
Sentence completion-Abbreviation -2.42 -3.93 -0.90 0.00***
Sentence struture-Abbreviation -2.50 -4.02 -0.98 0.00***
Euphemism-Back-channeling -2.33 -3.85 -0.82 0.00***
Response time-Back-channeling -1.58 -3.10 -0.07 0.03*
Sentence completion-Back-channeling -1.92 -3.43 -0.40 0.00***
Sentence struture-Back-channeling -2.00 -3.52 -0.48 0.00***
Euphemism-Delivery -2.33 -3.85 -0.82 0.00***
Response time-Delivery -1.58 -3.10 -0.07 0.03*
Sentence completion-Delivery -1.92 -3.43 -0.40 0.00***
Sentence struture-Delivery -2.00 -3.52 -0.48 0.00***
Euphemism-Emoji -2.00 -3.52 -0.48 0.00***
Sentence completion-Emoji -1.58 -3.10 -0.07 0.03*
Sentence struture-Emoji -1.67 -3.18 -0.15 0.02*
Euphemism-Emotion -2.17 -3.68 -0.65 0.00***
Sentence completion-Emotion -1.75 -3.27 -0.23 0.01**
Sentence struture-Emotion -1.83 -3.35 -0.32 0.00***
Hedging-Euphemism 2.33 0.82 3.85 0.00***
Interjection-Euphemism 2.83 1.32 4.35 0.00***
Punctuation-Euphemism 2.50 0.98 4.02 0.00***
Slang-Euphemism 2.50 0.98 4.02 0.00***
Wake-up word-Euphemism 2.50 0.98 4.02 0.00***
Word transformation-Euphemism 3.00 1.48 4.52 0.00***
Response time-Hedging -1.58 -3.10 -0.07 0.03*
Sentence completion-Hedging -1.92 -3.43 -0.40 0.00*
Sentence struture-Hedging -2.00 -3.52 -0.48 0.00*
Response time-Interjection -2.08 -3.60 -0.57 0.00***
Sentence completion-Interjection -2.42 -3.93 -0.90 0.00***
Sentence struture-Interjection -2.50 -4.02 -0.98 0.00***
Response time-Punctuation -1.75 -3.27 -0.23 0.01**
Sentence completion-Punctuation -2.08 -3.60 -0.57 0.00***
Sentence struture-Punctuation -2.17 -3.68 -0.65 0.00***
Slang-Response time 1.75 0.23 3.27 0.01**
Wake-up word-Response time 1.75 0.23 3.27 0.01**
Word transformation-Response time 2.25 0.73 3.77 0.00***
Slang-Sentence completion 2.08 0.57 3.60 0.00***
Wake-up word-Sentence completion 2.08 0.57 3.60 0.00***
Word transformation-Sentence completion 2.58 1.07 4.10 0.00***
Slang-Sentence struture 2.17 0.65 3.68 0.00***
Wake-up word-Sentence struture 2.17 0.65 3.68 0.00***
Word transformation-Sentence struture 2.67 1.15 4.18 0.00***

Table 6.7 Significant differences among linguistic factors affecting user’s

perception of the chatbot’s personality.
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Additional Opportunities and Challenges

Family involvement in the chatbot’s dialogue design increased the in-

tensity of the user’s data logging behavior by showing high partic-

ipation in logging images and contextual data that gives additional

information of the user’s eating behavior including reasons why they

skipped the meal, with whom they had their meal with, or how they

cooked their meal, etc. Also, another interesting point we found is

that most participants who used MimicTalk responded to the chatbot’s

prompts as if they were responding to humans. In other words, they

were more likely to respond in full sentences and reply to messages

that were not directly related to the food journaling behavior itself

(e.g. frequently responded to the chatbot’s farewell messages.) More-

over, within such journaling-irrelevant messages, emotional words that

imply feelings and emotional expressions, such as emojis and endear-

ments, were frequently found.

We also explored the opportunities and challenges of MimicTalk

with the additional questionnaire of “how linguistic factors affected

their perception of the chatbot’s personality.” in the post-interview.

We conducted thematic analysis [135] to build up the themes from the

post-interview. As a result, we got 3 major opportunities and three

major challenges for applying the persona of the user’s family member

to the healthcare chatbot with the function of food journaling.

When it comes to MimicTalk for food journaling, benefits for data
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collection are the first opportunity reported from participants. As be-

ing described in 5.3.2 (user experience with healthcare chatbots), Mim-

icTalk showed higher opportunities in collecting image-based dietary

data and contextual information. In this study, we focused on three

types of data (text, image, and contextual information) to collect the

user’s food blog. In food journaling, all of these data types, each of

which indicates the intensity of the system use, are known to be ben-

eficial to tracking one’s eating behavior [173]. Family like chatbot’s

dialogue was found to increase the intensity of the user’s data logging

behavior by showing high participation in logging (1) images, which

enable inferring the quantity of food, detecting ingredients, or calculat-

ing calories, and (2) contextual data that gives additional information

of the user’s eating behavior including reasons why they skipped the

meal, with whom they had their meal with, or how they cooked their

meal, etc.

The second benefit tackled by participants was its effectiveness for

taking over the repetitive tasks of healthcare providers. Some partici-

pants insisted that whenever they are in negative health status, they

feel worried that their family could feel burden by worrying their par-

ents. Actually, they more frequently ask them about dietary intake

and other health-related issues. Participants insisted that MimicTalk

can take over the burden of their family members. At this point, we

were worried that the chatbot taking over the tasks of family members
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could end in reduced family interactions. However, some participants

said that keeping track of everyday diet log will not interfere children

with asking for a meal to say hello. Also, they said that they do not

bother being asked by both the chatbot and their actual family mem-

ber.

Third, most participants agreed that they were engaged in food

journaling with MimicTalk. Few participants who used basic chatbots

also reported they felt engaged with the chatbot over time. However,

these reports were relatively low compared to the user group who used

MimicTalk.

There also exist challenges of MimicTalk for food journaling that

can be categorized as eerie feeling coming from structured dialogue

flow, psychological burden coming from the family’s persona, and the

privacy issue in the storage of collected data. When it comes to eerie

feelings coming from structured dialogue flow, most participants who

used MimicTalk and the basic chatbot reported that they noticed the

chatbot’s dialogue being repeated. Particularly in the user group who

used MimicTalk, some participants insisted that the repeated structure

of MimicTalk made them feel uncomfortable feelings by making the

MimicTalk’s chatbot more robot-like who is mimicking their family

member.

The second challenge raised by most participants is the increased

psychological burden in responding to the MimicTalk. Some partici-
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pants who used MimicTalk insisted that they feel sorry or guilty when

they are ignoring or forgetting to respond to the MimicTalk who re-

semble their family members. P4 said that ”Every time I forget to

respond to the chatbot, I feel sorry since I feel like I did not respond

to my real daughter.”

The third challenge raised by some participants is a privacy is-

sue. Even though we instructed participants that the dialogue between

MimicTalk and the participant would be only used for the analysis of

the study, some participants expected the dialogue between MimicTalk

and them would be also delivered to their real children. At the end of

the experiment, P1 worried and said ”I talked a lot to the chatbot

regardless of given tasks since MimicTalk made me remind of my son.

And now I am worried if somebody else I do not know would see my

conversation.” She also asked the authors if the conversation would be

eliminated after analysis. We remind participants about our privacy

policy at the start and at the end of the experiment based on the

procedure of IRB approval.

6.5 Experiment 2: Physical Activity Intervention

In the domain of physical activity, CA for intervening physical activ-

ities of the users has long been explored. Particularly the approaches

of gamified, text-message, social media interventions have long been

implemented in the domain of physical activity.
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Figure 6.5 The Ally app with the chatbot for supporting user’s physical

activity

We present three studies that used a digital device for physical in-

tervention as examples of gamified interventions. The first experiment

was carried out with patients of an endocrinology clinic in Canada [199].

This intervention is based on a stationary bike and a cycling video

game. The experimental group more participated and spent more time

doing the physical activity than the control group. Two video games

were used in the second example intervention to increase knowledge

about energy balance [200]. The third study pitted two popular physi-

cal activity apps against a control group and was told them to use them

three times per week [201]. There are also text-based messaging, social

media, and email-based interventions available for physical activity.
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There have also been previous studies that looked at the effects

of using a chatbot for physical activity intervention. One paper dis-

cusses the effects of chatbot Ally [202] that showed effectiveness in

supporting users to achieve personalized daily physical activity goals.

Findings from the study revealed that Ally’s daily rewards increased

goal achievement increased engagement. However, over time, one-third

of participants stopped using the app due to low user engagement. An-

other RCT study [203] which assess the chatbot for lifestyle coaching

showed that after 12 weeks of intervention, this chatbot was effective

in increasing physical activity among office workers. In addition, one

feasibility study [204] tested Tess, a behavioral coaching chatbot, to see

if it could help adolescent patients manage their weight and diabetes-

related symptoms. Patients rated the chatbot as a helpful and engaging

medium supporting them to reach their goals [204]. Reflection Com-

panion, a chatbot, visualizes physical activity graphs for self-reflection.

Findings from the study showed that the Reflection Companion suc-

cessfully elicited self-reflection, resulting in increased motivation and

frequency of physical activity.

However, only a few studies have focused on creating a healthcare

chatbot persona for physical activity intervention. In the second exper-

iment, we’ll look at the benefits and drawbacks of using a user’s family

member’s persona in a chatbot for physical activity intervention using

a dialogue style. We’ll also look into how linguistic factors influence
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user engagement with our chatbot when it comes to physical activity.

6.5.1 Method

To investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk for physical activity in-

tervention, we conducted the experimental study for 21 days. 24 users

without any severe diseases participated in the study. They were ran-

domly assigned to the group using the MimicTalk with the conversa-

tional style of their family member (MimicTalk) and the control group

using the basic chatbot (Basic bot) without the conversational style of

a family member. Table 6.8 shows information of participants in the

evaluation study of experiment 2.

Wizard of Oz Study to Investigate the MimicTalk for Physical

Activity Intervention.

As previous chatbots for physical intervention accompany multiple

functions such as data visualization, graphs, detailed energy consump-

tions, etc (as in Figure 6.5 showing Ally), we could not deploy all func-

tions of healthcare chatbot for physical activity. Therefore, we only

selected limited functions to implement to our chatbot that is ”setting

goals for physical activity” and ”checking goals and cheering up users

to achieve the goals”. Since goals for physical activity and how they

achieve goals vary depending on users’ characteristics, we did not use

structured dialogue flow to design the chatbot.

Unlike Experiment 1 designing the food journaling chatbot based
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Participant 
No.

Type of 
chatbot used

Sex Age Occupation Family 
participant

P1 MimicTalk Male 30 Student Wife

P2 MimicTalk Male 60 Office worker Daughter

P3 MimicTalk Female 33 Teacher Husband

P4 MimicTalk Female 30 Doctor Husband

P5 MimicTalk Male 59 Office worker Daughter

P6 MimicTalk Female 28 Office worker Younger sister

P7 MimicTalk Male 35 Office worker Wife

P8 MimicTalk Male 31 Researcher Mother

P9 MimicTalk Female 50 House spouse Daughter

P10 MimicTalk Female 45 Teacher Son

P11 MimicTalk Male 55 Office worker Daughter

P12 MimicTalk Female 47 Office worker Son

P13 Basic chatbot Female 30 House spouse

P14 Basic chatbot Female 57 House spouse

P15 Basic chatbot Male 33 Office worker

P16 Basic chatbot Female 27 Student

P17 Basic chatbot Female 54 Teacher

P18 Basic chatbot Female 32 House spouse

P19 Basic chatbot Male 50 Office worker

P20 Basic chatbot Male 35 Office worker

P21 Basic chatbot Female 53 Office worker

P22 Basic chatbot Female 28 Office worker

P23 Basic chatbot Male 50 Office worker

P24 Basic chatbot Female 50 House spouse

Table 6.8 Information of participants included the experiment 2.
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on the defined structure, we used Wizard of Oz method to investigate

our idea of applying the persona of a family member to the health-

care chatbot for physical activity. However, still, we collected the fam-

ily member’s dialogue data to design the dialogue of the chatbot and

used it during the study. Since physical activity intervention requires

individualized dialogue structure, we used Wizard of Oz method to ex-

plore the effectiveness of MimicTalk. Wizard of Oz method [88, 89] has

been frequently used for building prototypes of intelligent agents. The

method is a rapid-prototyping method for systems costly to build or

requiring development with new technology. In this method, a human

plays the role of ”Wizard” that simulates the system and the ”Wiz-

ard” interacts with the user through a computer or mock-up system.

Most Wizard of Oz tests or experiments establishes the viability of a

futuristic approach to interface design. An example could be a speech-

based intelligent system, and also synchronous text-based agents. The

method is appropriate for evaluating the function of the system but also

effective in analyzing human behavior toward a particular system [90].

Designing Dialogue of MimicTalk

To design dialogues that would be used in the Wizard of Oz study,

we collected the dialogue style of the participant’s family members

(i.e.host whose persona would be implemented to MimicTalk) prior to

the experiment. In this experiment, since we cannot fully use dialogue
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collected from the user’s family member due to the flexible dialogue

structure through Wizard of Oz, we collected raw conversational data

from participants and used them for reference. Data include a conver-

sation between the participant and the host. With the conversational

data, we analyzed the conversation based on linguistic characteristics

defined in study 2.

When asking participants for sharing conversational data with their

family members with authors, we first asked them to at least share the

conversational data with 50 turn-taking messages. While doing this,

participants can eliminate or delete messages that they do not want to

share with authors.

The dialogue style of each participant’s family member was defined

in Table 6.9. The presented sheet is the example of P7. This sheet was

created for each participant and used as instruction when conducting

Wizard of Oz study. The impact of each linguistic factor was defined

by the authors. Examples for each factor are being described except

for some factors that cannot be defined.

To compare MimicTalk with the chatbot without a family mem-

ber’s persona, we also made an instruction sheet for the basic chatbot

too. We tried to moderate the impact of each factor to the middle level.

And the dialogue style follows a formal tone as the basic chatbot used

in experiment 1. As previous chatbots for physical intervention accom-

pany multiple functions such as data visualization, graphs, detailed
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Linguistic factors Impact Examples

Wake-up word High Honey ❤ , My love❤

Response time Low Average response time 
within 10 minutes

Sentence completion Medium Don’t know, maybe?. just 
kidding, you? 

Slang Low None used

Punctuation High !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Interjection Wow, yeah~ 

Word transformation
Medium

Ahhhhh~, been 2 the 
gym, have a nice 
dayyyyyy~~

Delivery Hard to define

Hedging Medium Certainly not, 
additionally, possibly

Back-channeling Medium Uhmm… ha….ahh….

Abbreviation High OMG ! Lol😝 , LMK, 
ASAP,  BTW

Emotion High Love you!, I feel very 
happy, 

Euphemism Hard to define

Structure Low I did maybe, coffee you 
want?

Table 6.9 Instruction sheet of dialogue style of family member

energy consumptions etc (as in Figure 6.6 showing Ally), we could not

utilize the previous structure of healthcare chatbot for physical activ-

ity. Therefore, we only selected limited functions to implement to our
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Figure 6.6 Example conversation made with MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot

chatbot that are 1) setting goals for physical activity and 2) checking

goals and cheering up users to achieve the goals”.

Figure 6.6 shows a sample conversation with MimicTalk and the

basic chatbot.
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Evaluation

With the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot, we conducted a Wizard

of Oz based evaluation study for 21 days with 24 participants divided

into two groups to investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk on user

engagement in physical activity. We randomly assigned participants

into two groups including an experimental group using a MimicTalk,

which utilizes the dialogue style of their family member, and the control

group using a basic chatbot, whose dialogue style was designed by

authors based on formal dialogue style.

Table 6.8 shows the information of participants including their ID,

type of chatbot each participant used, sex, age, occupation. For the

participants who used MimicTalk during the experiment, the relation-

ship with the participant whose dialogue style was applied to Mim-

icTalk is also shown in Table 6.8. Overall, participants’ age ranged

from 27 to 60. In this study, we recruited various types of family re-

lationships. Also, participants suffering from any severe diseases (e.g.

cancer, diabetes, etc) were excluded from our study because they need

medical support, prior to managing eating behaviors. They all had

been building high perceived emotional attachment with their family

member. Participants received 150K KRW (approximately 125 USD)

for 21 days of participation. Prior to the experiment, we constructed a

semi-structured dialogue flow with the dialogue style sheet (Table 6.9).

The whole experiment was based on Telegram mobile messenger.
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At the start day of deployment, we informed participants about

our research goal and the function of our chatbots and all partici-

pants answered the pre-survey. Additionally, participants who used

MimicTalk answered the questionnaires about their family members

including their age, how frequently they see each other, and perceived

emotional attachment with their family member on a 7-point Likert

scale with the questionnaire of “In recent years, I feel emotionally at-

tached to my family member” (answering option ranged from “Strongly

agree” to “Definitely not agree”.) This was to filter out the weak re-

lationship since we are focusing on the close relationship to apply to

MimicTalk. All the participants who used MimicTalk reported high

emotional attachment to their family member(M= 5.67, SD = 1.31).

To manage user expectations, we conducted 30 minutes of detailed

introduction sessions before starting the experiment. In the session, we

shared our research goal and research questions. Then, we specifically

introduced the functionality of the chatbot and its limitations coming

from the study design. We not only told them they were recruited to

evaluate the user experience and user perception of MimicTalk (or ba-

sic chatbot) and told them they are going to interact with the chatbot

with the tasks of checking physical activity. We emphasized that the

chatbot’s functionality is limited in intervention tasks and the chatbot

would be limited in responding to out-of-task conversations. Then, we

showed the sample conversation of the chatbot in order to help par-
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ticipants be accustomed to the workflow of the chatbot. Participants

were instructed to freely ask any questions regarding the chatbot and

the experiment to the author. Through these processes, we made it

sure for users to manage their expectations with the chatbot. After

participants got used to the function of the chatbot, they were asked

to freely use the chatbot for 21 days.

During the experiment, all participants’ conversational data with

the chatbot were recorded for analysis to analyze the user engagement

with MimicTalk over time. We not only measured the responses to

physical activity intervention but also any responses made regardless

of healthcare task.

At the end of the deployment study, participants answered the post-

survey and the post-hoc interview. Post survey included the question-

naire of user experience and user perception in Table 6.2 and Table

6.3. Answers to the pre/post survey were all collected with the 7-

point Likert scale (answering options ranged from “Strongly agree”

to “Definitely not agree”.)

To explore the major findings from the conversational logs we col-

lected, a semi-structured interview was conducted after the deploy-

ment. During the post-hoc interview, we aimed to explore the user

engagement with the chatbot and how family members’ dialogue style

affected users’ engagement and perception of the chatbot over time.

We used the same survey questionnaires among experiments 1,2 and 3
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to compare the results among these experiments. Surveys include user

experience questionnaires and questionnaires about user perception.

6.5.2 Results

We present our results from the Wizard of Oz-based evaluation study

regarding user engagement with the chatbot by comparing two types of

chatbots (i.e. MimicTalk and basic chatbot) based on the data log of 24

participants collected during 21 days of experimental study, pre/post

survey and interview. For the statistical analysis, we used the one-way

ANOVA test.

User Experience with MimicTalk for Physical Activity

We first present the overall user experience with MimicTalk for physi-

cal activity collected through the post-experiment survey. Survey ques-

tionnaires include behavior change, usefulness, ease of use, trustfulness,

intimacy, engagement, attachment, human likeness, and eerie feeling.

We measured user experience with the MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot. The mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of Mim-

icTalk evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation to

participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M= 2.87, SD = 1.95) and

post (M= 5.25, SD = 0.89)), usefulness (M= 6.5, SD = 0.76), ease

of use (M= 6.62, SD = 0.52), trustfulness (M= 5.25, SD = 1.03),

intimacy (M= 6.5, SD = 0.54), engagement (M= 6.4, SD = 0.52), at-

tachment (M= 6, SD = 0.54), human-likeness (M= 6.38, SD = 0.74),
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Figure 6.7 Comparing user experience with MimicTalk and basic chat-

bot for physical activity

and eerie feeling (M= 1.5, SD =1.07).

Also, the mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of basic

chatbot evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation

to participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M= 2.44, SD = 1.14)

and post (M= 4.56, SD = 1.34)), usefulness (M= 6.45, SD = 0.53),

ease of use (M= 6.78, SD = 0.44), trustfulness (M= 5.45, SD = 1.34,

intimacy (M= 5.23, SD = 1.09), engagement (M= 5.11, SD = 1.67),

attachment (M= 3, SD = 1.22), human-likeness (M= 5.22, SD =

1.20), and eerie feeling (M= 1.17, SD =0.66).

Among these factors, there was significant difference between groups

(MimicTalk and basic chatbot) in the post behavior(p < 0.05), inti-
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macy (p < 0.05), engagement (p < 0.05), attachment (p < 0.0001),

and human-likeness (p < 0.05).

Physical activity-related topic participants made with Mim-

icTalk:

To explore the effectiveness of MimicTalk in physical activity inter-

vention, we first compared the conversation topic between MimicTalk

and the basic chatbot. A major prompt made by both chatbots are

asking about physical activity goal and their achievement, Most of the

conversation was focused on those topics. However, detailed informa-

tion and their motivation reflected on the conversation, reflection on

failure, and reflection on physical changes differed. The examples of

the conversational logs showing these differences are being described

in Figure 6.9.

For detailed information, participants who used MimicTalk had the

tendency to explain their physical activity-related behaviors. Most ex-

planations made with MimickTalk with the first topic are about the

type of exercise participants did. Some participants explained whether

they did anaerobic exercise or aerobic exercise, Most cases explained

the categories of sports such as climbing, tennis, golf, and swimming.

In some cases, contextual data was also collected including whom they

did an exercise with, when, where, how much they did the exercise.

For keeping motivation, participants who used MimicTalk tend to
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Figure 6.8 Example messages showing the difference between the qual-

ity of answers to the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot.

share their motivation with the chatbot compared to the basic chatbot.

Since we did not measured the user motivation, we can not confirm that

participants who used MimicTalk had higher motivation than partic-
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ipants who used the basic chatbot. But still, we can say that partici-

pants share their motivational behavior more often to the MimicTalk

compared to the basic chatbot.

For reflection on failure, participants who used MimicTalk more

frequently share their thoughts toward their failure of keeping physical

activity goals while participants who used the basic chatbot tend to

simply share the results of success or failure. While reflecting on their

failure with the MimicTalk, participants frequently share their feelings

and reasons for failure with their excuses.

For reflection on physical changes, participants who used the Mim-

icTalk shared their detailed information of body change compared to

participants who used the basic chatbot. Some participants even shared

the detailed values of their body index including weight, waist circum-

ference, fat, and muscle percentages.

User Perception with MimicTalk

We also explored how users perceive the MimicTalk. Particularly, we

focused on how linguistic factors we defined in Study 2 affected the

persona perception of the chatbot for physical activity intervention.

To explore how the user perceives the personality of MimicTalk with

the dialogues of a family member, we asked participants how they

define the personality of the MimicTalk and What factors affected their

perception. These questionnaires are identical to the questionnaires
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used in experiments 1 and 3.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Linguistic factors 14 108.3 7.736 4.583 5.59e-07 ***

Residuals 165 278.5 1.688

Table 6.10 Linguistic factors affecting user’s perception of the chatbot’s

persona in tasks of physical activity intervention

Also, We defined to what extent each linguistic factor affected the

persona perception of MimicTalk as their real family member. Table

6.10 shows results from one-way ANOVA. There was significant differ-

ence among linguistic factor affecting the persona perception of Mim-

icTalk. The mean values and the standard deviations of each linguistic

factor are as following: wake-up word (M= 6.34, SD= 0.89), emoji

(M= 5.75, SD= 1.14), response time (M=5.17, SD=1.33), sentence

completion (M=5.92, SD=0.99), slang (M=3.58, SD=1.71), punc-

tuation (M=5.92, SD=0.49), interjection (M=5.58, SD=1.62), word

transformation (M=6.34, SD=0.49), delivery (M=6.08, SD=0.90), hedg-

ing (M=5.25, SD=1.54), back-channeling (M=4.91, SD=1.83), abbre-

viation (M=6.41, SD=0.99), emotion (M=4.33, SD=1.67), euphemism

(M=3.58, SD=1.44), split sentence (M=3.38, SD=1.47), and sentence

structure (M=6.16, SD=0.93).

To define explore the detailed differences among the linguistic fac-

tors, we also conducted Tukey HSD to investigate the differences among
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Comparison Difference Lwr Upr p.adj Signifiance

Emotion-Abbreviation -2.08 -3.90 -0.26 0.01 **
Euphemism-Emoji -2.17 -3.99 -0.34 0.01 **

Wake-up word-Emotion 1.99 0.17 3.82 0.02 *

Word transformation-Emotion 2.00 0.17 3.82 0.02 *

Sentence completion-Euphemism 2.33 0.51 4.15 0.00 ***

Sentence struture-Euphemism 2.58 0.76 4.40 0.00 ***

Table 6.11 Differences among linguistic factors affecting user’s percep-

tion of the chatbot’s persona in experiment 2

the factors. Table 6.11 shows the results from Tukey HSD. We only

listed the significant factors since these are the results of our interest.

As in table 6.11, there were significant differences between emotion and

abbreviation, euphemism and emoji, wake-up word and emotion, word

transformation and emotion, sentence completion and euphemism, and

sentence structure and euphemism.

From the results, we found that the linguistic factors also differently

affected the persona perception of MimicTalk in the domain of phys-

ical activity. Abbreviation largely affected the persona perception fol-

lowed by back-channeling, punctuation, emotion, interjection, wake-up

word, hedging, word transformation, slang, sentence structure, emoji,

sentence completion, response time, delivery, and euphemism.
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Additional Opportunities and Challenges

As we did for experiment 1, we also explored the opportunities and

challenges of MimicTalk for physical activity intervention with the ad-

ditional questionnaire of “how linguistic factors affected their percep-

tion of the chatbot’s personality.” and ”how the persona of MimicTalk

affected their physical activity behaviors.” in the post-interview. We

conducted thematic analysis [135] to build up the themes from the

post-interview. As a result, we got 3 major opportunities and three

major challenges for applying the persona of the user’s family member

to the healthcare chatbot with the function of food journaling.

When it comes to MimicTalk for physical activity intervention, ben-

efits for customized framing effects are the first opportunity reported

from participants. Some participants who used MimicTalk said that

sharing their failure on physical activity goals made them feel guilty

and feeling shame to their family partners since they feel like talking

to their family members while talking to the MimicTalk. On the other

hand, some participants insisted that the MiimicTalk amplifies their

responsibility to achieve the physical activity-related goals. Some par-

ticipants even said that they feel sorry for their family members since

they felt like breaking the promise with their family members.

The second benefit tackled by participants was its effectiveness in

increasing the acceptance of information. In some cases, participants

asked the chatbot about the activity recommendation or effectiveness
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of a particular exercise. In this case, we referred to academic journals or

well-known articles to give them information. For exercise recommen-

dation, participants who used MimicTalk were willing to accept the

exercise suggestion. On the other hand, participants who used the ba-

sic chatbot also agreed with the chatbot’s recommendation or opinion,

but we found that they did not actually take action.

Third, most participants who used MimicTalk agreed that Mim-

icTalk helped them keep motivated. Most participants agreed that the

first and the second benefits also influenced their motivation. Addi-

tionally, The feeling of being seen by family members was reported to

keep them motivated.

Moreover, when it comes to the challenges of MimicTalk, low trust

in information that requires expertise was reported by most partici-

pants. Since most participants had the experience of watching physical

activity content or being trained by experts, they insisted that their

family member is not an expert on physical activity. Some partici-

pants said they are willing to accept their suggestions but they do not

fully trust the recommendation by MimicTalk. When it comes to trust

in expertise information, most participants said that applying their

family members is not the best option. Most participants who used

MimicTalk recommended us to apply the persona of a personal trainer

or well-known expert.

The second challenge addressed by participants was decreased at-
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tachment when the relationship is bad. Some participants who use

MimicTalk insisted that they really liked interacting with the Mim-

icTalk when they were in a good relationship. However, they do not

want to use it when they are in trouble. Fortunately, none of our par-

ticipants had a bad relationship with the family members, but when

choosing the family member as the persona of MImicTalk for physical

activity intervention, it should be considered.

Lastly, collision with the actual host was mentioned. While using

MimicTalk, some participants experienced the case that MimicTalk

sent them messages while they are with their family member whose

persona was applied to the MimicTalk. In this case, some participants

felt like they were cheating with someone else. This was limited to the

husband-wife relationship. However, since a collision with the actual

host is very likely to happen if a family member and the user live

together. In this case, it may be a good idea to avoid overlapping

times or target people living apart.

6.6 Experiment 3: Chatbot for Coping Stress

Stress is considered to be the cause of various non-communicable dis-

eases. Mostly, mental disorders are highly associated with stress [183].

When it comes to stress management, chatbot with the role of coun-

seling has been mostly developed to relieve the stress of the user in a

daily context. Therefore we implemented the healthcare task of stress
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counseling to the domain of stress management.

Wysa, for example, is stress, depression, and anxiety therapy chat-

bot that coaches stress management coping strategies. Wysa is an AI-

powered chatbot that is designed and developed to help users manage

their stress levels, unstable emotions, and negative. Evidence-based

cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is dominantly used in the interac-

tion with the Wysa. Sometimes it also recommends Dialectical Behav-

ior Therapy, introduction to meditation, breathing for reducing stress,

and yoga.

Woebot is another example of a chatbot that monitors users’ moods

and provides appropriate coping strategies through therapeutic conver-

sations. During the conversation, users are encouraged to express their

thoughts and emotions. The cognitive Behavioral Therapy platform

(CBT) is also the dominant strategy of Woebot. Other than stress, it

covers a wide range of mental health issues. The Woebot inquires about

users’ feelings and what’s going on in their lives while discussing men-

tal health and psychological well-being. To support users to cope with

stress in a daily manner, it sends personalized videos, URLs, content

based on the user’s current mood.

Moodkit is a mobile application that helps users cope with stressors

and alleviates the symptoms of mental illness. Users can use Moodkit

to identify and change negative thought patterns through activities. It

also has tools for rating and charting moods over time, as well as a
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text-based journaling tool.

Joy is another example, as it is based on two platforms: Facebook

Messenger and Slack. It used a variety of channels to reach out to

more users who were already using these apps. Joy, like other stress-

relieving and mental-health apps, sends a message to the user once a

day to see how they’re doing and what they’ve planned for the day. Joy

interprets the user’s current mood contents and provides personalized

ways and solutions to promote positive emotions by detecting mood-

related words or phrases in the conversation.

Chatbots for stress management, like other chatbots for lifestyle

management, face challenges with long-term adherence and effective-

ness. Personalized care via chatbot is also one of the major challenges,

as defining the user for personalized care is difficult, and evaluating

user behaviors is also difficult. We also implemented my idea of using

the persona of someone who is in a real-world relationship with the

user in the domain of stress management.

6.6.1 Method

To investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk for stress management,

we conducted an experimental study for 21 days. 24 users without any

severe diseases participated in the study. They were randomly assigned

to the group using the conversational style of their family member

(MimicTalk) and the control group using the basic chatbot (Basic bot)

without the conversational style of a family member. Table 6.12 shows
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Participant 
No.

Type of 
chatbot used

Sex Age Occupation Family 
participant

P1 MimicTalk Male 33 Office worker Wife

P2 MimicTalk Male 33 Office worker Wife

P3 MimicTalk Male 32 Actor Younger sister

P4 MimicTalk Male 32 Researcher Older sister 

P5 MimicTalk Female 33 Researcher Younger sister

P6 MimicTalk Female 56 Office worker Husband

P7 MimicTalk Female 35 Office worker Husband

P8 MimicTalk Female 33 House spouse Older sister 

P9 MimicTalk Female 48 Office worker Husband

P10 MimicTalk Female 50 Teacher Daughter

P11 MimicTalk Male 56 Office worker Daughter

P12 MimicTalk Female 25 Student Younger brother

P13 Basic chatbot Male 55 Office worker

P14 Basic chatbot Male 40 Teacher

P15 Basic chatbot Female 33 House spouse

P16 Basic chatbot Male 32 Doctor

P17 Basic chatbot Female 33 Teacher

P18 Basic chatbot Female 52 House spouse

P19 Basic chatbot Female 51 House spouse

P20 Basic chatbot Male 33 Office worker

P21 Basic chatbot Male 36 Researcher

P22 Basic chatbot Female 53 House spouse

P23 Basic chatbot Male 30 Office worker

P24 Basic chatbot Female 33 Office worker

Table 6.12 Information of participants included in the experiment 3

information of participants in the evaluation study of expriment 3. The

overall study design is almost the same as experiment 2.
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Wizard of Oz Study to Investigate the MimicTalk for Stress

Management.

Unlike other domains such as diet management and physical activity

intervention, most previous systems for stress management are focus-

ing on counseling. As in our literature review, chatbots are known to

be the effective synchronous counselors for stress management. Among

domains we chose for implementing MimicTalk, stress counseling re-

quires the longest conversation and various strategies for personalized

dialogue flow. Therefore, in this experiment, we did not define spe-

cific functions for MimicTalk for stress counseling. We expected that

we could demonstrate the particular topics that could be tackled by

MimicTalk for stress counseling. To do this we also used Wizard of

Oz method to investigate our idea of applying the persona of a family

member to the healthcare chatbot for stress management. However,

still, we collected the family member’s dialogue data to extract the

conversational features that would be applied to MimicTalk.

Designing Dialogue of MimicTalk

To design dialogues that would be used in the Wizard of Oz based eval-

uation, we collected the dialogue style of participant’s family members

prior to the experiment. However, in this experiment, since we can-

not fully use dialogue collected from the user’s family member due

to open, non-structured dialogue interaction through Wizard of Oz,
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we collected raw conversational data from participants. Collected data

were conversations between participants and the host whose persona

would be implemented to MimicTalk). With the conversational data,

we analyzed the conversational data based on linguistic characteristics

defined in study 2.

When asking participants for sharing conversational data with their

family members with authors, we first asked them to at least share the

conversational data with 50 turn-taking messages. While doing this,

participants can eliminate or delete messages that they do not want to

share with authors. Dialogue style of each participant’s family member

was pre-defined as done in experiment 2. This sheet was also created

for each participants and used as instruction for experiment 3 when

conducting Wizard of Oz study.

To compare MimicTalk with the chatbot without a family mem-

ber’s persona, we also designed a basic chatbot for physical activity

intervention like prior experiments. We tried to moderate the impact

of each linguistic factor as the medium for the basic chatbot. And the

dialogue style follows a formal tone as the basic chatbot used in exper-

iments 1 and 2. MimicTalk for stress management proactively asks the

question of if the user had any stressed event or stressors to deal with

such as ”Is there anything that stressed you?” , ” Any stressors for

today?”. Other than greeting messages, following dialogues from Mim-

icTalk is depending on the user’s answers. Figure 6.9 shows a sample
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Figure 6.9 Example conversation made with MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot

conversation with MimicTalk and the basic chatbot for stress counsel-

ing.

Evaluation

With the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot, we conducted a Wizard

of Oz based evaluation study for 21 days with 24 participants divided
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into two groups to investigate the effectiveness of MimicTalk on user

engagement in stress management. We randomly assigned participants

into two groups including an experimental group using a MimicTalk,

which utilizes the dialogue style of their family member, and the con-

trol group using a basic chatbot, whose dialogue style was designed by

authors based on formal dialogue style. During the experiment authors

synchronously made a conversation with participants at a particular

time. We instructed participants that they can only have conversa-

tional with MimicTalk during the specific time span since we could

not synchronously deal with conversations with 24 participants every

day. The whole experiment was based on Telegram mobile messenger.

At the start day of deployment, we informed participants about

our research goal and the role of our chatbots and all parent par-

ticipants answered the pre-survey. Additionally, participants who used

MimicTalk answered to the questionnaires about their family members

including their age, how frequently they see each other, and perceived

emotional attachment with their family member on a 7-point Likert

scale with the questionnaire of “In recent years, I feel emotionally at-

tached to my family member” (answering option ranged from “Strongly

agree” to “Definitely not agree”.) The emotional attachment was eval-

uated prior to the experiment since our inclusion criteria for selecting

an appropriate persona is whose host is in a close relationship with the

user. All the participants who used MimicTalk reported high emotional
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attachment to their family member (M= 6.34, SD = 1.71).

To manage user expectations, we conducted 30 minutes of detailed

introduction sessions before starting the experiment. In the session, we

shared our research goal and research questions. Then, we specifically

introduced the functionality of the chatbot and its limitations coming

from the study design. We not only told them they were recruited to

evaluate the user experience and user perception of MimicTalk (or ba-

sic chatbot) and told them they are going to interact with the chatbot

with the tasks of stress counseling. We emphasized that the chatbot’s

functionality is limited in counseling tasks and the chatbot would be

limited in responding to out-of-task conversations. Then, we showed

the sample conversation of the chatbot in order to help participants

be accustomed to the workflow of the chatbot. Participants were in-

structed to freely ask any questions regarding the chatbot and the

experiment to the author. Through these processes, we made sure for

users to manage their expectations with the chatbot. After participants

got used to the function of the chatbot, they were asked to freely use

the chatbot for 21 days.

During the experiment, to analyze the user engagement with Mim-

icTalk over time, all participants’ conversational data with the chat-

bot were recorded for analysis. We not only measured the responses to

physical activity intervention but also any responses made regardless

of the task. What topics participants made with MimicTalk for stress
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management was also our research of interest in experiment 3.

At the end of the deployment study, participants answered the post-

survey and the post-hoc interview. Post survey included the question-

naire of user experience and user perception in Table 6.2 and Table

6.3. Answers to the pre/post survey were all collected with the 7-

point Likert scale (answering options ranged from “Strongly agree”

to “Definitely not agree”.)

To deeply explore the major findings from the conversational logs

we collected, a semi-structured interview was conducted after the de-

ployment. During the post-hoc interview, we aimed to explore the user

engagement with the chatbot and how family members’ dialogue style

affected users’ engagement and perception of the chatbot over time.

We used the same survey questionnaires among experiments 1,2 and 3

to compare the results among these experiments. Surveys include user

experience questionnaires and questionnaires about user perception.

6.6.2 Results

We present our results from the Wizard of Oz based evaluation study

regarding user engagement in stress management by comparing two

types of chatbots (i.e. MimicTalk and basic chatbot) based on the

data log of 24 participants collected during 21 days of experimental

study, pre/post survey and interview. For the statistical analysis, we

used the one-way ANOVA test.
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Figure 6.10 Comparing user experience with MimicTalk and basic chat-

bot for stress counseling

User Experience with MimicTalk for Stress Management

We first present the overall user experience with MimicTalk for stress

counseling collected through the post-experiment survey. Survey ques-

tionnaires include behavior change, usefulness, ease of use, trustfulness,

intimacy, engagement, attachment, human likeness, and eerie feeling.

We measured user experience with the MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot. The mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of Mim-

icTalk evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation to

participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M= 3.62, SD = 1.84) and

post (M = 5.75, SD = 0.89)), usefulness (M = 6.25, SD = 0.46), ease

of use (M = 6.5, SD = 0.53), trustfulness (M = 5.87, SD = 0.99),
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intimacy (M = 6.37, SD = 0.74), engagement (M = 6.25, SD = 0.46),

attachment (M = 6.75, SD = 0.46), human-likeness (M = 6.5, SD =

0.76), and eerie feeling (M = 3.25, SD =1.28 ).

Also, the mean and the standard deviation of UX factors of basic

chatbot evaluated by participants are as following: user’s motivation

to participate in the healthcare behavior (pre (M = 2.44, SD = 1.13)

and post (M = 4.11, SD = 1.05)), usefulness (M = 6.44, SD = 0.53),

ease of use (M = 6.78, SD = 0.44), trustfulness (M = 5.45, SD = 1.34,

intimacy (M = 5.66, SD = 1.58), engagement (M = 5.78, SD = 1.48),

attachment (M = 3, SD = 1.22), human-likeness (M = 5.77, SD =

1.09), and eerie feeling (M = 1.89, SD =0.92).

Among these factors, there was a significant difference between

groups (MimicTalk and basic chatbot) in the post behavior (P < 0.01),

attachment (P < 0.0001), and eerie feeling (P < 0.05).

Stress-related topic participants made with MimicTalk:

In the domain of stress management, there was various topic made

with participants. We conducted the thematic analysis to analyze the

topics and categorized them into themes.

To explore the effectiveness of MimicTalk for stress counseling, we

first compared the conversation topic between MimicTalk and the ba-

sic chatbot. Even though we did not define the specific topic in exper-

iment 3, we still could categorize them into certain topics. This analy-
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Figure 6.11 Example messages from users showing the difference be-

tween the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot.

sis showed a strong inter-coder agreement between the two researchers

(Cohen’s Kappa coefficient (κ) = 0.89.)

As in Figure 6.11, conversational themes include work burden, emo-

tional turmoil, everyday decision making, social relationship, health

problems, and others. To compare the difference between two groups

of participants, we also compared the values for each group. Overall,

conversation topics made with the MimicTalk include 340 sets and con-

versation topics made with the basic chatbot include 154 sets. Since

there exists a big difference in the number of conversational data, we

also calculated the overall portion of a particular conversation topic.

For the MimicTalk the portion of each topic is as following: work
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burden (34.11%), emotional turmoil (30%), everyday decision making

(15.88%), social relationship (11.47%), health problems (4.41%), and

the others (4.11%). For the basic chatbot, the portion of each topic is

as following: work burden (42.20%), emotional turmoil (18.83%), ev-

eryday decision making (3.23%), social relationship (12.33%), health

problems (22.07%), and the others (1.29%).

User Perception with MimicTalk

Like prior experiments, we also explored how users perceive the Mim-

icTalk. We focused on how linguistic factors we defined in Study 2

affected the persona perception of the chatbot for physical activity in-

tervention. To explore how the user perceives the personality of Mim-

icTalk with the dialogues of a family member, we asked participants

how they define the personality of the MimicTalk and What factors af-

fected their perception. These questionnaires are identical to the ques-

tionnaires used in experiments 1 and 2.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Linguistic factors 14 109.81 7.844 15.01 <2e-16 ***

Residuals 165 86.25 0.523

Table 6.13 Linguistic factors affecting user’s perception of the Mim-

icTalk’s persona during stress management tasks

Also, we defined to what extent each linguistic factor affected the
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persona perception of MimicTalk as their real family member. Table

6.13 shows results from one-way ANOVA. There was significant differ-

ence among linguistic factor affecting the persona perception of Mim-

icTalk. The mean values and the standard deviations of each linguistic

factor are as following: wake-up word (M= 6.5, SD= 0.67), emoji (M=

6.17, SD= 0.72), response time (M=5.66, SD=1.61), sentence com-

pletion (M=5.92, SD=0.90), slang (M=3.17, SD=1.77), punctuation

(M=6.67, SD=0.65), interjection (M=6.58, SD=0.51), word transfor-

mation (M=6.41, SD=0.51), delivery (M=5.58, SD=1.16), hedging

(M=6.5, SD=0.52), back-channeling (M=6.75, SD=0.45), abbrevia-

tion (M=6.83, SD=0.39), emotion (M=6.67, SD=0.49), euphemism

(M=3.17, SD=1.40), and sentence structure (M=6.25, SD=0.45).

To define the detailed differences among the linguistic factors, we

also conducted Tukey HSD to investigate the differences among the

factors. Table 6.14 shows the results from Tukey HSD. We only listed

the significant factors since these are the results of our interest. As

in table 6.14, there were significant differences between emotion and

abbreviation, euphemism and delivery, euphemism and emoji, wake-up

word and emotion, word transformation and emotion, interjection and

euphemism, sentence completion and euphemism, sentence structure

and euphemism.

From the results, we found that the linguistic factors also differently

affected the persona perception of MimicTalk in the domain of physical
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Comparison Difference Lwr Upr p.adj Significance

Emotion-Abbreviation -2.08 -3.90 -0.26 0.01**

Euphemism-Delivery -2.50 -4.32 -0.67 0.00***

Euphemism-Emoji -2.16 -3.99 -0.34 0.01**

Wake-up word-Emotion 1.99 0.17 3.82 0.02*

Word transformation-
Emotion 2.00 0.17 3.82 0.02*

Interjection-Euphemism 2.00 0.17 3.82 0.02*

Sentence completion-
Euphemism 2.33 0.51 4.15 0.00***

Sentence struture-
Euphemism 2.58 0.76 4.40 0.00***

Table 6.14 Differences among linguistic factors affecting user’s percep-

tion of the chatbot’s persona in experiment 3

activity. Abbreviation largely affected the persona perception followed

by wake-up word, word transformation, sentence structure, delivery,

sentence completion, punctuation, emoji, interjection, slang, hedging,

response time, back-channeling, euphemism.

Additional Opportunities and Challenges

In this subsection, we are going to present the opportunities and chal-

lenges of MimicTalk for stress counseling based on the qualitative and

quantitative findings. These findings are answers to the additional

questionnaire of “how linguistic factors affected their perception of

the chatbot’s personality.” and ”how the persona of family members
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affected their physical activity behaviors.” in the post-interview. We

conducted thematic analysis [135] to build up the themes from the

post-interview. As a result, we got 3 major opportunities and three

major challenges for applying the persona of the user’s family member

to the healthcare chatbot with the function of stress management.

When it comes to MimicTalk for stress management, participants

made the longest conversation compared to other domains. It might be

due to its major function was counseling for daily stressors. Since the

longest conversation was made with the MimicTalk for stress manage-

ment, we found higher number of opportunities and challenges from

the user interaction. Totally, we defined four major opportunities and

four challenges from the interviews.

The first opportunity tackled by participants was opportunities for

discussing coping strategies. In the interview, most participants said

that they rarely deeply think about coping strategies for their stres-

sors. P2 said that ”whenever I feel stress from my work, I just tried

to forget about it but while talking to MimicTalk, I got the chance to

think about personalized coping strategies.” Like this, participants who

used MimicTalk came up with various coping strategies while making

conversation with MimicTalk including making new hobbies, hanging

out with loved ones, exercising, planning for a holiday, eating a favorite

food, listening to favorite music, thinking about the realistic solution,s

etc.
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Second, proactively asking about current stressors is another oppor-

tunity of MimickTalk for stress management. Most participants who

used both MimicTalk and the basic chatbot said that they had rarely

been asked by someone about recent stressors. However, during using

both chatbots, participants reported the feeling of being cared (Mim-

icTalk:12/12. basic chatbot:3/12). However, for participants who used

a basic chatbot, most participants reported that they felt the feeling of

being cared for the first time, but they felt a rare emotional attachment

to the basic chatbot. On the other hand, some participants who used

MimicTalk said that the persona of their family members strengthened

the presence of the receiver.

Third, MimicTalk also had the opportunity of provoking self-reflection.

Most participants who used MimicTalk reported that they self-reflected

themselves while talking with the MimicTalk. Some said that they

could go through their attitude toward stressors, their corresponding

behaviors, and their habits. Some of them insisted that they want to

change their particular behavior of dealing with stressors. However,

participants who used the basic chatbot also agreed that the chatbot

has the opportunity of self-reflection at some part, but they were not

willing to use the chatbot for deep talk. some of them even say that

it’s time-wasting talking to the non-human.

Fourth, MimicTalk has benefits in forming rapport. Most partici-

pants said that they are not familiar with talking about their stressors
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with strangers. However, participants who used MimicTalk insisted

that the persona of their family members made it easy for them to

form a rapport with the chatbot. On the other hand, participants who

used the basic chatbot said that they did not feel that they form a

rapport with the rapport, but still, they felt that the chatbot seem to

be experts in this domain which is the reason they share their thoughts

with the chatbot.

Then, we present the challenges of MimicTalk for stress counsel-

ing. Unlike other domains, participants rarely reported lower trust in

information that requires expertise, but still, some participants said

that they prefer MimicTalk for sympathizing and listening to them,

but a professional persona would be better to counsel them for coping

strategies requiring expertise.

First, since stress counseling requires relatively long conversation

compared to other domains, MimicTalk for stress counseling increases

the possibility of eeire feeling (M=3.25). In a short conversation with

the MimickTalk for food journaling and physical activity, a few par-

ticipants who used MimicTalk reported eerie feelings (M=1.67). Some

participants reported that the conversational style of MimicTalk is very

similar to their family members, but MimicTalk lacks contextual in-

formation between family members.

The second challenge could be said to be the other side of forming

rapport which is the privacy issue of personal history. Due to the famil-
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iarity with the persona of family members implemented to MimicTalk,

participants who used MimicTalk tend to make more conversation like

in Figure 6.12. This tendency makes participants talk more about de-

tailed information about their problems or private history. In our case,

we went through the IRB approval process to keep the data in a safe

place, but participants were somewhat worried of applying the persona

of a close person to get an individual’s private data could be exploited.

The third challenge addressed by participants was decreased at-

tachment when the relationship is bad like other domains. Some par-

ticipants who use MimicTalk insisted that they really liked interacting

with the MimicTalk when they were in a good relationship. However,

they do not want to use it when they are in trouble. Fortunately, none

of our participants had a bad relationship with the family members,

but when choosing the family member as the persona of the chatbot

for stress management, it should be considered.

Lastly, collision with the actual host was also mentioned in this do-

main. While using MimicTalk, some participants experienced the case

that MimicTalk sent them messages while they are with their family

member whose persona was applied to the MimicTalk. In this case,

some participants felt awkward. Since collision with the actual host is

very likely to happen if family member and the user live together. In

this case, it may be a good idea to avoid overlapping times or target

people living apart.
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Additionally, we are going to compare user experience, user percep-

tion toward MimicTalk, and opportunities and challenges of MimicTalk

among three types of domains in the next section.

6.7 Implications from Domain Experiments

We have explored diet, physical activity, and stress as the domain of im-

plementing research ideas regarding healthcare CA with the mimicked

persona of users’ healthcare providers. In the diet domain, we have con-

centrated on the users’ perception and behaviors towards the health-

care chatbot for food journaling that mainly collects the user’s daily

data of food intake. In the domain of physical activity, we have concen-

trated on the users’ perception and behaviors towards the healthcare

chatbot for intervening users to reach their goals with physical activity.

Lastly, in the stress management domain, we focused on the users’ per-

ception and behaviors towards the healthcare chatbot for counseling

the user’s stress triggers and coping strategies.

To summarize, we explored and defined the user experience, users’

perception, opportunities, and challenges with the healthcare CA with

the functions of data collection, behavioral intervention, and counsel-

ing in the domain of diet, physical activity, and stress management.

In this section, we are now going to compare the user experience, user

perception, opportunities, and challenges among three healthcare do-

mains to extract design implications for applying the persona of the
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user’s healthcare provider to the healthcare CA.

6.7.1 Comparing User Experience

First, we are going to compare the user experience between the Mim-

icTalk and the basic chatbot among three healthcare domains including

diet, physical activity, and stress management. Even though we pre-

sented each graph in the section of each experiment, we put together

all results to be easily distinguishable. The symbol of * refers to the

significant differences between the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot. *

refers to the p-value below 0.05, ** refers to the p-value below 0.01, and

*** refers to the p-value below 0.001. We are not going to repeatedly

go through all the mean values and the standard deviations since they

are being presented in the prior sections. We are going to go through

the elements of user experience one by one starting from the left to the

right.

To analyze how participants conducted healthcare tasks with and

without the MimicTalk and the basic chatbot we analyzed the pre

and post-behavior in conducting particular tasks in three healthcare

domains including food journaling, physical activity, and stress man-

agement. Behavior (pre) is the score to the statement of ”before using

the chatbot, I continuously did the task on the regular basis.” As in

Figure 6.12, participants who used MimicTalk rated their pre-behavior

higher than those who used the basic chatbot. However, these differ-

ences were not significant. Behavior (post) is the score to the statement
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Figure 6.12 Overall user experience with the MimicTalk and the basic

chatbot among healthcare domains.
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of ”during the chatbot use, I continuously did the task on the regu-

lar basis.” As in Table 6.12, participants who used MimicTalk showed

significantly higher ratings in their post behavior ratings.

To measure the system acceptance of both chatbots, we analyzed

the usefulness, ease of use, trustfulness, the intimacy of both chatbots.

these elements were elements we defined in study 1 that affected the

overall acceptance of healthcare with the persona of a close person. To

be specific, usefulness is the rating for the statement of ”overall, I found

the chatbot useful to perform the task.” For this element, there was no

significant differences between the two groups who used the MimicTalk

and the basic chatbot. Ease of use is the rating for the statement of

”overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this chatbot.” There

also was no significant difference between the two chatbots.

But for trustfulness which is the rating for the statement of ”During

the chatbot use, I trust the chatbot I used”, the basic chatbot showed a

significantly higher score in the food journaling task. These results did

not align with our results from study 1 where the basic chatbot showed

a significantly lower score in trustfulness compared to the chatbot with

the persona of the family member. We inferred the reason for this result

from the post-interview. Some participants who used the basic chatbot

for food journaling reported that they felt that the chatbot is made by

an expert since they participated through the university’s community

board.
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Intimacy is is the rating for the statement of ”During the chat-

bot use, I felt an intimacy with it.” Overall, participants who used

MimicTalk showed significantly higher intimacy with the healthcare

chatbot. For stress management, this tendency was not significant,

but still, MimicTalk showed a slightly higher mean value than the ba-

sic chatbot. These results of effectiveness in acceptance did not align

with our results from study 1 where all results showed the significantly

high differences between the basic chatbot and the chatbot with the

persona of a close person. The reason could be the difference between

the study design. In study 1, we conducted a within-subject design

that all participants used all types of chatbots in one place and used

them for only short minutes. We suggest that results from Study 1 can

be referred to as the effect of a one-time chatbot, and study 3 as the

effect of long-term tasks.

We also analyzed additional elements that could affect the overall

user experience with the healthcare chatbots including user engage-

ment, emotional attachment, human-likeness, and eerie feeling. En-

gagement is the rating for the statement of ”Overall, it was very en-

gaging using this chatbot.” Overall, participants who used MimicTalk

showed significantly higher engagement with the healthcare chatbot.

For stress management, this tendency was not significant, but still,

MimicTalk showed a slightly higher mean value than the basic chat-

bot. Attachment is the rating for the statement of ”during the chatbot
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use, I felt emotionally attached to the chatbot.” For attachment, par-

ticipants who used MimicTalk showed significantly higher attachment

with the healthcare chatbot in all three healthcare domains. Human-

likeness is the rating for the statement of ”During the chatbot use, I felt

like I was interacting with a human.” Participants who used MimicTalk

rated significantly higher human likeness with the healthcare chatbot.

For stress management, this tendency was not significant, but still,

MimicTalk showed a slightly higher mean value than the basic chat-

bot. The eerie feeling is the rating for the statement of ”during the

chatbot use, I felt eerie feeling toward the chatbot.” In the domain

of food journaling and physical activity, the mean value in the basic

chatbot is higher for the eerie feeling which means that participants

experience more eerie moments with the basic chatbot. However, for

the stress management chatbots participants scored higher eerie feeling

for the MimicTalk. We measured human-likeness and eerie feelings to

quantitatively measure the uncanny valley experiences which we will

be discussed in the discussion section.

6.7.2 Comparing User Perception

When it comes to user perception with the MimicTalk, we measured

how each linguistic factor we defined in study 3 affects persona percep-

tion of MimicTalk. The factors include wake-up word, response time,

sentence completion, slang, punctuation, interjection, word transfor-

mation, delivery, hedging, back-channeling, abbreviation, emotion, eu-
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Figure 6.13 Comparison of linguistic factors affecting persona percep-

tion of family host among domains

phemism, and sentence structure. Mean values and standard deviations

are all presented in the result of each experiment. Therefore, in this sec-
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tion, we would like to discuss the differences between domains based on

Figure 6.13. Moreover, Table 6.15 and Table 6.16 show the statistical

significance of scores among domains.

Wake-up word is a component that explicitly requests the initial

attention of a computer with a single word or single phrase. Since

our participants believed they were talking to the chatbot with the

persona of PRP (i.e. co-participant), we defined the term as wake-

up word. Example of wake-up word participants used in the study

were ”Hey”, ”What’s up”, etc. As in Figure 6.13, wakeup word highly

influences the persona perception of MimicTalk as the participant’s

family member. In study 2, wake-up word was also considered as top

elements that affects persona perception of MimicTalk. Based on our

results, we conclude that wake-up word affects persona perception of

Mimicked persona regardless of domain differences.

Emoji is a text-based ideogram. Emoji come in a variety of shapes

and sizes, including facial expressions, objects, locations, weather, and

animals. We included all kind of emojis that represents all kinds of

symbols such as :-), XD, etc. The mean value of emoji element was

highly ranked among all three domains with the slight low score in

physical activity.

response time is the functional unit of the time it takes to react

to a given input in technology, including conversational agents. In our

study, we also defined a time and the pattern participants (all of them
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played a role as a wizard ) took to send a response message as response

time. However, we could not exactly mimic the response time patterns

among participants. Instead, we synchronously sent the messages to

participants. Due to our designing limitations, some participants re-

ported that they felt differences in the conversation with their real

family members.

Sentence completion is defined as the agent’s use of communi-

cation patterns to finish a sentence. Complete sentences must usually

include a capital letter at the start, follow grammatical rules, include

a punctuation mark at the end of the sentence, and contain one or

more major clauses. A major clause can be a standalone subject or

a verbal word that expresses the entire content. It was also highly

affected the persona perception of MickTalk. However, in food jour-

naling task, it showed the lowest score among other features. In the

interview, we found the possible reasons that the structured dialogue

flow of the chatbot made participants rarely notice the difference in

sentence completion during the experiment.

Slang is a type of language that includes words and phrases that

are intended to be used in a casual manner. Slang is sometimes used

by members of specific groups who prefer to use a standard language’s

specific vocabulary to establish group identity to be shared, exclude

approach of outsiders, or both. There were examples such as Y’all,

cheesy, and so on in our case. Interestingly, participants highly rated
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slang in the domain of diet and stress management, but in all three

domains, it was rated as one of the lowest elements. For this, we asked

some participants who rated the raw score. P2 who used MimicTalk for

physical activity intervention said that ”my daughter rarely talk slang

to me, therefore it did not impact me a lot.”, This tendency was also

observed in parent-child relationships mostly in the father-daughter

relationships.

Punctuation The use of conventional signs (i.e. !,?,;,.,), sometimes

spacing, and typographical words as an aid for correct reading and un-

derstanding of the written text is known as punctuation (also known as

interpunction). Punctuation is necessary for written English to clarify

the meaning and delivery of sentences. Punctuation was also repeat-

edly mentioned by users as one of the linguistic characteristics that

affect persona perception of MimnicTalk. Punctuation was rated high-

est among all three domains. Based on the interview and user data

log, we found that participants highly perceived the persona of their

family member with the punctuation marks. For example, P8 from ex-

periment 3 insisted that ” my older sister use too many !!!!!! too often

so did the MimicTalk.”

Interjection is a word, phrase, or symbol used to express a sponta-

neous occurrence, feeling, or reaction. Exclamations (e.g. ouch!, ahh!,

wow! ), curses (e.g.damn! ), greetings (e.g. hey, yo, bye), response par-

ticles (e.g. okay, huh?, mhm), hesitation markers (e.g. uh, uhm, er,
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hmmm....) and others are examples of interjections (e.g. please, stop,

cool). The inclusion criteria of interjections occasionally overlap with

profanities, fillers, and sometimes discourse markers due to its diver-

sity. ”Wow!” and ”Aha!” are two other examples found in the study. It

showed higher ratings in the domain of stress management compared

to other domains. In the user data log, we observed a more frequent

appearance of interjection in the stress management conversation. It

seems to be more frequent in relatively long conversations. Due to its

frequent occurrence in the domain of stress management, the highest

score among domains was observed.

Word transformation For word transformation, we defined it as

the result of the process of creating new words. This is different from a

change in meaning in which a new meaning or meaning changes in an

existing word. For example, if the user sent the message ”cutie”, which

should be written in ”cute person” informal conversation, we called

it word transformation. The word transformation is similar to word-

formation which is creating a new word by borrowing, derivations,

compounding, and blending, etc. It also highly affected the persona

perception of MimicTalk. The score was significantly high in the do-

main of food journaling. We asked participants who highly scored the

word transformation about their experience. We could learn that the

feature impacted participants’ perception a lot when used. However,

we could found that some hosts did not transform words when they
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are making text-based conversations. Therefore, we concluded that the

significance of food journaling is due to a higher number of occurrences.

Delivery is how clear the meaning of delivered messages. Some

participants mentioned that how understandable the messages their

partners usually send them determines the characteristics of the sender.

It also highly affected the persona perception of MimicTalk. We could

not exactly measure the degree of delivery, but at most times absence

of awkward delivery made MimicTalk to be perceived as an actual

family member’s persona.

Hedging is the use of words or phrases in a sentence to reduce

ambiguity or the likelihood that the sentence’s meaning will be misun-

derstood. Hedging can be using simple words like ”maybe”, or ”prob-

ably,” in English. Hedging can also be a useful tool for expressing a

stronger point of view in a polite and professional manner. The im-

pact of hedging is relatively low in the domain of food journaling and

physical activity. It seems to be more frequent in relatively long, and

unstructured conversations since participants reported that the more

they talk to the chatbot, the more they can perceive each linguistic

characteristic such as hedging, back-channeling, delivery, etc.

Back-channeling frequently occurs during a conversation when

one participant participating in the conversation is speaking and the

other participant interjects the current conversation, according to lin-

guistics. Back-channeling responses can be either verbal or nonver-
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bal. When serving primarily social or meta-conversational goals, back-

channeling responses may include phatic expressions. In the study 3,

the impact of backchanneling is relatively low in the domain of food

journaling and physical activity. It seems to be more frequent in rela-

tively long, and unstructured conversations since participants reported

that the more they talk to the chatbot, the more they can perceive each

linguistic characteristic such as back-channeling.

Abbreviation is a simplified or shortened word or phrase. A se-

ries of capital letters or the full version of a word can be used as an

abbreviation. For instance, the abbreviation or abbr can be used to rep-

resent the word abbreviation. It could also be made up entirely with

initials, or sometimes it could be a combination of initials and words

that represent words with meaning in another language. The impact of

abbreviation is relatively high in physical activity and stress manage-

ment compared to food journaling. We found the possible reason from

the interview. According to some participants who used MimicTalk

for food journaling, they found few abbreviations in the structured

dialogue flow of food journaling.

Emotion include the subjective experience of the speaker or writer,

expressive behavior, emotional changes, cognitive processes, and some-

times instrumental behavior. As one of the linguistic characteristics

defined in this study, we defined it as the emotion perceived by the re-

ceiver via text-based messages. Emotional elements in physical activity
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were rated low compared to other domains. We found some evidence

from the interview and dialogue data that participants’ overall tone of

the conversation is a lot more neutral or objective compared to other

domains.

Euphemism are words or phrases used to avoid saying something

unpleasant, negative, or offensive. This is one of the communication

strategies and we could also observe the tendency of euphemism in

some participants’ messages. We could not exactly measure the degree

of euphemism from the conversational data, but most participants an-

swered that at most times absence of the euphemism element made

MimicTalk to be perceived as an actual family member’s persona.

Sentence structure is how users use the order of morphemes in

a sentence. For example, for the sentence of ”What do you want for

breakfast?”, one can say ”you want anything?” and ”for breakfast?”,

or can say ” anything for breakfast?”. The sentence structure one uses

differs by everyone. Therefore, we defined it as one of the linguistic

factors that affect persona perception of MimicTalk. This element was

high in the domain of physical activity and stress management but not

in the domain of food journaling. In the interview, some participants

who participated in experiment 1 (food journaling task) reported that

the structure of the dialogue flow made them rarely perceived that

sentence structure since the structure seemed to be repeated.

Overall results from our study 3 are different from the ratings of
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the impact of linguistic factors affecting persona perception of Mim-

icTalk in study 2 in some aspects. We assume that differences come

from domain differences. Actually, in study2, the impact ratings were

based on the social conversation. Therefore, based on the results from

study 3, we conclude that these factors differently affect the persona

perception according to the type of domains. However, generally, most

factors among all three domains were rated over median which means

these factors should be considered as important factors when applying

MimicTalk to healthcare domains.

6.7.3 Implications from Study 3

We have gone through the opportunities and challenges of MimicTalk

in each healthcare domain throughout three relevant experiments. In

this section, we are going to compare the similar or different conse-

quences of MimicTalk among healthcare domains.

For the opportunity of MimicTalk, there exist both similarities and

differences among domains. The first opportunity of MimicTalk ad-

dressed in all types of domains is Keeping users engaged with the

healthcare tasks. In the domain of food journaling, we could find that

participants who used MimicTalk were more engaged in the healthcare

tasks in the user’s answers to the MimicTalk. Participants who used

MimicTalk tend to report their contextual information including how

they cooked their meal, how they felt about their meal experience,

whom they ate their meal with, and why they skipped the meal. They
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also tend to make social responses to the chatbot. In the domain of

physical activity, participants who used MimicTalk were more engaged

with the tasks of sharing their amount of exercise time, the intensity of

exercise, and their personal goals. In the domain of stress management,

participants who used MimicTalk were more engaged with the tasks of

sharing their recent stressors and their feelings and private experiences

toward such stressors.

Second, MimicTalk strengthened the feeling of being cared for re-

gardless of the type of healthcare domain. Mostly, the persona of Mim-

icTalk (i.e.participant’s family member) was mentioned as the primary

cause for their feelings. Most participants among all types of domain

agreed that just sending prompts that mimick the dialogue style of

their family members made them feel like they are being cared for.

Third, MimicTalk was found to take over the repetitive task including

asking what the users ate for the day while giving them a feeling of

intimacy due to the family member’s persona which made participants

keep engaged in the journaling tasks. Also, strengthening self-reflective

behavior was also discussed among participants who used MimicTalk.

Self-reflective behavior was also reported by some participants who

used the basic chatbot. However, some participants who reported self-

reflective behavior in the MimicTalk group insisted that the persona

of their family member strengthened their reflective behavior.

While domains included in this study share similar opportunities of
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MimicTalk, the following aspects are opportunities of MimicTalk that

are specific to the type of domain. In the domain of food journaling with

the function of collecting daily meal data from the user, we found the

opportunities of collecting image-based data. Actually, food journaling

requires the data including not only lists of food intake, but also the

amount of food intake. Lists of food intake can be collected with natural

language-based answers. However, when it comes to the amount of

food data, it is hard to be collected with the natural language-based

answers and need another type of information such as image, video,

etc. In this manner, we found that MimicTalk for food journaling has

an opportunity in collecting image-based data. It could be a burden to

take pictures every time participants have each meal.

When it comes to the domain of physical activity, participants who

used the MimicTalk frequently reported that MimicTalk motivates par-

ticipants for the physical activity. While participants who used the ba-

sic chatbot described the chatbot as daily activity checker rather than

a motivator. Also, customized framing effects and information accep-

tance of MimicTalk are emphasized by some participants in experiment

2.

In the domain of stress management, opportunities of discussing

coping challenges with the chatbot were discussed by most partici-

pants. This process of discussion provoked the user’s self-reflective be-

haviors in some participants. Proactive daily messages from chatbot
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increased the feeling of being cared for in some participants. Also,

MimicTalk had the opportunity of forming rapport in the counseling

task. There were also several reports about the rapport among the

other types of domains. However, the opportunity of forming rapport

was more frequently reported compared to other types of healthcare

domain since the longest length of conversation was observed in the

domain of stress management. We found that MimicTalk reflects the

family dynamics with the dialogue styles, one of which is intimate rela-

tionships. The intimate relationship between the participants and their

family members affected forming quick rapport between the chatbot

and the user.

We also discuss challenges of MimicTalk that are common among

types of domains and that differ among types of domains. When it

comes to challenges of MimicTalk that are common among the type

of domains, collision with actual hosts were considered as a major

challenge of MimicTalk. While using MimicTalk, participants reported

they experienced several overlapping interactions between MimicTalk

with the persona of their family member and their real family member.

For example, some participants said that a message was sent from the

chatbot while eating together, and some participants said that a mes-

sage came from the chatbot while they are on the phone with their real

family member. We call this collision with the actual persona in this

paper. When the persona of MimicTalk collides with the actual person,
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participants reported uncomfortable eerie feelings with the MimicTalk.

This collision was reported in all types of healthcare domains but the

intensity of uncomfortable feeling differs depending on the type of the

domain. We assume that the user experience of collision with a family

member affected eerie feeling with the chatbot. Moreover, the longer

the interaction and the less separate the function from the social talk,

the stronger the eerie feeling seems to be. Therefore, as in Figure 6.12,

a higher eerie feeling was reported in stress management, where the

conversation length was relatively long compared to other types of do-

mains.

Moreover, decreased attachment when the relationship between

family members is bad is another common challenge MimicTalk face in

all types of domains. We recruited a group of families who are in an inti-

mate relationship in all three experiments so we expected that persona

would only have a positive effect on interactions with chatbots. How-

ever, no matter how good the relationship is, when the intimacy of the

relationship decreased due to an unexpected negative event between

family members, it was reflected in the relationship with the MimicTalk

as well. In some cases, there have also been positive aspects that have

been reported by participants. For example, some participants reported

that MimicTalk which has a persona of a family member made their

relationship better when he or she had a fight with each other. One

participant said that ”we were not talking to each other because we
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had a fight, but my heart weakened when MimicTalk that talks alike my

husband asked me hello.”

We also share the points to be considered differently for each do-

main. The first challenge reported particularly in food journaling was

fatigue from structured dialogue flow. This is actually the difference

caused by the nature of food journaling itself. Some participants said

that there is an awkwardness that comes from the structure itself.

Some of them said that MimicTalk is too interesting at first, but the

repetitive structure makes it less interesting as time goes by. This re-

action was not found in the semi-structured MimicTalk for physical

activity intervention. Also, a problem related to trust was found in

the physical activity domain. When it comes to physical activity, there

were many mentions of expertise, but there was an opinion that in

the case of areas requiring expertise, the persona of the family could

rather be a factor that lowers trust. In marital relationships, this re-

action was more common in men than in women, and in parent-child

relationships more reported in parents than in children. However, most

of these people said that if the chatbot is functionally specialized and

the persona of the family is applied with it, they would more likely to

use MimicTalk if it is clearly recognized by the user. When it comes

to stress management, the benefits of MimicTalk in stress manage-

ment are closely related to the challenges of MimicTalk. As mentioned

above, MimicTalk had the opportunity of forming rapport in long con-
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versations. Because of this advantage, some participants feared that it

would be counterproductive to say too much personal information. In

the case of healthcare tasks based on long-time conversations, privacy

about personal data protection should be guaranteed.

Based on reported opportunities challenges of MimicTalk addressed

by participants, we are going to provide design guidelines in the dis-

cussion section to improve the user experience with the MimicTalk

through proper design strategies.
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Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Wakeup word (Intercept) 1 1482.25 1482.25 2680.23 <2e-16 ***

Domain 2 0.50 0.25 0.45 0.64

Residuals 33 18.25 0.55

Emoji (Intercept) 1 1320.11 1320.11 2313.1150 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 5.06 2.53 4.4292 0.01977 * 

Residuals 33 18.83 0.57

Response time (Intercept) 1 1078.03 1078.03 580.815 < 2.2e-16 ***

Domain 2 27.72 13.86 7.468 0.002111 **

Residuals 33 61.25 1.86

Sentence
completion

(Intercept) 1 1067.11 1067.11 415.1041 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 26.06 13.03 5.0678 0.01204 *

Residuals 33 84.83 2.57

Slang (Intercept) 1 1369.00 1369.00 1260.7535 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 17.17 8.58 7.9047 0.001567 **

Residuals 33 35.83 1.09

Punctuation (Intercept) 1 1431.36 1431.36 2122.9176 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 3.39 1.69 2.5131 0.09641

Residuals 33 22.25 0.67

Interjection (Intercept) 1 1444.00 1444.00 1408.4335 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 10.17 5.08 4.9581 0.0131 *

Residuals 33 33.83 1.03

Word
transformation

(Intercept) 1 1534.03 1534.03 6982.4713 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 1.72 0.86 3.9195 0.0297 * 

Residuals 33 7.25 0.22

Table 6.15 Significant differences among linguistic characteristics af-

fecting persona perception in daily healthcare domains(1)
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Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Delivery (Intercept) 1 1369.00 1369.00 1978.5547 <2e-16 ***

Domain 2 0.17 0.08 0.1204 0.8869

Residuals 33 22.83 0.69

Hedging (Intercept) 1 1296.00 1296.00 1161.1222 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 11.17 5.58 5.0023 0.01266 *

Residuals 33 36.83 1.12

Back
channeling

(Intercept) 1 1248.44 1248.44 947.0958 < 2.2e-16 ***

Domain 2 18.06 9.03 6.8487 0.003252 **

Residuals 33 43.50 1.32

Abbreviation (Intercept) 1 1560.25 1560.25 821.2740 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 0.50 0.25 0.4521 0.6402

Residuals 33 18.25 0.55

Emotion (Intercept) 1 1201.78 1201.78 1144.000 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 43.56 21.78 20.731 1.474e-06 ***

Residuals 33 34.67 1.05

Euphenism (Intercept) 1 484.0 484.00 229.8129 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 0.5 0.25 0.1187 0.8884

Residuals 33 69.5 2.11

Sentence
structure

(Intercept) 1 1089.00 1089.00 733.408 < 2e-16 ***

Domain 2 32 16.00 10.775 0.0002 ***

Residuals 33 49 1.48

Table 6.16 Significant differences among linguistic characteristics af-

fecting persona perception in daily healthcare domains(2)
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Chapter 7

Discussion

Throughout the study, we have demonstrated that family member’s

dialogue style implemented to MimicTalk increased the user’s persona

perception of family persona, and its consequences improved overall

user experience while conducting healthcare tasks. With the results

and implications we identified from previous studies, we discuss the

following contents to guide designers and researchers. First, we suggest

design guidelines when applying the persona of the user’s close person

to the healthcare CA. We provide guidelines based on conversational

traits, host traits, and healthcare domain traits. Second, we are going

to discuss ethical considerations when applying the idea of MimicTalk

to expanded domains. Lastly, we discuss the limitation of the series of

studies included in the thesis to call for further researches to improve

unexpected consequences.
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7.1 Design Guidelines

Figure 7.1. shows an overview of design guidelines when applying the

persona of the user’s close person to the healthcare CA. These guide-

lines are only based on our results so there must be some more consider-

ations. We discuss the limitations of the study to call for further study

in the HCI community. We categorized design guidelines based on the

three types of traits as follows: (1) Guidelines based on the conversa-

tional traits, (2) guidelines based on the host traits, and (3) guidelines

based on the domain traits. Categorization was conducted based on

the thematic analysis by three researchers including the author of the

thesis.

Guidelines Based on Conversational Traits

Through the implementation of MimicTalk in study 3, we have learned

that the conversational structure, conversation topic, the function of

conversation can influence outcomes of MimicTalk in the healthcare

domains. While discussing, we used the word host to refer to the person

whose persona is implemented to the MimicTalk.

In our study, conversation structure refers to three levels of struc-

ture including structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. Due to

the domain characteristics, we made a design decision that food jour-

naling chatbot to have structured dialogue flow, physical activity to

have semi-structured dialogue flow, and stress management for un-
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structured dialogue flow. The structure of the conversation is highly

related to the function of conversation. However, we separately dis-

cuss these two elements since each of them is highly important. In

the structured conversation (food journaling in our case), more va-

riety of dialogue should be implemented to the CA since users were

more likely to feel bored or fatigue from the structured conversation.

This impacted the user experience with MimicTalk since some partic-

ipants reported that structured dialogue flow made MimicTalk more

robot-like. Even in a structured conversation, the social talk should be

randomly implemented to prevent awareness of interacting with the

persona of a close person. However, in the semi-structured and the un-

structured conversational structure, the form of language component

including sentence structure and sentence completion more impacted

the persona perception of the MimicTalk. Using emojis and emotions

reflected in the conversation more largely impacted the persona percep-

tion of MimicTalk in the unstructured conversation. Designers should

keep in mind that as the freedom of CA responses increases, dialogues

should be designed in a more detailed way.

When it comes to conversation topics, the familiarity of the topic

influences the persona perception and user experience of MimicTalk. In

this study, the topic is likely to refer to the healthcare tasks of Mim-

icTalk. In some cases where the host of persona and the user rarely

talks about the healthcare task of the MimicTalk, the user felt awk-
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ward in the conversation with the MimicTalk. Therefore, the familiar-

ity of having a conversation with the host of persona for conversation

topic should be determined before choosing an appropriate candidate.

When choosing the persona of a close person for healthcare CA, design-

ers could choose someone the user is frequently having the particular

conversation (which is to be implemented to CA) to prevent feeling out

of context. If the host who is unfamiliar with the conversation topic

was chosen as a persona to be implemented to the MimicTalk, then,

designing an onboarding scenario to make the user naturally adapt to

the conversation with the MimicTalk is necessary.

The function of conversation refers to the main function of the Mim-

icTalk to reach its system goals. For example, the function of Mim-

icTalk for food journaling was data-collection, the function of Mim-

icTalk for physical activity was the behavioral intervention, and the

function of MimicTalk for stress management was interactive conver-

sation to cope with the stressors. The function of conversation is closely

related to the conversation structure since the structure should be de-

cided based on the major function of MimicTalk. When applying the

persona of a close person for counseling, check the privacy issue. Ethical

concerns from the user’s perception of the chatbot as an actual fam-

ily member that could lead to the user’s behavior of sharing sensitive

information, have been raised. This concern emphasizes the need for

clearly noticing the user knows about the identity of the chatbot which
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is not a human. Most participants worried that they were more likely to

talk to MimicTalk about their private information in the conversation

of counseling. Some participants worried that they were not sure where

their conversation data would be stored and utilized. Sharing the data

storage policy could be a way to prevent this issue. In the interactive

conversation, the user’s answers seem to be much longer than other

functions and the mismatch of conversation style between the host

and the MimicTalk was found to be more distinguishable compared to

other domains. Particularly for the linguistic factors that seem to be

more noticeable in interactive conversation should be implemented to

MimicTalk to minimize the mismatch.

Guidelines Based on Host Traits

We empathize user-host relationship, the linguistic identity of the host,

and contact channels as host traits that can influence outcomes of

MimicTalk. When it comes to user-host relationship, designers have to

consider the unique characteristics and the quality of the family rela-

tionship between the user and his/her family member when expanding

their candidate, who is going to be included in the dialogue design,

to diverse types of family members such as siblings, husbands, and

wives. Designers should use a host with high intimacy for the persona

of MimicTalk since intimacy with the actual host greatly influences

the intimacy with MimicTalk. The relationship between the user and
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the host was found to be reflected in the relationship between the user

and the MimicTalk. Moreover, designers should avoid persona with

whom the user continuously keeps in face-to-face contact (e.g.living

together). Some participants reported eerie feelings when MimicTalk

talks to them while they are physical with the host of persona. Also,

designers should apply a persona of the host who has spoken a lot with

the user about the particular field where CA will be applied to. If they

rarely talk about the task in the actual world, the MimicTak could be

perceived as more non-human like in our case.

The linguistic identity of the host also greatly impacts persona

perception of mimicked persona. During dialogue design, we could no-

tice that some hosts have strong linguistic identities while others have

weak or moderate linguistic identities. For example, one host used lots

of emojis in the conversation, and another used lots of slang or ab-

breviations, and in some cases being highly emotion-centric. In the

post-interview, we asked all participants about how linguistic char-

acteristics affected their persona perception of MimicTalk, and those

participants whose family member(host) has strong linguistic identity

reported more linguistic characteristics that impacted their persona

perception compared to those who do not. As learned from our study,

using the persona of the host with the strong linguistic characteristic

is an effective way to increase the persona perception. On the other

hand, when using the persona of the host with the weak linguistic
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characteristic, designers can add other modalities to increase persona

perception including profile image and voice.

Contact channels users use to reach their family members (host)

also affected the outcome of persona implementation. Designers should

avoid the persona of the person with whom the user continuously keeps

in face-to-face contact (e.g.living together). This increases the eerie

feeling in our case. In all cases, designers should be careful of confu-

sion that the user can forget whether they have talked to CA with the

persona of the family member or the actual family member for partic-

ular agenda. Our results showed that there exist some cases that users

frequently forgot whom they talked about particular agenda. So sepa-

rating and specifying the role between the host and the CA with the

persona of the host would be also effective in this case. For example,

when it comes to food journaling, MimicTalk can keep track of user’s

meal menu, while actual family member gives user tangible support

such as making a healthy meal or gives the user useful information,

etc.

Guidelines Based on Domain Traits

We also provide guidelines based on the healthcare domain traits.

These traits include the priority of healthcare tasks, healthcare habits,

and frequency of being cared for by others in a particular healthcare

domain. When it comes to the priority of healthcare tasks if a par-
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ticular task is the user’s region of major interest affects the outcomes

of MimicTalk. If the priority is high, increasing the interaction period

to increase user engagement could be effective. For example, we sug-

gested implementing social talk to the MimicTalk in the prior section

in this chapter. However, if the priority of a particular healthcare task

is relatively low, designers should avoid prolonged interaction. In this

case, the concerns of the user feeling guilty not answering to MimicTalk

could be raised while users feel fatigued or burden having interaction

with MimicTalk. If the priority is high, guilty framing can be utilized

as the strategy of the healthcare CA.

The healthcare habits of the user are another consideration when

implementing MimicTalk. If the user is already an engaged in health-

care tasks, persona of the close person can be used as a tool to enhance

the user experience. If not, designers should attempt to use the conse-

quences of applying the persona of a close person to achieve the user’s

behavior change (e.g. guilty, shame, sorry, love, etc). However, when

applying these factors, investigating users to define expected outcomes

should be preceded before implementing MimicTalk since emotional

consequences are different among users.

The frequency of being careful about should be considered in the

design process. If the user is already receiving enough caregiving, de-

signers should define the required task in detail and select a persona

of a close person suitable for that specific task. If the frequency of
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caregiving is low and caregiving with emotional support is required,

designers should apply the persona of the host that the user feels an

emotional attachment.

7.2 Ethical Considerations

In the series of studies, we have found few pieces of evidence that

require ethical considerations. Evidence from studies was not major

results so it wasn’t mentioned much in the results section. However,

since ethical concerns accompany any technological innovation, we are

going to discuss all possible concerns to prevent the worst cases in its

practical application. We referenced Ruane et al’s study in this section,

which considers the social context in identifying ethical challenges of

conversational AI design [205]. According to Ruane et al, ethical con-

cerns derived from conversational AI could be different depending on

the target user, the application domain, and the task and the goal of

the agent. For instance, a chatbot used by employees of the organi-

zation will have different considerations compared to a public-facing

CA. For the responsible design of conversational AI, a profound under-

standing of the user including user characteristics and interests, social

contexts, should be prioritized. No one-fits-all principle exists to be

applied to all kinds of CAs. For these reasons, previous studies suggest

abstract principles including multiple approaches to develop ethical

and responsible Conversational AI [205]. Since we posit our series of
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studies in the domain of daily healthcare for preventive purposes, we

share our ethical concerns raised during our work with designers and

stakeholders.

We have defined ethical concerns of MimicTalk based on the cat-

egories of (1) trust and transparency, (2) privacy, (3) agent persona,

and anthropomorphism.

Trust and transparency: Transparency about an agent’s status as

an autonomous (non-human) agent, as well as the boundaries of its

capabilities, is necessary to allow users to make informed decisions,

which leads to user’s overall trust toward the system. Understanding a

user’s expectations of an agent is essential for ensuring the user’s confi-

dence. Reasonable expectation management is a need and it should be

evaluated. For example, if a user expects an anonymous conversation,

then identifiable information about the user and plain text logs should

not be stored by or visible to the development team.

In our case, we informed participants of MimicTalk’s functionality

in detail. We specifically introduced the functionality of the chatbot

and its limitations coming from the study design. We not only told

them they were recruited to evaluate the user experience and user

perception of MimicTalk (or basic chatbot) and told them they are

going to interact with the chatbot with the tasks of food journaling.

We emphasized that the chatbot’s functionality is limited in journaling
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tasks and the chatbot would be limited in responding to out-of-task

conversations. Also, we informed participants that conversational data

collected during the experiments would be only used for data analy-

sis and would be eliminated after the paper is published based on the

study’s procedure approved by IRB. Then, we showed the sample con-

versation of the chatbot in order to help participants be accustomed

to the workflow of the chatbot. Participants were instructed to freely

ask any questions regarding the chatbot and the experiment to the

author. Through these processes, we made sure for users to manage

their expectations with the chatbot.

However, even though we tried to fully manage user expectations

based on related work, a few users raised the transparency issue that

affects their trust on MimicTalk. The issue was about how the dialogue

styles of MimicTalk have been made. One participant who used fully

automated MimicTalk for food journaling insisted that ”It seems to af-

fect my trust toward chatbot as MimicTalk informs me whether it was

entered manually from my family member or automated with some-

thing/someone else.” Therefore, when utilizing MimicTalk, an expla-

nation for not only MimicTalk works but also how it has been designed

should be implemented to the CA.

Privacy: The interaction of humans and CAs result in various ethical

questions about privacy including data type, data access, and the pe-
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riod of data storage, and the purpose of data use. Collecting user data

is one of the major privacy concerns so some countries protect user

data though ethical guidelines such as GDPR in Europe [206]. Even

though previous guidelines exist, since ethical issues vary depending on

the domain of deployment and user’s vulnerability, additional studies

are needed to investigate the domain-specific issues [205].

In our case, we found two kinds of privacy issues in (1)social rela-

tionship with the chatbot and (2) data privacy issue. When it comes

to social relationships, concerns arise that the social features of the

agent can encourage self-disclosure of information [207]. Sometimes,

the dialogue of an agent designed with social purpose impacts users

to self-disclose without discernment. Self-disclosure could be beneficial

in some cases by encouraging users to gather data, at the same time,

improving user experience [208]. However, sometimes, it can affect user

trust or decrease user experience when the functionality of CA is not

properly explained prior to its use. In study 3, we have confirmed that

interaction with the MimicTalk increased rapport formation, contex-

tual information, and additional responses made regardless of health-

care tasks. With these evidence, we can conclude that the MimicTalk

increased the self-disclosure of participants. In this manner, MimicTalk

should be implemented with the explainability in privacy issue. Mak-

ing users notice that MimicTalk is non-human, and the policy on safe

data storage should be always approachable for users in a transparent
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way.

Agent persona and anthropomorphism: A large part of design

decisions on CA is related to persona and personality. Designing an

agent persona includes applying age, gender, race, and cultural affilia-

tion to the agent. As the level of embodiment increases, these indica-

tions become more explicit. It is essential to investigate what types of

relationships users prefer to build with the agent. After, to determine

if the particular persona is encouraging, defining persona traits that

would cause a negative social reaction is also important since inap-

propriate agent persona can also result in the user building harmful

stereotypes of agents [205]. In our case, we have mainly applied the

persona of a close person to CA, which made participants interact

with CA as if they are interacting with their family members through

a text interface. We confirmed that applying the persona of the user’s

close person has an opportunity in managing outcomes of a particular

behavior which is, in our case, healthcare tasks.

One of our primary outcomes coming from applying the persona of

a close person was the high tendency of anthropomorphism. Partici-

pants who used MimicTalk tend more to respond the human-like trig-

gers than participants who used the basic chatbot. Anthropomorphism

could be strengthened when users interact with a system through con-

versation and when the CA has been designed with personality and
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embodied with a human-like avatar [209]. The level of anthropomor-

phism can also be determined by agent persona expressions including

gender, age, race, cultural affiliation. In our study, the level of anthro-

pomorphism tends to be stronger if the CA’s persona is implemented

with the daughter than a son, children than parents. This tendency

also varies depending on the family dynamics.

The problem is that there exists a chance of adverse effects coming

from highly human-like CAs for daily use. We recruited participants

who show emotional attachment with the host above the median, and

it made participants emotionally attached to MimicTalk by real-world

dynamics. This tendency was found to be positive in our study by

increasing engagement with healthcare tasks. We also asked partic-

ipants about adverse effects coming from family member’s persona,

but rare concerns were found. However, one participant who partici-

pated in experiment 1 insisted that ”I know the chatbot’s functions

are limited in healthcare tasks, but when the chatbot doesn’t answer

my social conversation, I feel disappointed and sad. Maybe it’s be-

cause I miss my daughter so much.” This interview data implied to

us that in some cases that users show extreme emotional attachment

to both their family members and the MimicTalk, MimicTalk can be

the emotional trigger that could cause unexpected consequences such

as triggering negative feelings, triggering traumatic experiences related

to emotions. Designers should consider minor cases, for example, while
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using the chatbot the host may physically move away, get injured,

or die. The changes in user-host dynamics should be reflected in the

design of MimicTalk. Further researches that focus on adverse effects

coming from MimicTalk’s triggers are also needed.

7.3 Limitations

Throughout the thesis, we have explored and evaluated the idea of

applying the persona of the user’s close person (i.e.MimicTalk) to CA

to improve the user experience, particularly user engagement, with the

healthcare tasks in the domains of daily healthcare. We have defined

the opportunities and challenges of MimicTalk based on our results.

However, since the thesis could not investigate all cases of relationships,

stakeholders or healthcare tasks, we recommend readers to use our

research results after recognizing the following limitations.

First, we share limitations coming from highly user-centered ap-

proaches in the thesis. The Series of studies included in the thesis fo-

cuses on the user and uses user-centric methods for designing and eval-

uating MimicTalk. It was a reasonable choice because the major goal

of the thesis was to improve the user experience with daily healthcare

CA. In particular, we targeted the self-care of the users with preventive

healthcare, not patients. However, if the goal of healthcare CA is out of

one of the two contexts that are (1) individual self-care (2) preventive

purpose, additional research on existing stakeholders is essential. For
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example, if the MimicTalk should be implemented for the purpose of

curing particular diseases such as cancer, the needs of stakeholders in-

cluding doctors, nutritionists, family members should all be taken into

consideration when designing and implementing MimicTalk. In this

case, the context of sending and receiving support might be highly

complicated, so additional research is necessary before implementing

MimicTalk.

Second, we share limitations that occur from experimental design.

In order to focus on the effectiveness of MimicTalk, we did not relay

the conversation between MimicTalk and the user to the actual host.

Our results showed that there exist some cases that users frequently

forgot whom they talked about particular agenda. In the discussion, we

suggested separating and specifying the role between the host and the

CA with the persona of the host would be also effective in this case. For

example, when it comes to food journaling, MimicTalk can keep track

of user’s meal menu, while actual family member gives user tangible

support such as making a healthy meal or gives the user useful in-

formation etc. However, some participants suggested the conversation

with the MimicTalk be passed on to the host as well. For this issue, we

are going to conduct additional research on information sharing among

the user, MimicTalk, and the host.

Third. we share limitations on generalizability of the study. We

intended to generalize the study to various fields of application by se-
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lecting the most representative daily healthcare domains and recruiting

types of participants and hosts. However, as mentioned throughout the

paper, if the application field of MimicTalk goes beyond preventive

daily healthcare, additional study is needed to consider unexpected

consequences of MimicTalk before implementing it to a large popula-

tion. Also, emotional and social characteristics may vary depending on

the history of the family even if the type of relationship is the same.

Therefore, designers should always consider user characteristics and

user context before implementing MimicTalk.
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Figure 7.1 Overview of design guidelines when applying persona of

close person to the healthcare CA
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

My thesis suggested, explored, and evaluated the idea of applying the

persona of the user’s close person in the real world to improve the user

experience with the healthcare CAs in the domain of daily health man-

agement. Particularly the thesis is focusing on (1) individual self-care

with (2) preventive purpose. I made three major research contribu-

tions through the thesis. First, I investigated the effective persona of a

close person to be implemented in CA for daily healthcare in study 1.

Second, I provided lists of linguistic characteristics to consider when

applying a real person’s persona who is in the relationship with the user

to CA in study 2. We expect these features also could be applied to

expanded research areas such as Text-Style-Transfer, and automated

text generation. Lastly, I investigated the effectiveness of healthcare

CA with the persona of the user’s family member in study 3 by ap-
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plying it to major daily healthcare domains including diet, physical

activity, and stress management.

Moreover, based on findings, I provide design guidelines based on

conversational traits, host traits, and healthcare domain traits. Each of

these traits includes elements that should be considered when design-

ing healthcare CA with the persona of the user’s close person. Since

provided guidelines reflect study results in this thesis, there exists a

need for further studies in this area to explore other factors that can

influence the outcomes of healthcare CA with the persona of a per-

son who is in a close relationship with the user. Additionally, ethical

considerations defined in the thesis should also be fully considered.

I expect outcomes from the thesis could be applied to various do-

mains and fields that require the application of personalized CA. When

expanding boundaries of applying a real person’s persona to the CA,

domain of interest, target user group, and the type of host should all be

taken into consideration and an additional evaluation process is always

necessary to prevent adverse effects coming from following issues that

are also discussed in the thesis: (1) trust and transparency, (2) privacy,

and (3) anthropomorphism. By taking all these things into consider-

ations, I expect that more relevant researches would be done so that

more people would be healthier and happier with the technology.
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Appendix

In this appendix, the study materials we used for the evaluation are

presented. These materials include survey questions used during the

experiments in the study 1, 2 and 3.

Survey Used in Study 1

1. 나는 해당 챗봇이 유용하다고 느낀다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

2. 나는 해당 챗봇이 사용하기 쉽다고 느낀다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

3. 나는 해당 챗봇에 신뢰를 느낀다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

4. 나는 해당 챗봇에 친밀감을 느낀다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다
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Survey Used in Study 2

1. 나이, 성별, 직업, 함께 참여한 사람과의 관계를 기입해주세요.

2. 평소 스마트폰으로 얼마나 자주 지인들과 대화를 하시나요?

3.평소카카오톡이나문자로자주대화하는지인과의대화에서 ”문장을

끊어서 말하는 정도”가 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나

요? ex. 동생 뭐해? vs 동생/뭐해/?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

4. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”단어

의 변형”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex. 학교

갔어요 vs 학교감?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

5.평소카카오톡이나문자로자주대화하는지인과의대화에서 ”문장의

구조”가그사람의대화의특수성을얼마나잘나타내나요? ex.완전문장

(나 어제 도서관 가서 공부했어) vs 불완전문장 (함 ㅎㅎ)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다
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6. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”나를

부르는 호칭”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

7. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”이모

티콘의 사용”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

8.평소카카오톡이나문자로자주대화하는지인과의대화에서 ”욕설의

사용빈도”가 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

9. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”강조

표현”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex. 진짜,

정말, 대박 등

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

10. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”감정
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언어”가 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex. 우울하

다, 행복하다 등

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

11. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”미사

여구”가 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex. 음,....

아.... 등

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

12. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”특수

기호의 사용”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex.

!!!, , ??? 등

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

13, 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”줄임

말 사용”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

14. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”걈
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탄사의 사용”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex.

와우!, 오

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

15. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”내용

의 전달력”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex. 그

사람만이 사용하는 특수한 단어들

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

16. 그 사람 만이 사용하는 특수한 단어들을 생각나는데로 적어주세요

17. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”답장

이 오는 시간”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

18. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”돌려

말하기 기법”이 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다
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19. 평소 카카오톡이나 문자로 자주 대화하는 지인과의 대화에서 ”문장

의 완성도”가 그 사람의 대화의 특수성을 얼마나 잘 나타내나요? ex¿

완전문장(나 어제 도서관 가서 공부했어) vs 불완전문장 (함 ㅎㅎ)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

거의 나타내지 않는다 매우 많이 나타낸다

20. 그 밖에 지인이 자주 사용하는 화법이 있으면 생각나는 대로 적어주

세요.

Survey Used in Study 3

User Experience

1.나는해당챗봇을사용하기전에관련헬스케어태스크를지속적으로

수행해 왔다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

2. 나는 해당 챗봇을 사용하는 동안에 관련 헬스케어 태스크를 지속적

으로 수행하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

3. 전반적으로 나는 해당 챗봇이 태스크를 수행하기에 유용하다고 생각

한다.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

4. 전반적으로 나는 해당 챗봇이 태스크를 수행하기에 사용하기 쉽다고

느꼈다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

5. 챗봇을 사용하는 동안 나는 해당 챗봇을 신뢰하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

6. 챗봇을 사용하는 동안 나는 해당 챗봇에 친밀감을 느꼈다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

7. 전반적으로 나는 해당 챗봇을 사용하는 것에 몰입하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

8. 챗봇을 사용하는 동안 나는 해당 챗봇에게 감정적 애착을 느꼈다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다
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9. 챗봇을 사용하는 동안 나는 사람과 상호작용한다고 느꼈다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

10. 챗봇을 사용하는 동안 나는 챗봇에게 불쾌한 감정을 느꼈다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

User Perception

1. ”나를 부르는 호칭”이 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인

지하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

2. ”답장이 오는 시간”이 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인

지하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

3. ”문장의 완성도”는 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지

하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다
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4. ”욕설의 사용빈도”는 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인

지하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

5. ”특수기호의 사용”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인

지하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

6. ”감탄사의 사용”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지

하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

7. ”단어의변형”은내가챗봇을더나의실제가족구성원처럼인지하게

하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

8. 챗봇의 ”전달력”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지

하게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

9. ”강조 표현”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지하게

하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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전혀아니다 매우그렇다

10. ”미사여구”는 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지하게

하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

11. ”줄임말”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지하게 하

였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

12. ”감정의 전달”은 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지하

게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

13. ”돌려말하기”는내가챗봇을더나의실제가족구성원처럼인지하게

하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다

14. ”문장의 구조”는 내가 챗봇을 더 나의 실제 가족구성원처럼 인지하

게 하였다.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

전혀아니다 매우그렇다
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국문초록

디지털 헬스케어(Digital Healthcare) 기술의 발전은 일상 헬스케어

영역에서의 혁신을 주도 하고 있다. 이는 의학 전문가들의 정확한 진단,

질병의 치료를 도울 뿐만 아니라 사용자가 스스로 일상에서 자기관리를

할 수 있도록 돕는다. 디지털 헬스케어 기술의 대표적인 목표 중 하나는

효과적으로 헬스케어 서비스를 개인화 시키는 것인데, 이러한 측면에서

대화형 인공지능(Conversational AI)은 사용하기 쉽고 효율적인 비용으

로 개인화된 서비스를 제공할 수 있기에 주목받고 있다.

기존의개인화된케어서비스들의경우는대부분의료기관의질병치

료 서비스들에 포함되었는데, 대화형 인공지능은 이러한 개인화된 케어

서비스의 영역을 일상에서의 질병 예방을 위한 관리로 확장하는데 기여

한다. 일대일 대화를 통해 맞춤형 교육, 테라피, 그외의 관련 정보 등을

제공할 수 있다는 측면에서 일상 헬스케어에 적합한 디지털 헬스케어

기술로의 활용도가 높다. 이러한 이점으로 인해 다양한 역할을 가진 대

화형 인공지능들의 개발이 이루어지고 있다.

그러나, 이러한 대화형 인공지능들에게 사용자의 선호도에 적합한

페르소나를 부여하는 연구는 드물게 이루어 지고 있다. 대화형 인공

지능의 주요 기능인 자연어 기반 상호작용은 CASA 패러다임(CASA

Paradigm)에서 제기하는 사용자가 시스템을 의인화하는 경향을 높인

다. 때문에 페르소나에 대한 사용자의 선호도가 지속적인 대화형 인공

지능의사용과몰입에영향을미친다.또한대화형인공지능의장기적인
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사용을위해서적절한사용자와의사회적,감정적상호작용을디자인해

주어야 하는데, 인지된 페르소나에 대한 사용자의 선호도가 이 과정에

도 유의미한 영향을 미친다. 때문에 지속적인 참여가 결과에 큰 영향을

미치는 일상 헬스케어 영역에서 대화형 인공지능을 활용하는데 개인

화된 페르소나 디자인이 긍정적인 사용자 경험 및 사용자 건강 증진의

가능성을높일것으로본연구는가정한다.개인화된페르소나디자인을

위해 사용자와 현실에서 친밀한 관계에 있는 실존인물(호스트)의 페르

소나를 대화형 인공지능에 적용하고 평가하는 것이 본 연구의 핵심적인

아아디어이다.

이를 검증하기 위해서 해당 학위 논문은 총 세 가지의 세부 연구

를 포함한다. 첫째는 실존인물의 페르소나 중에서도 일상 건강관리에

적합한 호스트의 페르소나를 탐색하는 연구이다. 둘째는 호스트의 페르

소나를 대화형 인공지능에 적용하기 위해 고려해야 할 언어적 요소들을

정의하는 연구이다. 마지막으로는 위의 과정을 통해 개발된 실존하는

인물의 페르소나를 가진 대화형 인공지능이 일상 헬스케어 영역에서

실제 효과를 보이는지를 평가하는 연구이다. 또한 해당 학위논문은 일

련의 연구들에서 발견한 결과들을 바탕으로 사용자와 친밀한 관계에

있는 페르소나를 일상 헬스케어를 위한 대화형 인공지능에 적용할 때

고려해야할 디자인 함의점들을 도출하고 가이드라인을 제시한다.

주요어: 대화형 인공지능, 디지털 헬스케어, 페르소나, 사용자 경험

학번: 2017-39859
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